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English language must become more practical, artist says

even him to keep track of,” Marshall said.
Caldiero read his poetry from a black
book, but showed the student audience that
many of his poems are not printed as disSelf-proclaimed polyartist and sonosotinguishable words. Some sound more like
pher Alex Caldiero stole the attention of
songs or tribal chants and are read from a
USU students in his Monday classroom
performance, where he read original poetry rough sketch that help him remember the
order the sounds are executed. While he
and demonstrated his playful attitude
recites his works, he is prompted to move
toward language through inarticulate
based on what he
chants and songs.
feels is happening in
Caldiero said as
the room, he said.
an artist his goal is to
“Enjoy
speakHe said his
compose his works like
ing.
Enjoy
singing.
performances
are
a child who randomly
“orchestrated sponTwist it, warp it.
picks colors when drawtaneity” because
ing a picture. He said
Language is a living
he likes to take
he admires children’s
thing.
It’s
like
us.”
himself and others
inability to dwell heavily
by surprise. His peron their ideas and ability
cannot
to let instincts take them
– Alex Caldiero, formances
be
planned,
he said,
where they may.
artist
because
while
recit“Don’t let your head
ing his works the
know what your heart is
sounds engulf him.
doing and don’t let your heart know what
He
said
his
art
is
all
about crossing
your head is doing,” Caldiero said. “Just be
boundaries.
Caldiero
said
he finds the
doing it, period.”
entire process of articulation from birth to
Caldiero’s visit to USU’s Fine Arts
adulthood fascinating. Watching each of his
Building was prompted by the year-long
five children go through the articulation
Tanner Project “Crossing Boundaries.” The
process was intriguing to him, and he’s still
project was organized for the awareness of
awed as his grandchildren do the same.
the community’s diversity and unity.
“Language is a reflection of who we are,
Caldiero was born in Sicily, raised in
who
we can be – everything,” Caldiero said.
New York and, since 1980, has lived in
In
300 to 500 years, the English lanUtah where he is artist-in-residence at Utah
guage will be so different than the way
Valley University. He said he consciously
it is today that there need to be Englishcomposed his first poem as an 11-year-old
American translators, Caldiero said. It
and has been fascinated with language
will be necessary to mold the language in
since he was young.
a way that is more practical, with word
“Enjoy speaking. Enjoy singing,”
spellings that match the way they sound, he
Caldiero said. “Twist it, warp it. Language
said. Some English spellings have already
is a living thing. It’s like us.”
changed. For example, he said accordCaldiero said his third language is
English – his first being Sicilian and second ing to new dictionary editions, the word
“through” can also be spelled “thru.”
being Italian. Though he has lived in the
Caldiero said, “All the non-functional,
U.S. since 1958, Caldiero didn’t become a
silent
e’s should be thrown out – like
citizen until 1999 because he said he “didn’t
want to rush things.” Caldiero believes U.S. tonight.”
He said he has high hopes that texting
masonic origins, such as taking oaths, are
will
speed up the process of language
beautiful.
transformation.
Over time, it will be more
Clark Marshall, instructor for the USU
acceptable to use the spelling “u” in place of
course Art in Context, said he is teaching
“you.” This would be a positive change, he
the class in conjunction with the Tanner
said.
Project. The project is meant to display the
A documentary, “The Sonosopher,”
future of the American collector and how
about Caldiero’s life is playing in a San Jose,
the U.S. may transform 50 to 100 years
Calif., film festival. Two of Caldiero’s stufrom now, Marshall said. He said the subdents were interested in filming his creative
theme for the lecture is migration, and he
process, and Caldiero said he agreed to
couldn’t think of a better guest performer
help them with their project because he felt
than Caldiero because many of his poems
it was a opportune time in his life for selftalk about his experience migrating to the
reflection.
U.S.
– catherine.meidell@aggiemail.usu.edu
“He’s done so much. I think it’s hard for

By CATHERINE MEIDELL
assistant news editor

ALEX CALDIERO, Utah Valley University artist-in-residence, said he admires children’s ability to let instincts
and ideas carry them. He said he tries to model his work after these children. Caldiero visited USU Monday as part
of the ‘Crossing Boundaries’ series. photo courtesy of Don LaVange

Structure of ASUSU may see some changes in near future
By CHELSEY GENSEL
news senior writer

ASUSU’s structure may soon see big changes, Athletics Vice
President Jeremy Winn said at the ASUSU Executive Council
meeting Tuesday.
A committee of seven, headed by Winn, began meeting
Tuesday to discuss restructuring. Winn said that eventually
advisers will be involved as decisions are made, but he wants the
initial effort to be “student-driven.”
The discussion stems from what some officers see as a lack of
clarity in their duties and an imbalance from one position to the
next, and numerous possibilities for the restructure are on the
table, Winn said. Now is a good time to start talking about the
changes, he said, because of the organization of the Access Center.
“I think, as ASUSU, we need to throw our support behind
(Vice President of Student Services) Dr. Morales’ vision,” he said.
One change discussed was the idea to take the Council
of Student Clubs and Organizations (CSCO) from under the
Diversity vice president and put the Programming vice president
in charge of clubs, and have the Diversity vice president work
more closely with the Access Center.
“To me, that is a logical, no-nonsense approach to clubs,”
Winn said.
Winn said another idea discussed by the committee was
to divide clubs that clearly fall into the category of one college
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within their respective colleges, under the direction of the college
senators. Then, CSCO would serve more as a database for student
referrals, so they can find the club they are interested in.
Winn gave the example of the HURD, which falls under his
jurisdiction, saying it wouldn’t fit into a particular college, but
students could still find it through CSCO.
Another possibility may be the elimination of a position, and
duties dispersed among the other officers, such as combining the
duties of the student advocate with the Executive vice president.
Winn said Student Advocate Tyler Haws, who was not present at the meeting, felt there was a lot more that could be done
with the student advocate position and would rather enhance it
than do away with it. The committee will continue to meet every
Tuesday. Though the elimination of any position would not affect
elections for next year’s officers, changes to the positions could.
Some changes, such as moving the jurisdiction of CSCO, would
require a constitutional amendment and therefore would be
taken to a student vote, probably sometime in April, Winn said.
Any input or questions can be directed to Winn at jeremy.winn@
aggiemail.usu.edu.
The Executive Council discussed the advertising opportunity
of placing its Web site on 800 mouse pads in every IT lab on campus. ASUSU Public Relations Director Allie Anderson said that by
this summer, IT needs to replace the mouse pads, which wear out
every two to three years. IT and ASUSU would team up to purchase the mouse pads.
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Astou Ndiaye-Diatta, left, and
Modou Niang, both from
Senegal, make their mark on
USU athletics.
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ASUSU decided to pursue design options and vote on the proposal at a future meeting.
Academic Senate President Ben Croshaw also reported that the
fee board will soon vote on whether to allow computer access to
those with spouse ID cards at no extra charge. The card costs $40
and currently doesn’t include computer access.
Other announcements included the Native American PowWow and Dominican Student Association (DSA) Dinner, which
will both be held Saturday, Feb. 27. Diversity Vice President
Krista Bustamante said the pow-wow will go from 9 a.m. to
9 p.m., with a grand entry at noon. It will be in the Nelson
Fieldhouse.
“A lot of great nations are coming from all over the West,”
Bustamante said.
The DSA dinner, which will include dancing, a show and meal,
will be in the Taggart Student Center Ballroom at 7 p.m. The cost
is $11 in advance or $13 at the door, with all proceeds going to
Haiti. Tickets can be purchased in advance from Bustamante by
calling 797-8153.
Executive Vice President Spencer Lee will take a student lobbying group to the Utah Capitol Wednesday, Feb. 24, to attend
a legislative session, talk to senators and meet with Sens. Lyle
Hillyard and Michael Waddoups. The students will meet at the
University Inn and leave for Salt Lake City at 8:15 a.m.
– chelsey.gensel@aggiemail.usu.edu
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ClarifyCorrect
The policy of The Utah
Statesman is to correct any error
made as soon as possible. If you
find something you would like
clarified or find unfair, please
contact the editor at statesmaneditor@aggiemail.usu.edu

Celebs&People
NEW YORK (AP) – The
Winter Olympics ruled in the
ratings last
week, treating NBC to
an average
audience
roughly three times the size of
its nearest rival, Fox.
NBC’s coverage of the
Winter Games held seven of
the top eight spots for the
week, the Nielsen Co. said
Tuesday.
But Fox didn’t come up
empty. Its dual editions of
“American Idol” placed fifth
and ninth in the week’s Top 10
rankings.

NewsBriefs
Two injured in Colo.
school shooting
LITTLETON, Colo. (AP)
– Two teenagers were shot
Tuesday afternoon at a suburban Denver middle school that’s
just a few miles from Columbine
High School, the site of one of
the nation’s deadliest school
shootings, authorities said.
An adult suspect has been
arrested, the Jefferson County
Sheriff’s Office said on its Web
site. One victim, a male, was
shot inside Deer Creek Middle
School in Littleton, while a
female victim was shot just
outside the school, the sheriff’s
office said.
The two victims are believed
to be students and are expected
to survive, West Metro Fire officials said.

LateNiteHumor
Thursday, Feb. 11, 2010
Top 10 Surprises In “The
Wolfman,” presented by
Benecio del Toro:
10. 10 percent of my dialogue
is (makes growling sound).
9. Wolfboy is bar mitzvahed
and becomes a wolfman.
8. Transformation into werewolf triggered by peanut
allergy.
7. To save money on fake
blood and dummies, we actually killed people.
6. It’s about a tax attorney
named “Greg Wolfman.”
5. I don’t know what this
means, but they told me to say
it’s in 4-D.
4. At the end of the movie, I
realize i’m not a wolfman, I
needed the Mach 3 razor.
3. Based on a true story – well,
everything except the wolfman part.
2. My howling at the moon
sounds like Regis singing.
1. Town finally kills wolfman
by giving him a new Toyota.

Toyota recalls aren’t complete solution
WASHINGTON (AP) – Massive
recalls of popular Toyota cars and
trucks still may “not totally” solve
frightening problems of sudden, unintended acceleration, the company’s
American sales chief conceded Tuesday,
a day before the Japanese president of
the world’s largest automaker must confront angry U.S. lawmakers.
House members listened in rapt
silence Tuesday to the tearful testimony
of a woman whose car unaccountably
surged to 100 mph, then they pressed
James Lentz, president of Toyota Motor
Sales USA Inc., on the company’s efforts
to find and fix the acceleration problems – actions many suggested were too
late and too limited.
Lentz apologized repeatedly for safety defects that led to recalls of some 8.5
million Toyota cars and trucks, and he
acknowledged the changes the company
is making probably aren’t the end of the
story.
Putting remaining doubts to rest is
of vital importance to millions more
Toyota owners in the United States and
elsewhere, who have continued to drive
but with serious concerns about their
cars. Toyota sales have suffered, too,
and a small army of dealers showed up
on Capitol Hill Tuesday, arguing that
this week’s high-profile hearings are
unfairly targeting their company.
“We are vigilant and we continue
to look for potential causes,” Lentz
told the House Energy and Commerce
Committee.
That search had better continue,
a number of lawmakers said, openly
questioning Toyota’s insistence that the
problems are mechanical, not linked to
the vehicles’ sophisticated electronics.
Without a more vigorous investigation of the possibility that electronics

are involved, Texas Republican Rep. Joe
Barton said of Toyota’s probe: “In my
opinion, it’s a sham.”
The U.S. government is pursuing the
electronics question, Transportation
Secretary Ray LaHood told the panel.
“We’re going to go into the weeds
on that” and come up with answers,
LaHood said. He said the company’s
recalls were important but “we don’t
maintain that they answer every question.”
Lentz’s appearance set the stage
for Toyota’s president – Akio Toyoda,
grandson of the company’s founder – to
apologize in person on Wednesday.
Toyoda will accept “full responsibility” for the halting steps that led to the
recall, according to prepared testimony
released in advance. He also will offer
his condolences over the deaths of four
San Diego, Calif., family members in a
crash of their Toyota in late August.
“I will do everything in my power to
ensure that such a tragedy never happens again,” Toyoda will tell the House
Government Oversight Committee.
“My name is on every car. You have
my personal commitment that Toyota
will work vigorously and unceasingly to
restore the trust of our customers.”
“Quite frankly, I fear the pace at
which we have grown may have been
too quick” and led to safety defects at
the heart of the recall, Toyoda says in
his prepared testimony.
There were repeated displays of
emotion at Tuesday’s daylong hearing
– both from the Tennessee woman who
survived a 2006 sudden acceleration
incident when she was unable to control
her runaway Lexus and from Lentz
himself, who choked up while discussing the death of his own brother more
than 20 years ago in a car accident.

JAMES E. LENTZ, president and chief operating officer of Toyota Motor Sales,
USA, Inc., testifies on Capitol Hill in Washington, Tuesday, Feb. 23 before the House
Oversight and Investigations subcommittee hearing on Toyota. AP photo

“I know what those families go
through,” Lentz said.
Rhonda Smith, of Sevierville, Tenn.,
said her Lexus raced out of control to
speeds up to 100 miles an hour, and
that nothing she did to try to stop it
worked – including braking and shifting into neutral. “I prayed to God to
help me,” she said, fighting back tears.
“After six miles, God intervened”
and slowed the car, Smith said. She said
she was finally able to pull off the road
onto a median and turn off the engine.
She said it took a long time for
Toyota to respond to her complaints
and even then it was dismissive.
“Shame on you, Toyota, for being so
greedy,” Smith said as Lentz sat grimfaced with other Toyota officials in the
first row of the committee room awaiting his turn to testify. She directed a
second “shame on you” at federal highway safety regulators “for not doing
your job.”

“Listening to Mrs. Smith, I’m
embarrassed for what happened,” Lentz
said. Pressed by committee members
as to why Toyota had not had its technicians pour over the Smith car to
determine what actually caused the
malfunction, Lentz said he wasn’t sure
where the car was now but “We’re going
to go down and talk to them and get
the car so that they feel satisfied. I want
her and her husband to feel safe about
driving our products.”
LaHood, the transportation secretary, told the panel the U.S. government
knew the exact whereabouts of the car
and would share the information with
Toyota. “All of this has been a big wakeup call for Toyota,” LaHood said.
Toyota has recalled some 8.5 million vehicles worldwide – more than 6
million in the United States – since last
fall because of unintended acceleration
problems in multiple models and braking issues in the Prius hybrid.

Sudan and Darfur rebel group sign key truce
CAIRO (AP) – Darfur’s most powerful rebel group and the Sudanese
government on Tuesday signed a truce
after a year of internationally sponsored
negotiations, raising hopes the bloody
seven-year conflict could draw to a close.
Rebel leader Khalil Ibrahim of
the Justice and Equality Movement
announced the cease-fire would begin
that night as the international sponsors
of the talks announced a $1 billion development fund for the war ravaged region.
The once bitter enemies, Ibrahim
and Sudanese President Omar al-Bashir,
shook hands and embraced after the
signing. The ceremony, hosted by Qatar’s
Emir Sheik Hamad bin Khalifa Al-Thani,

was attended by U.S., U.N., African and
Arab representatives among others.
The next challenge for the mediators
will be getting the dozens of other rebel
splinter groups to join the process as the
arduous power and wealth-sharing talks
begin, especially since JEM is primarily a
military movement without the popular
base of other rebel groups.
Previous cease-fires and partial peace
deals have been short-lived.
“This framework agreement is a very
important step,” Ibrahim said. “We
point out, however, that the road to
peace still needs much patience and honest concessions from both sides.”
Al-Bashir said he hoped to see a

IN THIS JUNE 14, 2006, file photo, Sudanese women take part in a military
exercise in a show of power at the rebels under control village of Gallap, West of
the Darfur town of Al-Fasher, Sudan. AP photo

full peace agreement by mid-March
and praised the presence of other rebel
groups at the ceremony, saying recent
steps by them to unify their fractious
positions was “good news.”
“With this agreement, we take a
major step toward ending the war,” he
said.
The U.N. estimates that some
300,000 people have died and 2.7 million have been displaced since ethnic
African tribesman in the vast arid western Darfur region took up arms against
the Arab-dominated central government
complaining of discrimination, lack of
political representation and neglect.
“The agreement represents an important step toward an inclusive and comprehensive peace agreement for Darfur,
which will address the underlying
causes of the conflict and the concerns
of all Darfurian communities,” U.N.
spokesman Martin Nesirky said, citing
Secretary General Ban Ki-moon.
In the last year, violence has ebbed
and government forces have gained control of much of France-sized territory.
The framework agreement, which
will guide the upcoming talks, was initialed last week in Chad, Sudan’s eastern
neighbor which it once accused of harboring Darfur rebels.
The end of the long-running animosity between Sudan and Chad – which
sponsored the truce only days after
declaring the end to its long proxy war
with Sudan – could be the deciding factor in this agreement’s longevity.
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“This is a point of transformation in
the nature of the conflict,” said Omar
Hasballah, a former Sudanese intelligence officer. “Removing the threat of
military operations is important and
alone opens the way for dealing with
issues of development, representation
and compensation.”
Al-Bashir, meanwhile, faces a tough
international challenge. He is the first
sitting head of state to be wanted by the
Hague-based International Criminal
Court, where he stands accused of war
crimes committed in Darfur.
A settlement in Darfur would defuse
criticism abroad and boost his legitimacy at home ahead of the crucial April
national elections – the first multiparty
elections in the country in decades. AlBashir is also running for re-election.
Tahir al-Faki, a JEM senior official,
said the agreement commits the government to release all of its fighters currently on death row – nearly 100 – for their
role in a massive attack on the capital in
2008.
According to the framework agreement, JEM would take part in the
government’s executive, judicial and legislative branches.
“We agreed that JEM shall transform
itself into a political party,” he told The
Associated Press. “As time goes on, and
if the agreement is implemented well,
then JEM forces will be integrated into
the Sudanese Armed Forces.”
Al-Faki said the goal is to work out
the details before March 15.
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Documentary highlights USU student Briefs
Campus & Community

By MIKAYLA RICH
staff writer

“Miss Navajo,” a documentary
showcased in the Taggart Student
Center Monday, features USU’s
Crystal Frazier.
The documentary follows
Frazier in her journey preparing
and competing for Miss Navajo
Nation, a 55-year-old pageant
that encompasses Navajo culture,
traditions and language. Frazier
didn’t get the crown but did win
first runner-up.
Frazier isn’t the typical type
to fit a pageant contestant. The
mechanical engineering major
is admittedly shy and a tomboy.
The documentary shows her
learning to be proficient in the
Navajo language and traditional
Navajo customs, such as sheep
butchering.
The documentary is by Billy
Luther, whose mother is a former Miss Navajo. While judging the Miss Northern Navajo
pageant, his mother took interest
in Frazier. Luther approached
Frazier about the documentary,
but at the time she was unsure of
competing in the pageant.
“Before I had even said that
I wanted to do it or had even
thought about doing it, mother
decided we were doing Miss
Navajo,” Frazier said.
The documentary premiered
at the Sundance Film Festival in
2007 and received the Special
Founder’s Prize at the Traverse
City Film Festival. Frazier has

since traveled the world to showcase the documentary, visiting
most major cities in the U.S. and
many places abroad.
Though the documentary
follows Frazier’s journey, it also
shows former Miss Navajo participants who talk about the
pageant and its importance in
preserving Navajo culture. The
pageant isn’t all about beauty: it’s
about being proficient in traditional Navajo tasks, such as weaving.
The documentary reveals the
worries of the Navajo nation,
such as preserving its culture and
language. The pageant is important in preserving Navajo culture
and language because it promotes
the language and traditonal
skills, Frazier said.
After the documentary was
shown Monday, Frazier gave a
short talk about Navajo history
and expressed concern at the
low percentage of college graduates within the Navajo people.
According to the 2000 U.S.
Census, only approximately 7
percent of Navajo were college
graduates, Frazier said. She also
noted that because of the low
graduation rate, the percentage
of families living in poverty is
higher for the Navajo people.
Frazier offered advice to fellow minorities, saying to work no
matter the circumstances in life,
because they will get through it if
they know how to work.
– mikayla.rich@aggiemail.usu.edu

HASS announces
annual awards
The annual College of
Humanities, Arts and Social
Sciences Awards have been
announced, and USU assistant
professor of English and folklorist Lisa Gabbert has been named
Humanist of the Year.
Other awards include Dennis
Hirst, music, Creative Artist
of the Year; Shannon Browne,
assistant practicum director
and assistant clinical professor,
Faculty Undergraduate Advisor
of the Year; Anita HarkerArmstrong, graduate instructor; Stephanie Malin, Graduate
Instructor of the Year; Karin de
Jonge-Kannan, Lecturer of the
Year; Kathy Allen, staff sssistant III, Outstanding Classified
Employee; Sue McCormick, budget officer, and Suzann Winn,
adviser, Outstanding Professional
Employees; Kayla Woodring,
student, outstanding undergraduate researcher; Cacilda Rego,
associate professor, outstanding
undergraduate research mentor; Javier Dominguez, assistant
professor, outstanding researcher
and Matthew Sanders, assistant
professor, Teacher of the Year.

CRYSTAL FRAZIER, sophomore in mechanical engineering, addresses the audience
after a showing of “Miss Navajo.” The documentary follows Frazier’s run for Miss Navajo
Nation in 2005 and was shown as part of Native American Week. CODY GOCHNOUR photo

Edited volume highlights
undergrad English research
BY USU MEDIA RELATIONS

Why shouldn’t undergraduates in English
studies have the same opportunities as those
in the sciences to benefit from undertaking
real research that can inform and have an
impact on practitioners in the discipline? They
should and can, according to editors Laurie
Grobman and Joyce Kinkead, who have produced this collection titled “Undergraduate
Research in English Studies” to showcase the
first steps being made to integrate undergraduate research into English studies and,
even more important, to point the way toward
greater involvement. Kinkead is associate vice
president for research and professor of English
at USU.
Kinkead is joined by other USU authors
in the volume. Christie Fox, director of honors, explores the connections between honors programs and undergraduate research.
English professors Christine Cooper-Rompato,
Evelyn Funda and Kinkead offer a chapter,
co-authored with undergraduates Amanda
Marinello and Scarlet Fronk, that details how
faculty and students collaborate.
Kinkead said, “One of the real pleasures
in writing this book was working closely with

colleagues in the department and on campus.”
Undergraduate Research in English Studies
is a groundbreaking collection – the first
book ever that focuses on student research in
English – that aims to mobilize the profession of English studies to further participate
in undergraduate research, an educational
movement and comprehensive curricular
innovation that is “the pedagogy for the 21st
century,” according to the Joint Statement
of Principles composed by the Council on
Undergraduate Research and the National
Conferences on Undergraduate Research.
Natalie Marie Hatch, who works with Paul
Crumbley on the May Swenson Project, also
served as research assistant on the book.
“Natalie was particularly helpful with our
references section,” Kinkead said. “She has a
passion for scholarship, and it is, in fact, for
students such as Natalie that we wrote this
book.”
Some contributors discuss the importance
of mentoring, how to conduct research responsibly and avenues for disseminating research
and scholarship locally, regionally, nationally
or internationally. Others provide case studies
of undergraduate research in literature and in
composition and rhetoric.

PoliceBlotter

ASUSU ELECTIONS
It’s time to pick next year’s Associated
Students of USU (ASUSU) representatives.
Here’s what you need to know to get involved.

Primary elections:
• The presidential debate will take place at
noon, Wednesday, Feb. 24, in the TSC Hub.
• Voting in the primary election will be open
from 7 a.m. Feb. 24 to 3 p.m. Feb. 26.
• Primaries winners will be announced Feb.
26, 3 p.m. in the Hub.

Final elections:
• The presidential debate will take place at
noon, Monday, March 1, in the TSC Hub.
• Voting in the final election will be open from
7 a.m. March 1 to 4:30 p.m. March 3.
• Final winners will be announced March 3 at
5 p.m. in the Hub.

How to vote:
• Voting is done online. Log on to www.usu.
edu/asusu, click on the vote link and cast your
vote.

Contact USU Police at 797-1939
for non-emergencies.
Anonymous reporting line: 797-5000
EMERGENCY NUMBER: 911

Saturday, Feb. 13

Monday, Feb. 15

Thursday, Feb. 18

• USU Police responded to Old Main Hill for a
noise complaint. Upon arrival, officers contacted a
large group of individuals that admitted to being
very loud. The group apologized for being loud
and left the hill.

• An individual called the police to report that her
wallet was stolen from the Junction Feb. 14, during
the afternoon. Police are investigating.

• USU Police responded to the parking lot on the
east side of the Communicative Disorders building
on a minor traffic accident. There was damage to
both vehicles, but no one was hurt.

• USU Police responded on the report of an auto
burglary from the green 2 parking lot east of the
Mountain View Tower. A set of skis and a pair of
ski boots were taken from the vehicle sometime
between 11:30 a.m. on Feb. 1 and 10:30 a.m. on
Feb. 13.

• USU Police received a report of a stolen bicycle,
taken from the bicycle racks in front of Living
Learning Community Building C. The bicycle is a
Gary Fisher and is black, blue and gray. Police are
investigating.

• USU Police responded to the report of males
climbing over the south fence of the stadium.
Contact was made with five males inside the stadium. The males were kicked out and warned for
trespassing.
Sunday, Feb. 14
• USU Police responded to Highway 89 to assist
Logan City to watch for a suspect vehicle. The
vehicle was involved in a traffic accident before it
reached the campus. No further action was taken
by USU Police.
• USU Police responded to assist Logan City Police
with an animal problem at 1085 N. 800 East. A
deer with broken hind legs was in the yard of the
residence. The animal was eventually removed
from the property by LCPD.

Tuesday, Feb. 16

• USU Police received a report of a fire alarm
at Mountain View Tower. Upon arrival, police
observed that there was no audible alarm coming
from the building. It was discovered that there
was a problem in the system. Electronics and
Telephone Services repaired the problem. No further action was taken.
• USU Police received a report of a stolen cell
phone from the Fieldhouse. Police are investigating.
Wednesday, Feb. 17
• The USU Police Department was dispatched
to a fire alarm at the Publication, Design and
Production building. It was determined that the
alarm sensor was dirty, causing a false alarm.
Facilities reset the alarm and replaced the sensor.

Friday, Feb. 19
• USU Police was dispatched to the Living
Learning Community on the smell of burnt marijuana coming from one of the rooms. Police are
investigating.
• The USU Bomb Squad was called to assist North
Logan Police with some old military explosive
containers that were found in a crawl space under
a home. Further investigation found the containers
were empty and posed no threat.
• USU Police received a delayed report of a residential burglary. The victim only wanted the incident
documented.
-Compiled by Rachel A. Christensen

Heritage Center hosts
volunteer orientation
The American West Heritage
Center in Wellsville is holding its
annual Volunteer Orientation on
Saturday, March 13.
New and returning volunteers
will meet at 9 a.m. for the annual
pancake breakfast and introduction
to opportunities for the coming
year. The orientation is an introduction to the opportunities that exist
for pioneer wannabes and others.
The event is free to the public, and
Heritage Center staff have taken
great pains to provide fun, familyoriented activities for all to enjoy
and find informative.
The Heritage Center is a nonprofit organization that relies on
volunteers for its programming.
Luckily, most volunteers agree that
volunteering is fun.
Potential volunteers can expect
to do hands-on activities at the
orientation in many of the various
areas available.
For more information about
the Volunteer Orientation or any
volunteer or service opportunity at
the American West Heritage Center,
contact Lorraine Bowen 245-6050,
extension 24, or e-mail her at lbowen@awhc.org.

Science Unwrapped
explores red rock
When taking in the spectacular
vistas of Grand Canyon, Arches,
Zion and other national parks of
Utah’s famous red rock landscapes,
visitors often wonder how the landforms got so high and so deep. For
more than a century, geologists have
wrestled with these two main conundrums about the 130,000-square
mile Colorado Plateau: how it was
uplifted and how it eroded.
Geologist Joel Pederson explores
these questions at the Science
Unwrapped presentation “Cutting
Canyon Country: The Origins of
Utah’s Red Rock Landscapes” Friday,
Feb. 26, at USU. His talk, hosted by
the College of Science, begins at 7
p.m. in the Emert Auditorium, Room
130, of the Eccles Science Learning
Center. Admission is free and open
to all ages.
Pederson, associate professor
in USU’s department of geology,
says much of the science of geology has grown out of research of
the Colorado Plateau, which covers
a strikingly scenic area spanning
the Four Corners states of Utah,
Colorado, New Mexico and Arizona.
The presentation is part of
Science Unwrapped’s “Origins”
series, which began in January
and continues through the spring.
For more information, call 7973517, visit www.usu.edu/science/unwrapped or find Science
Unwrapped at USU on Facebook.

-Compiled from staff
and media reports

Cutting Canyon Country:
The Origins of Utah’s
Red Rock Landscapes

Join us
Friday
Feb. 26,
at 7 p.m.
ESLC
Auditorium

Dr. Joel Pederson

www.usu.edu/science/unwrapped
Join our Facebook group
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USU Rocket Team guests at shuttle launch
BY USU MEDIA RELATIONS

Seventeen current and former USU
mechanical and aerospace engineering
(MAE) students and one USU computer
science student attended the Space Shuttle
STS-130 launch at Kennedy Space Center
in Florida Feb. 8.
The shuttle launch trip was a reward
for the USU Rocket Team’s winning the
NASA-sponsored University Student
Launch Initiative. The USU team took top
honors for the second year in a row. The
team braved unseasonably cold weather
with high winds blowing off the ocean,
and members were forced to stay up all
night for two consecutive nights. The

initial launch attempt early Sunday morning was scrubbed due to weather with
nine minutes left in the countdown. The
team was rewarded for its perseverance,
however, as Endeavor roared skyward in
a blaze of seemingly cosmic fire at 4:14
a.m. Eastern Time. This was the last night
launch of the space shuttle system.
For the STS-130 mission, the space
shuttle Endeavor lifted six astronauts, the
Tranquility living module and the cupola
to the International Space Station (ISS).
The long-anticipated cupola is the ISS
equivalent of “Captain Piccard’s” window
and features a robotic control station with
six windows around its sides and another
in the center that provide a 360-degree

view around the station. Once the cupola
is installed, the panoramic Earth view
from this portal will be spectacular.
The team was accompanied by Dr.
Stephen A. Whitmore, Rocket Team
faculty mentor and MAE assistant professor. USU students attending the launch
were Jessica Anderson, Phillip Anderson,
Heather Williams, Shaun Copeland,
Kyle Jeppson, Michael Phillips, Shane
Robinson, Zachary Peterson, Luke Hanks,
Alex Wouden, David Winget, Shannon
Eilers, Amy Jo Bowdidge, Matthew
Wilson, Bowen Masco, Nicholus McKee,
Tyler DeSpain and Stanford Rosen.

USU museum explores dance marathons

  



      
   

  

   
    

  

available to teach dance steps
to museum visitors.
“This activity will be
fun and educational for all
ages,” said Nicole Burnard,
Saturday student event planner. “Everybody, come get your
groove on.”
USU students and members
of the public are also invited to
the museum any time during
its weekly open hours, which
are Monday through Friday
from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. series
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Funding for Saturday events
is provided by a grant from

the U.S. Institute of Museum
and Library Services. More
information about the IMLS is
available online at www.imls.
gov.
The USU Museum of
Anthropology is located in the
south turret of the historic Old
Main building, Room 252.
Free parking is available in the
adjacent lot, south of the building. For more information on
this event, call museum staff at
(797-7545 or visit the museum
Web site, http://anthromuseum.usu.edu.

World’s refugee orphans seeking home in US

  
  
   
     
    
  

BY USU MEDIA RELATIONS to win a monetary prize. Some
people competed to have a safe
roof over their heads and warm
“Dance Marathons” is the
meals to eat.
theme for the week’s Saturday
Twenty-four-hour dance
at the Museum event sponmarathons are still popular
sored by USU’s Museum of
Anthropology. The program is today among nonprofit orgaoffered Saturday, Feb. 27, from nizations that use them for
fundraising and increasing
10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
awareness of social issues.
In the 1930s, when the
The museum’s Saturday dance
Great Depression gripped the
marathon event will review the
United States, people flocked
to dance marathons, or walk-a- history of dance marathons,
including samples of music
thons, for entertainment that
and images of past marasometimes lasted for as long
thon participants. The USU
as an entire month. Couples
Ballroom Dance Team will be
danced for days for the chance
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HOLLISTON, Mass. (AP) – Hiding
from merciless militiamen and trekking
through unforgiving mountainous terrain, Madhel Majok escaped the mass
slayings and genocide of the Sudan that
killed his parents. The 9-year-old orphan
fled to neighboring Kenya, where he then
survived vigilante shellings on his crowded refugee camp.
Majok remained in limbo for eight
years while waiting for any country to
grant him refuge.
Now 17, Majok has found safety in
a small New England enclave 30 miles
west of Boston. He’s a star soccer player
at Holliston High School, listens to Tupac
and Biggie at his leisure and lives comfortably in a foster home, thanks to a federal
program that matches refugee minors
with American families.
“I like it. It’s peaceful ... quiet,” said
Majok, who wears American urban-style
clothes and stays in a home with four
other refugee Asian and African children.

“Took me a long time to get here.”
The U.S. Office of Refugee
Resettlement, which has 700 refugee children in foster care, has asked states to prepare to foster more international refugee
children like Majok, whose parents either
have disappeared or been killed by war or
natural disaster. The need is heightened
by continuing armed conflicts in Africa
and recent events such as the earthquake
in Haiti.
The request means that Massachusetts
and other states must ask more households to open up their homes for foster
care or ask existing foster families to take
in another refugee child at a time of economic downturn.
“Between all the wars going on and all
the (human) trafficking laws that have
changed, more children are needing safe
homes,” said Sherrill Hilliard, the program manager for Refugee Immigration &
Assistance Program in Washington. “And
we’re doing our best to find them.”

Massachusetts, a state that historically has taken in one of the largest
shares of the nation’s unaccompanied
refugee minors, has been asked to
increase its current share of 93 to 125,
said Richard Chacon, director of the
Office for Refugees and Immigrants in
Massachusetts.
The U.S. Department of Health &
Human Services says 14 states and the
District of Columbia, participate in the
federal Unaccompanied Refugee Minor
Program: Arizona, California, Colorado,
Florida, Massachusetts, Michigan,
Mississippi, New York, North Dakota,
Pennsylvania, Texas, Utah, Virginia and
Washington.
It is not the only way parentless refugee
children can find safe haven in the U.S.
The Obama administration, for example,
recently said it will allow orphaned
Haitian children to enter the U.S. temporarily on an individual basis.

Presidential Debate
Come to the ASUSU
presidential
debate today at
noon in the HUB.
Refreshments will
be served!

Prices Starting at $1000
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ASUSU Primary Elections begin today
Candidates list qualifications, ideas for voters’ considerations
The following sketches were written by the candidates that are profiled and received by The
Statesman according to deadlines and provisions
set by the ASUSU Elections Committee. Where
no profile was provided, only the name appears.
Jon Allen
Class Rank: Senior
Home town: Kaysville, UT
Major: MIS
Years at USU: 4
Qualifications:
• Dedicated USU Student and Fan
• Active involvement in Community,
Ecclesiastically
and
ASUSUELECTIONS
Scholastically
• Currently
President
serving
as Station
Director For Fusion HD3 – Utah State’s
Student Radio Station
Goals and Plans for Office:
1. Use ASUSU to Help Increase
Community Support for USU Athletics by
improving service oriented projects with
the USU Athletic Department.
2. Better utilize talent of USU students
in multimedia areas for the betterment
of USU’s image by showcasing students
with skills in Music and Audio Producing/
Programming, Video Production, Graphic
Design, and Student Radio etc. on the
School’s Web page.
a. Improving ASUSU’s calendar to integrate events for the whole University and
not just a selected few so students are aware
of what is happening at the University.
b. Using current school resources and
departments to create a University App
for iPhone/iPod Touch and other smart
phones to improve students’ ease of access
to all facets of USU’s services.
c. Continuing to work with all departments
of ASUSU to better promote ASUSU
events.
3. Work with parking services to allow students to park for free after 3:00pm in the
parking terrace.
“I am a typical Student who loves it
here at USU! My Goals for office culminate from working with the diverse student
body and student programs at USU. I plan
on representing the entire student body in
making sure that everyone has optimum
knowledge and access to school events and
resources.”
Landon Essig
Dave Haupt
Class rank: Senior
Hometown: Danville, CA
Major: Political Science
Years at USU: 5
Qualifications:
• Served as intern in Senator Hatch’s
Washington DC office
• USU Friend
• volunteer at Logan High wrestling program
• Best Buddies volunteer
• 2-year service mission for the LDS
church
• Oklahoma City trailer park manager
• full-time student
• 3-year service in LDS Institute
Leadership position including IMA
Chapter President
• Vice-president of fund raising for USU’s
Students for Mitt Romney.
Goals and plans for office:
• Educate students as to what things are
available to them by showcasing them in
the Utah Statesman
• Provide students with a sense of pride by
recognizing accomplishment and promoting innovation/involvement
• Endorse and make campus life more conducive to friendly exchange and provide all
with a fun college experience
• Utilize new technology to raise funds for
the school while enhancing education.
Platform:
“As ASUSU President my enthusiasm
for education and USU will manifest itself
through my actions. Working together, we
Aggies will improve our education, gain
pride and enjoy Utah State more.”
Tyler Tolson
Goals:
• Enhancing the overall “campus community” at Utah State University, by
continuing the progress made for building
a Student Recreation Center- A place on
campus where student fitness, recreation,
and extra-curricular activity collide.
• Further development of Leadership training, opportunities, and experiences for students. Including a year-round Aggie Blue
Leadership mentor system.

• Continue the ongoing drive of developing
a unified campus (Unity amongst all cultures and backgrounds) while assisting Vice
President Morales with the Utah State
University Access Center.
“I will maintain the efforts of enhancing
student life in and out of the classroom.”
Brent Crosby
Executive Vice President
Class Rank: Junior
Hometown: Layton, UT
Major: Finance & Economics
Year at USU: 3
Qualifications:
• USU
Ambassador
ASUSUELECTIONS
• Sig Ep VP of
Finance
Executive VP
• Lobbying
Intern for USU
• Member of Government Relations
Council
Goals for office:
• Create a prominent GRC
• Increase number of registered voters on
campus
• Promote the USU Lobbying Internship
• Promote Govt. Elections
• Promote increased civic awareness among
students
“I plan to increase awareness and enthusiasm for civic issues on campus and be the
voice of students at the State Capitol.”
Tom Atwood
Programming VP
Class Rank: Senior
Hometown: Logan, UT
Major: Spanish
Years at USU: Five
Qualifications:
• Produced
concerts for
ASUSUELECTIONS
Secondhand
Serenade,
Programming VP
Brian Regan,
Yellowcard,
Hollywood Undead, Kalai, Allred , Eve
6, Parachute, Jason Reeves and Darius
Rucker.
• Served on the ASUSU programming
committee and was LDSSA Activities VP.
Goals:
1. Proper allocation of students’ activity
funds as to not let anything go to waste.
2. Bring headlining music acts for the
Howl and Mardi Gras; such as Anberlin,
We the Kings and Paramore thus, increasing attendance and revenue.
3. Make Utah State a frequent touring stop
for mainstream artists(already in the process of doing this).
4. Bring prestige to USU through Events/
Concerts that will attract non-usu students
and bring outside revenue.
5. Keep events cheap for students; if not
free.
“I bring three years experience producing concerts and working with bands’
agents. As Programming VP I will produce events that bring revenue to the students’ budget and recognition to USU.”
Kayde Auger
Programming VP
Class Rank: Sophomore
Hometown: Las Vegas, Nevada
Major: Business/ Speech Communic
ations
Years at USU: Two
Qualifications:
• Public Relations Chair
• Traditions Chair
• Presidents Cabinet
• HASS Council Event Chair
• Elections Committee ’09 & grievance
board
• Public Speaking TA
• High school Student body president
Goals for office:
1. Collaborate with the service center,
STAB, and other organizations in creating a consistent effort in planning events
on campus that will target every group of
students.
2. Bring to life an event during the spring
semester at USU that illuminates the
concept of Aggie pride and incorporates
activities that target a diverse population of
students.
3. Work directly with the student advocate
to create a system that allows students to
voice their opinion of campus programming so changes can be put to action; as
well as creating an easy and effortless way
for students to find volunteer opportunities.
4. Take a more modern technological
stance to the advertisement done around
USU, in hopes of saving money and
resources.

5. Create a more unified environment
between the school programs, which will
lead to a more united University as well as
creating the ability to incorporate a vast
group of students needs into school events.
“Assist in creating an organization
where students can feel welcome and
involved in the programming on campus;
accompanied by a fun loving environment
that is open to new and innovative ideas.”
Alan Dangerfield
Programming V.P.
Class Rank: Junior
Hometown: Springville UT
Major: Graphic Design, Public
Relations and Printmaking
Years at USU: Two
Qualifications:
• Homecoming Chair
• ASUSU Public Relations Advertising
Director
• 2005 Elections chair
• PR Director of the Balanced Man
Triathlon
• Public Relations Committee Research
Director.
Plans for Office:
1. Better Advertising: ASUSU has too
many activities and many times the students don’t know about them.
2. Be Accountable: Work with the Student
Advocate and conduct student surveys to
improve every event and better student life
at Utah State.
3. Promote Unity: Work with the Service
Center, Fusion HD3 and other clubs and
organizations to help each organization
grow and to help promote diversity on
campus.
4. Focus on the little things.
“I will diminish the gap between
ASUSU and the student body by increasing advertisement circulation, acting sincerely upon student feedback and giving
students the quality programs the deserve
through detailed planning.”
Rachael Hansen
Brittany Ingalls
Programming VP
Class Rank: Junior
Hometown: Sandy, UT
Major: Exercise Science
Years at USU: Two
Qualifications:
• Programming Board, Stuff a Bus ChairVal R. Christensen Service Center (20092010)
• Mardi Gras Committee- Associated
Students of USU (2010)
• Howl Committee- ASUSU (2009)
• Aggie B.L.U.E. Facilitator- ASUSU
(2009)
• Week of Welcome Chair- ASUSU (2009)
• Programming Director, Homecoming BYU Student Association (2007-2008)
• Elections Committee- BYUSA (2008)
Goals:
• Utilize student input to create events that
students are interested in attending.
• Market each event put on by ASUSU
well enough that every student has the
opportunity to attend.
• Define the relationship between ASUSU
Events and other student organizations on
campus, specifically Multicultural Student
Services, International Student Services,
GLBTA, religious organizations, the Greek
community, and any other organizations
for two reasons:
1. To provide equal opportunity for the
success of events and to do what is most
beneficial for all student organizations
– not just ASUSU events.
2. To reduce competition between organizations and encourage attendance to a
diverse set of events and activities by considering each others’ events when calendaring.
“I want to encourage student involvement, student leadership opportunities
and promote a well-rounded education for
USU students by providing opportunities
for leadership, learning, and entertainment
with ASUSU events.”
Alicia Watterson
Programming VP
Class Rank: Junior
Hometown: Logan, Utah
Major: Elementary Education with
an emphasis in Chinese
Years at USU: Three
Qualifications:
• 2008 Utah State University Chinese New
Year Celebration, Co-Chair
• 2008 Campaign Committee Member
( Jon Parrish)
• 2009 Campaign Committee Member
(Amber Winward)

• Event Coordinator Utah Pioneer
Conference, Sanyi, Taiwan
• Social Chairman at Morrison Academy,
Taichung Taiwan
• Team Captain, Soccer, Basketball, Track:
Morrison Academy
I have been privileged to hold many
leadership positions throughout my life
that have prepared and qualified me to
serve effectively as the Programming
Vice President at Utah State. Morrison
Academy, in Taichung Taiwan, is an
International High School with students
from every background, from all around
the world. As a student leader I learned
how to bring students from all different
backgrounds together and connect students
to one another. I learned that there are so
many capable and qualified people from
every walk of life, and if you bring people
together, you create an unstoppable force.
I learned not only to celebrate diversity,
but to insist upon it, as a way to truly create positive change. As the Co Chair of
Chinese New Year Celebration at Utah
State, and as a campaign member for the
past two years, I have learned how truly
effective students at Utah State can be
when they are connected and united in a
common purpose.
Goals and/or plans for office:
• Connect students with the administration, University, and each other
• Connect administration to students be
creating an individualized monthly update
in every department including scholarships, events, internships and job opportunities. This will be done by a list display
on the TV’s in each college as well as an
update on Blackboard.
• Connect the University to students by
providing a weekly broadcast presented
to students on Tuesday and Wednesday.
Using the Broadcast Journalism department to post a news update played on the
TV’s around campus that will inform students of scholarships, internships, parties,
activities, new committees, leadership positions, and job opportunities.
• Connect students to each other by creating a column in the statesman that informs
students of ALL the activities being held by
and created through ASUSU.
• Give a variety of USU students opportunity to hold leadership positions by being a
part of two large charity events, one each
semester. These events will attract not
only students but also the community of
Logan to be connected in a common cause
towards making Logan a better place.
“Problem; students are not aware.
To this problem I present a solution;
CONNECT. I will connect the students
to the administration, University and each
other trough innovated and effective communication.”
Jorge Espinoza
Diversity VP
Class Rank: Junior
Hometown: Logan, UT
Major: Law and Constitutional studies
Years at USU: Three
Qualifications:
• 2 years as
vice-president ASUSUELECTIONS
of the Latino
Student Union
Diversity VP
• Treasurer of
the Latino student union
• Member development vice-president for
SigEp
Goals:
• Make the events of the clubs more publicized
• Outreach to the community
• Promote Diversity on campus
• Promote interaction within the clubs and
ASUSU
• Make the clubs and organizations better
know on campus and the community
“My goal is to diversify and unite the
university by providing the students with
knowledge, and to reach out to people who
need their voice heard.”
F. Kaho Fiefia
Diversity VP
Goals and Plans for Office:
1. Create a home away from home. I plan
to reorganize the Council of Student Clubs
and Organizations (CSCO) so that it is a
more cohesive unit. I will dedicate more
time to promote student involvement, other
than academics to provide students with
more in their college career.
2. Establish a Diversity Council that consists of members from the Multicultural

- See ASUSU page 6
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Students Services Office, International
Students Office (ISC), Multicultural
Recruitment Council, GLBT Office,
Veterans and Women’s Office, and students
from all backgrounds to create a more unified and collaborative effort to promote
diversity on campus.
3. Create a more diverse campus by working with the ISC and the newly formed
Access Center to help the different cultural
organizations promote and display their
cultural art throughout campus.
4. Plan and implement activities that give
students the opportunity to learn and to
experience different cultures and ways of
life.
5. Get students involved so they can make
Utah State University a place they can all
their own.
“Student involvement is crucial in creating a successful and enjoyable college experience. We must apply our knowledge and
involve ourselves at USU. It’s about time we
do something more!”
Tasha Jorgensen
Service VP
Class Rank: Sophomore
Home town: Provo, Utah
Major: Psychology
Years at USU: Two
Qualifications:
• A director of United Campus Volunteers
in the Val R. Christensen Service Center
• Chair for Utah State’s Activities SLASH
Committee
• Organized USU Hope for Haiti “Dare to
Care” event
• Started a
ASUSUELECTIONS
Community
Hotline to help
Service VP
those in need in
Cache Valley
• Resident Assistant
• Member of LDSSA Service Committee
• Member of Activities Committee
• Volunteer for the HOWL, Mardi Gras,
and End of Year Bash
• Member of United Campus Volunteers
• Volunteer for Special Olympics
• Volunteer at Utah State Development
Center
Goals &/ or plans for office:
1. Organize a monthly service project for
the students of Utah State
2. Improve the Val R. Christensen Service
Center’s relationship with other organizations on campus by serving and working
with them on a regular basis
3. Send out “Service Presentation Groups”
that will present Val R. Christensen Service
Center service opportunities as well as provide and/ or lead service projects
4. Have service projects readily available
in the service center for people to work on
there or take and return
5. Have a service center information board
at every event with sign-up sheet.
“My ultimate goal is for each student to
have a quality experience with the Service
Center that will lead to a commitment to
participate in a lifetime of service.”
Matthew Kennedy
Service V.P.
Class Rank: Senior
Hometown: Brigham City, UT
Major: International Business and
Economics
Years at USU: Three
Qualifications:
I have been involved in the Service Center
for the last three years. First as a council
member for Spanish Ambassadors, then
as director of the Spanish Ambassadors
Program, and am currently serving on
the Service Center Core Council as secretary. I have been involved with Spanish
Ambassadors, Habitat for Humanity,
Special Olympic Games and other Service
Center programs for years. I am also a
sitting member of the Huntsman Scholar
Service Committee and have worked with
Adopt-a-Highway and numerous other
Service and Charity organizations since
I’ve been a student at USU. These positions
both within the Service Center and in other
settings has helped me to understand how
our many programs benefit the community
and the University and have driven my
goals to make the Service Center even better next year.
Goals and plans for Office:
1) Continue to improving on the amazing, one-time events, the Service Center is
known for; such as Stuff-a-bus and Blood
Battles.
2) Focus on improving individual Program
participation: smaller programs with ongoing service opportunities such as STAR,
STICKS, and Storytellers are where our
service most immediately impacts the local
community and where we can make the
biggest difference to Cache Valley residents.
3) Work with College Senators to improve
individual college participation with out
programs. Some programs and Colleges
are made for each other, such as Aggie
Recyclers and the College of Natural
Resources. Some Colleges, like the
Huntsman School of Business, already have
their own service committees; a collabora-

tion would improve our service efforts on
campus and in the community, improve our
programs, and involve more students on
campus in service.
4) Increase total service hours of our programs by 30% from 5,986 hours to over
8,000 hours with these new initiatives.
5) Increase training for Program directors
so they can more effectively guide their
programs, reach their service goals, and be
successful.
“With increased accountability and specifics, measurable goals we will improve the
quality and the quantity of service provided
to our volunteers, to USU, and to Cache
Valley as a whole.”
Varuna Ponnamperuma
Service VP
Class Rank: Junior
Hometown: Colombo, Sri Lanka
Major: International Studies/
Management Information Systems
Qualifications:
• Assistant Director, Val R. Christensen
Service Center (2009 – Present)
• Athletics Committee, ASUSUSG (20092010)
• Co-Founder, SNAC - Student Nutrition
Access Center (Spring 2010)
• Programming Board, Val R. Christensen
Service Center (2008-2009)
• Director, United Campus Volunteers,
Val R. Christensen Service Center (2007
- 2008)
• Unified Sports Partner, Special Olympics,
Val R. Christensen Service Center (2007Present)
• Volunteer, STAB - Student Traditions and
Activities Board, ASUSU (2008 – Present)
• Diversity Director, ASUSUSG (2006 2007)
• District Rotaract Representative, Rotary
International District 5420 (2007 - 2008)
Goals:
1. Creating a feeling of unity across campus
by including other campus organizations
in projects, goals, and the vision of the Val
R. Christensen Service Center. Such organizations would include various student
councils, the Greek community, religious
organizations, and any other organization
or individual interested in this endeavor.
My hope is that this will create new opportunities and foster a sense of community as
we plan and work together.
2. Introducing a new range of service
opportunities with short and long term
service projects so that students and faculty
have a variety of options to choose from for
class required service and other extra-curricular activities.
3. Utilizing resources to improve the Val
R. Christensen Service Center website,
enabling easy access to service opportunities online, and implementing a system for
the recognition of students who complete a
specified number of service hours.
4. Collaborating with the service partners
in the community and other USU organizations to find ongoing service projects
to have available at the ‘Service Station’
that is currently located in the Val R.
Christensen Service Center.
5. Provide effective training that will give
program directors a quality experience that
will enable them to magnify their program
to continue to build the Val R. Christensen
Service Center’s credibility as a nationally
recognized service organization.
“I will fulfill the Val R. Christensen
Service Center mission statement and build
the center by collaborating with entities
both on the main campus as well as extension campuses to reach out to communities,
build relationships, and bring recognition
to USU.”
Matt Wright
Service VP
Megan Allen
Student Advocate VP
Class Rank: Sophomore
Major: Public Relations & Journalism
Years at USU: 2
Hometown: Tucson, AZ
Qualifications:
I have been very involved during my time
at USU. I know the ins and outs of the
university on many different levels through
working on the A-Team, with various
ASUSU committees, President’s Cabinet
and Student
Alumni. I love
ASUSUELECTIONS
Utah State more
than anything. I
Student Advocate
am very driven
and want to see
things grow and progress into the best that
they can be.
Goals and/or plans for office:
1. Be a constant place of support for students. If they have questions, problems, or
things they want changed, I will be there.
2. Create opportunities for students to have
their voices heard
-Consistent office hours
-Open meetings every other month for students to voice their concerns.
-Conduct surveys and polls as a way for students to bring things up

-Have easy accessibility to the USU website and drop boxes for students to have a
chance to speak up.
3. Create a personal bond with the students
of USU to make them feel comfortable
and open with me and those who can help
them.
4. Do everything in my power to keep student fees reasonable and as low as possible
amidst budget cuts.
”I am here for you. Students need the
opportunity for their voices to be acknowledged and that is what I will do. USU is my
passion and I want to help every student the
best experience they can.”
Kayla Harris
Student Advocate
Daniel Ricks
Student Advocate
Karson Kalian
Athletics and Campus Recreation
V.P.
Class Rank: Sophomore
Hometown: Sandy, UT
Major: Nutrition Food Science Premed emphasis
Years at USU: 2
Qualifications:
• Athletic team experience - 5 years
Lacrosse, 7 years
Soccer, 4 years
ASUSUELECTIONS
Baseball, 2 years
Basketball
Athletics VP
• Leadership,
Service, and public relations - 2 year mission, The Church
of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints
• Supervisor - Snowbird Ski and Summer
Resort
Goals and/or plans for office:
1. Increase benefits for HURD members
2. Improve student involvement for ALL
athletics and Intramurals
3. Better announcement system for all
Athletic and Campus Rec. Activities
4. Organized and exciting Pre- / Post- /
Away game activities
5. Garner Alumni support and involvement at Athletic Events
“ I promise to build unity for ALL athletics with student support. I will serve and
inform the student body. I will build upon
the tradition that is USU Athletics.”
Alex Putnam
Athletics VP
Class Rank: Senior
Hometown: Bunkerville, NV
Major: Management Information
Systems
Years at USU: Four
Qualifications:
• Executive Vice President - Business
Council (Sept. 2009-Current)
• Chapter President - Sigma Phi Epsilon
Fraternity (SigEp) (Nov. 2008-Nov. 2009)
• 4-year front row Aggie fan
• Student Athlete - Golf (2 years)
Goals:
1. Increase attendance for all athletic events
2. Provide more opportunity for Students to
get to know our Student Athletes
3. Continue work on the decibel meter for
the Spectrum
4. Further National attention of USU sports
5. Continued growth of the Hurd
“My goal as Athletics Vice President
would be to grow student involvement with
USU athletics, which would support the
National growth of our athletic programs.”
Joe Watson
V.P. of Athletics
Class Rank: Junior
Years at USU: Three
Major: Biochemistry
Hometown: South Jordan, UT
Qualifications:
• Athletics Committee Service Chair: fall
‘08-spring ‘09
• Served on USU Athletics Fee Board
• Peer Mentor and Leadership Trainer
Goals &/or plans for office:
• Get into the Spectrum faster and earlier
• Introduce League Sports and
Tournaments
• Student Recreation Facility
• Create an athletic Freshman Interest
Group
• Better student experience through athletics and recreation
“As Athletics V.P., I intend to be a strong
advocate for the students, to ensure their
representation during Aggie Athletics, and
to improve their quality of life at USU.”
Todd Redmon
Academic Senate Presiddent
Class Rank: Senior
Hometown: Lyman, Wyoming
Major: Biology
Years at USU: Three
Qualifications:
09-10 Served as College of Science Senator
and member
of the ASUSU
ASUSUELECTIONS
Academic
Senate, in
Academic Senate Pres.
that capacity served on
several boards and committees including Faculty Evaluation Committee,
Classroom Improvement Fund Committee,
Academic Opportunity Fund Committee,
Library Advisory Council, Bookstore
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Advisory Council, Research Council,
Student Health Advisory Board, Tier Two
Tuition Committee, Student Computer
Administrative Fee Committee
Goals/plans for Office:
1) Lead the Senators to become an effective legislative body focusing on student
concerns and issues. Legislation will be presented to President Albrecht on a semester
basis.
2) Communicate with the Executive
Council to understand the voice and opinion of the student body to effectively represent them as I am an active member and
chair of numerable councils, committees,
and boards throughout the University.
3) Form an Academic Council that will represent every college to address current and
upcoming academic issues.
4) Increase student awareness of the roles,
responsibilities, and capabilities of The
Academic Senate.
5) Build upon experiences and successes
gained while serving on the Academic
Senate to lead the Academic Senate to a
successful year.
“Serve USU, represent USU, and
enhance the quality of Academic Life of
USU!”
Tanner Wright
Academic Senate President
Class Rank: Sophomore
Home Town: Detroit, Michigan
Major: International Business
Years at USU: Two
Qualifications:
• Co-Chair of Civic Awareness Week Helped Organize Civic Awareness Week
• Co-Chair of Homecoming Royalty Helped Organize and choose homecoming
royalty
• LDV Choir Vice President
Goals for office:
• Act as the liaison between students and
faculty.
• Represent student opinions when meeting
with Deans
• Help students have a greater understanding of what their college senators do.
• Help better the sophomore scholarship by
increasing the amount received in order to
increase student retention.
• Improve advertisement of open access to
Mac computers on campus.
“As academic senator I will strive to
improve what has already been done thus
far in the senate, by representing the student’s opinions and being their connection
to the faculties.”
Jen Major
Agriculture Senator
Class Rank: Senior
Hometown: Avon, UT
Major: Agribusiness
Years at USU: Three
Qualifications:
• College of Agriculture Student
Ambassador, 2009-2010: With the
Ag Council, Ag Senator, and other
Ambassadors I actively promoted and supported the College of Agriculture at university functions
and throughout ASUSUELECTIONS
high schools in
Utah.
Ag Senator
• Ag Council
Secretary,
2008-2009: I was an integral part of planning and executing activities specifically for
the students of the College of Agriculture.
I worked consistently with the current Ag
Senator to retain students and address their
concerns. I love the Ag Council!
Goals &/or plans for office:
1. Use Amy’s Ag Council Structure to continue to enhance department representation
and participation through the various clubs.
2. Plan to have one fundraiser per year specifically for student scholarships. Lay the
foundation for one scholarship fundraiser
per semester.
3. Increase student involvement in the college during the spring semester by providing at least one college sponsored activity
per month.
4. Continue to build on Craig Aston Park
so it can be used for college and club
events.
5. Rework Ag Week to provide equal
department representation and establish
long-term cooperation with facilities to
allow animals on campus.
“As the Ag Senator I will increase student involvement and cooperation, provide
equal department representation, and
ensure due recognition to the achievements
of the college of agriculture and its students.”
Jarvis T. Pace
Agriculture Senator
Class Rank: Sophomore
Hometown: Spanish Fork, UT
Major: Agricultural Education
Years at USU: Two
Qualifications:
• 2009-2010 Collegiate FFA Vice President
• 2009-2010 Collegiate Young Farmers and
Ranchers Treasurer
• 2006-2007 Utah FFA Association
Treasurer
Goals &/or Plans for Office:
1. Unify the different Clubs in the College
of Agriculture by increased communication

- See VOTE, page 7
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between the clubs.
2. One scholarship fundraiser per semester.
3. Continue to build upon the deeply rooted
traditions in the College of Agriculture by
learning from the past and making changes.
4. Promote Agriculture throughout the
University being more actively involved in
University’s activities.
5. Continue to serve the community by
participating in different service projects
throughout the year.
“As College of Agriculture Senator I
will maintain the standard of excellence
that, through hard work and diligence, the
College of Agriculture has accrued over
time, by striving to accomplish my outlined
goals.”
Cody L. Reed
Agricultural Senator
Home Town: Dutch John, Utah
Major: Animal Science
Years at USU: One and a half
Qualifications:
I always have had leadership abilities,
especially when it comes to improving the
lives of others. I served a two year mission
for my church which shows dedication and
commitment. I am an Eagle Scout, and
anyone who has earned their Eagle knows
that there is leadership involved when
working towards this award.
Goals &/or plans for office:
1.As Ag Senator I plan to continue the
search for activities and fundraisers to
increase the amount of Scholarships available for the students in the College of Ag.
2. Study and research for the availability to
introduce a Science of Ag breath or depth
course offered to all university students.
3. Finish the Bus Stop cover at the ASTE
building.
4. Discover the needs/wants of the students in the College of Ag and find ways to
improve their collegiate experience.
5. I intend to get to know more of my fellow
students in the college so that activities can
be enjoyed by all.
“As Agricultural Senator, I plan to be
ONE with my fellow students, unifying us
together as Aggies, that we all may accomplish our goals!”
Christopher Riley
Eric Todd Webb
Ag Senator
Class Rank: Senior
Hometown: Raft River, Idaho
Major: Ag Business
Years at USU: Two
Qualifications:
• Raised on a dairy farm in Raft River,
Idaho where I learned a strong work ethic. I
was able to manage 2000 acres of hay every
year and work with our 6000 cow operation
where I developed a lot of patients.
• Developed interpersonal skills working in
sales for one year.
• Eagle Scout
• Served a 2 years LDS mission in Tulsa,
Oklahoma
Goals:
• Work side by side with the Ag students to
help better the program at Utah State.
• Inform future students of the benefits of
coming to Utah State in the Ag program.
• Create a positive learning environment for
everyone in the College of Agriculture.
• Be able to inform the College of Ag
leaders of the changes that need to take
place in order to improve the College of
Agriculture.
• To make sure that everyone who graduates in the College of Agriculture at Utah
State has a memorable experience.
By Voting for Eric Todd Webb as
Ag Senator he will work hard to make
sure that you will have the “AG” in your
“Culture.”
Jenna Jardine
Business Senator
Class rank: Junior
Home town: Orem, Utah
Major: Journalism- Public Relations
and Business
Years at USU: Two
Qualifications:
• Academic: 3.7 GPA, dual major in PR
and Business
• Involvement: Finance & Economics club,
LDSSA (latter day saint service association)
• Professional Experience: StoresOnline
Inc.- sales and
marketing,
ASUSUELECTIONS
Central Valley
MachineBusiness Senator
Secretary
Goals &/or
plans for office:
1. Gain professional recognition in the work
force for Utah State business students from
added internships and career experience.
2. Make the Huntsman School of business
more competitive by increasing its exposure
in the college market.
3. Develop a greater cultural diversity within the business school by extending public
relations to more foreign countries.
4. Create additional opportunities for more
students to become involved in activi-
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ties outside the classroom and strengthen
existing clubs and organizations in the
Huntsman School of Business.
5. Provide additional tutors and outside
resources to improve the learning experience within business courses.
“Enhancing the Huntsman School of
Business through leadership, hard work,
and integrity. That’s my goal.”
Leezanna Hill
Education Senator
Class Rank: Senior
Major: Parks and Recreation
Hometown: Orem, UT
Years at USU: 3.5
Qualifications:
• I served in many leadership positions
including Greek Council President, USU
Government Relations Council City
Council Liason, and Treasurer for my
sorority.
• I have been a facilitator at Greek
Leadership
ASUSUELECTIONS
Weekend and
for AggieBLUE
Education Senator
Fall Leadership
Conference for
two years in a row.
• I have also programmed activities for the
general Utah State students and helped
with the Activities board.
Goals &/or plans for office:
1. Help all students in the College of
Education and Human Services feel
included, such as HPER, FCHD, INST,
and Psych students.
2. Maintain the already high reputation
of the College of Education and Human
Services.
3. Contribute to the mission of the college and uphold the standards of Utah State
4. Give the students of the College of
Education and Human Services a fun year
with inclusive activities!
“By voting for me you will see an
increased inclusiveness, maintained reputation and a fun year for the College of
Education and Human Services!”
Daniel Barello
Engineering Senator
Riley Bradshaw
Senator for College of Engineering
Class Rank: Sophomore
Home Town: Elk Ridge, UT
Major: Civil Engineering
Years at USU: Two
Qualifications:
• Two semesters of service in ECouncil (Student Council for College of
Engineering) on the PR committee.
• Eagle Scout.
• Lead large and
small groups of
ASUSUELECTIONS
volunteers in the
North West in
Engineering Senatory
community service, addiction
recovery, and spiritual fulfillment.
• Leadership roles in local church organization.
Goals & Plans for Office:
• Continue to build a college that looks
towards the future through the actions it
takes now.
• Improve opportunities for incoming freshmen to find the branch of engineering that
suits them best.
• Keep the interest of Engineering students
as my first and foremost concern.
• Take an active role in seeing that needs
are met and costs kept as minimal as possible.
• Support and promote Engineering clubs
and societies.
“As your engineering senator, I would
strive to represent the needs and concerns
of engineering students. My goal is to be
your voice in the Academic Senate. Go
Aggies!”
Cami Lyman
Engineering Senator
Class Rank: Sophomore
Major: Environmental Engineering
Years at USU: Two
Qualifications:
• Undergraduate Research Fellow in
Environmental Engineering
• Engineers Without Borders PresidentElect
• Society of Women Engineers VicePresident of Outreach
• Lab Technician at Water Research
Laboratory
• Environmental Coalition of Students
President
• Water Environment Association of Utah
Design Competition Team Leader
Goals &/or plans for office:
1. Money - provide engineering students
with increased opportunities obtain funding
for their schooling (i.e. scholarship writing
workshops, revising current departmental
scholarship application process to enable
more students to have opportunity to
receive scholarships)
2. Employers - create opportunities for students to connect with employers outside of
just tech expo and career fair
3. Mentor - enable underclassmen to inter-

act with upperclassmen to ease the transition into life as an engineering student for
the underclassmen and provide valuable,
resume-worthy experience for upperclassmen
4. Collaboration - work directly with clubs
to achieve goals, getting students involved
to make things happen, continue engineering club presidents council
“Connecting students: to enable them
to get the most out of their education and
involvement in the College of Engineering.”
David Rupp
Engineering Senator
Gabriel Anderson
HASS Senator
Erin Anthony
HASS Senator
Home Town: Murray, Utah
Class Rank: Junior
Major: American Studies/History
Years at USU: Three
Qualifications:
My active involvement on campus shows
my experience and dedication to USU.
I volunteer at the Health and Wellness
Center, am a member of USU Service
Clubs and maintain a job in an on-campus
watershed science lab. I have programmed
many hours of
community ser- ASUSUELECTIONS
vice on and off
campus during
HASS Senator
my 3 years as a
HASS major!
Goals and Plans for Office:
1. I aim to cultivate an excellent relationship with the future dean of the new college
of Humanities and Social Sciences. I will
be a reliable liaison between the dean and
students and ease the transition as the college is reorganized.
2. I will offer workshops in areas of interest to HASS students. Everything from
building a résumé, affording a degree to
choosing an LSAT prep course are possible
topics for workshops.
3. Help with freshmen registration and
counsel any students who need help deciding on HASS classes.
4. Demonstrate the viability of investing in
a HASS degree from USU through the use
of speakers and programs.
“As HASS Senator I intend to provide
heightened visibility of student’s participation and achievements and be a liaison
between the future dean and student body.”
Bradley Armstrong
HASS Senator
Hometown: Logan, Utah
Class Rank: Senior (2nd Bachelor’s
Degree)
Major: Political Science
Years at USU: Five
Qualifications:
• College of HASS Council, 2009-2010
• Student Fee Board Committee Member,
2009-2010
• Diversity Council Member, 2009-2010
• Environmental Coalition of Students
(ECOS) Vice-President, 2009-2010
• Student Sustainability Council member,
2009-2010
• Student Alumni Association committee
member, 2009-2010
Goals/Objectives:
1. Unite the college of HASS while maintaining its unique academic diversity
through regular campus activities and
events focusing on the different departments.
2. Establish a stronger Public Relations
degree program and work with the College
of Business to integrate coursework for a
higher standard of excellence in graduating
students into the career world.
3. Continue the tradition working with the
new Dean of the College of HASS through
the Undergraduate Student Advisory
Council to provide for the needs of the students at Utah State. Work more closely with
clubs and organizations within HASS to
develop the leaders of tomorrow. Continue
building and improving current programs
established by previous College of HASS
Senators.
4. Advocate for the students’ needs within
the College of HASS and be able to relay
those needs to the Department Heads
through regular meetings.
5. Work collaboratively with the new Caine
School of the Arts on projects and events
to provide for a smooth transition with the
separation of the two colleges.
“I understand the changes happening at
USU and how they will affect students. In
moving forward, I will work towards providing all students the best education and
experience possible.
Katie Brammer
Hass Senator
Hometown: Centerville, Utah
Major: Speech Communication
Years at USU: Four
Qualifications:
• Current 09-10 Service Center
Programming Director, Helped raise thousands of dollars for the university over the
last 3 years for the Annual Fund
• Traditions and Activities event chair
and volunteer 07-09.
• Aggie Blue Faciliator, and Aggie Blue Fall

Leadership Chair
• Institute Religion Student Council leader
07-09.
Goals and or plans for office:
1. Improve opportunities between Students
and Undergraduate Advising
2. Improve plan of action for student scholarship fundraising efforts.
3. Develop opportunities for student interaction with the Dean and the Department
Heads.
4. Continue in the success of the classroom
improvement initiative.
5. Help create unity among the different
departments.
“As College of Hass Senator, I will be
committed to the excellence of every student within the college, by helping improve;
undergraduate advising, scholarship fundraising efforts, and student/faculty interaction.”
Frances Honesty
HASS Senator
Home Town: Vienna, Virginia
Class Rank: Junior
Major: History
Years at USU: One
Qualifications:
I transferred to USU from Dixie State
College where I served as an Ambassador.
There I learned how to best serve my fellow students and recruit future students.
I’m already heavily involved here at Utah
State and in the Logan Community. I am
a member of the Black Student Union here
on campus, and served as president for the
Black Student Union at Dixie. As a member of Kappa Delta Sorority I volunteer
with the Local Girl Scouts of America and
assisted in putting on self-esteem workshops
at Logan Middle School. I believe in the
college of HASS and I’m very excited to
continue to serve my fellow HASS students.
Goals and Plan for Office:
1. Increase membership in HASS honor
society and clubs
2. Help students find and apply for scholarships available to HASS students
3. Organize forums focused on helping students prepare for post graduation; organize
workshops on successful job interviews,
financial planning, and implementing their
education in everyday life.
4. Be and affective in communication
between the Dean and HASS students
regarding changes, concerns, and news.
“To help HASS students graduate well
educated and prepared for the workforce;
able to continue their education throughout
their lives.”
Jason Carlisle
Natural Resources Senator
Sarah Bastian
Coll. of Science Senator

Science Senator
Class Rank: Senior
Home Town: Newton, NJ
Major: Biology (Cellular/Molecular
Emphasis) and Composite Teaching
in Biology
Years at USU: Four
Qualifications:
1.Executive Vice President of Science
Council, 2009-2010
2. Administrative Assistant of Science
Council, 2007ASUSUELECTIONS
2009
3. Treasurer
of
the Biology
Science Senator
Club, 20082010
Goals &/or plans for office:
1. Continue to unify all clubs in the College
and Science and change legislation to
ensure that the clubs stay united after my
term
2. Aid in further unifying the departments in the College of Science, especially
the Math/Stats, Geology, and Computer
Science departments
3. Improve Science Week to ensure successful, fun, and educational activities to
further promote science
4. Set up specific monthly meetings to hear
the problems and difficulties the students in
the College of Science are facing
5. Have a large fundraiser throughout the
2010-2011 year and use that money to put
back into the College of Science, ideally in
the form of a scholarship
“As a past and current member of
Science Council, I’m ready to take the leadership role and put ideas into action to help
the College of Science continue to succeed.”
Michael Stewart
Science Senator
Class Rank: Junior
Major: Physics
Years at USU: Four
Qualifications:
• I have served a full time LDS mission. I
was a district leader and zone leader.
• I have taken two full years of Leadership
Development courses here at USU, totaling
more than 200 hours with over 100 hours
being hands on leadership training labs.
• I am the current Physics department chair
for Science Council
Goals and Plans:

- See VOTE, page 16
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Buzz into the history of USU
Stroll back in time through USU’s yearbooks, The Buzzer
By STOREE POWELL
features senior writer

“Memories are all we really own.”
This was the quote, by Eliza Lieberman, in
the 1981 USU yearbook.
From 1909 to 1971, USU published an
annual yearbook called The Buzzer. It was also
published in single issues in 1978 and 1981.
The USU online Buzzer collection home
page states, “Stroll back through time via the
Buzzer’s many photographs, cartoons, drawings and advertisements. Read about the university’s traditions, student accomplishments
and high jinks, and school organizations with
intriguing names such as the Periwig Club, the
Benedicts Club, Vaudeville and Bazzaar, and
the Scabbard and Blade Fraternity.”
The memories, history and interesting
tidbits are intriguing. But why did The Buzzer
cease to be published?
Robert Parson, university archivist for USU
Special Collection in the MerrillCazier Library, said

there were a couple of reasons.
The first is that the campus was getting
too big to include all the pictures of students,
Parson said.
USU’s The Blue Book, vol. 26, 2005, states
that in 1890 there were 117 students, in 1920
there were 986 students and in 1971 there
were 8,842 students. The 1970 number doubled in 2009, to more than 15,000 students,
according to the AAA’s headcount and enrollment.
The second reason was
because the university
couldn’t get enough people
to buy them.
Parson said the student
council, in 1971, decided
that rather than underwriting the yearbook – coming up with all the money
upfront – the students
would have to subscribe to

- See BOOK, page 10

IN A 1938 YEARBOOK, the photo shows students outside of the Merrill Library. The
yearbook, The Buzzer, was published from 1909 to 1971. The yearbooks are available in the
Special Collections of the Merrill-Cazier Library. photo illustration PETE P. SMITHSUTH PHOTO,
COURTESY SPECIAL COLLECTIONS

Light up the night with Aggie pride
By DELAYNE LOCKE
staff writer

Old Main and the glowing A’s have
been a symbol of respect, accomplishment and victory for all who have been
in its presence. But how much of this
familiar monument of light up A’s is
well known?
Old Main’s grounds were
chosen on April 16, 1889, by
USU Trustee and Utah Territorial
Gov. Caleb G. West. Maren
Cartwright, public relations specialist, said it is the oldest building on
campus today and longest standing academic building that is still
functioning in Utah. She said USU
was officially dedicated on Sept.
4, 1890, and opened the next day
for classes. At the time of opening there was one faculty of nine
that educated some of USU’s first
students. These classes were taught
exclusively in the south wing of Old
Main because it was the only finished section at the time.
Jumping ahead to 1902, all three
wings were complete. Cartwright said
this made it extremely easy for students to go to class because the entire
college was contained in the building.
Subjects first taught there included
chemistry, sewing, cooking
and woodshop. The library
filled the rounded front
rooms in the north wing,
and the museum had its
home
above the

STANLEY KANE, DIRECTOR of Facilities Operations, stands atop Old Main’s “A” tower. The
giant A’s are lit up by two switches located in the President’s Office or in the Athletic Media Relations
Office. TODD JONES photos

library. The President’s Office was on the
west side of the first floor of the south wing.
Following a successful school graduation
in 1909, the first senior class contributed an
“A” that was positioned on the west side of
the Old Main tower.
Today, the A’s cover all four sides
and light up. They are turned on by two
switches either in the President’s Office
or in the Athletic Media Relations Office.
For backup purposes, the switches can be
operated from computers in the Facilities
Department. Once the switch has been
turned on, the A’s illuminate blue at dusk
because they are triggered by sunlight. At
dawn the A’s turn off. The “A” is turned
blue for special occasions and all USU
varsity team sporting events. Some of
the special events, which take place the
first day of fall and spring semesters, are
True Aggie Night; Founder’s Day, which is
USU’s birthday; A-Day; Homecoming Eve;
Commencement and the Robins Awards;
as well as any other special occasions that
are approved by the USU president.
Recently, USU has been trying new energy-efficient light bulbs.
“There is a whole array of colors. They
are trying to find the right hue of blue,”

said Cartwright whose job is to turn the
light from white to blue for all celebratory
academic functions on campus.
In the office of Doug Hoffman, the media
relations director of athletics, there is also
an “A” switch, which makes it convenient
to turn on after sporting event wins. When
athletes see the huge “A” glowing after a
win, it is a constant symbol of triumph and
success for those who worked hard to meet
their goal.
When asked about the light Hoffman
said, “Fortunately, it’s blue quite often.”
The sporting events involved in having
the light turned to blue are men’s football
and basketball, women’s gymnastics and
basketball, volleyball, soccer and softball.
In addition, the assistant director of media
relations, Zach Fisher, said the blue light
will shine for victories by the top-attended
university club sports teams.
“Teams also get excited if they are out of
town and they are coming back that night
and come over the hill to see it blue,” he
said. “The football team, when they fly into
Logan, they see it when they are coming
into land, so it’s a big deal to everybody.”
– delayne.locke@aggiemail.usu.edu
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What this column
might have been

B

eing a computer science major, I
never dreamed of having my own
column. My own little space to write,
where an average readership of about 18
people would disinterestedly scan it every
week.
Man, it seemed like a dream within a
dream. But I girded my loins, dreamed
big, took a risk and here I am. (Triumphant
horns sounding, marching bands, pandas
walking atop large colorful balls, Billy
Mays brought back from the dead, waving
and smiling atop a light blue float.)
Shortly after I got the spot to write this
column, my mind swirled with anxiety.
“What should I write about?” I asked
myself. As a result, my friend Jordan and
I decided to have a good old-fashioned
Gmail chat to find a topic. So we brainstormed. And now, looking back on it,
some of those ideas were pretty dang
good. Let’s take a stroll down memory
lane, in Gmail chat form, and see what this
column could have been.
me: So guess what?
Jordan: What?
me: I’m now a columnist. I’m writing a column for The Statesman every week.
Jordan: Well, well.
me: I need ideas for what my column
should be about. Fire away.
Jordan: Can you title your column “Rant
and Rave”?
me: Illegal dance parties?
Jordan: How about “The Rant.”
me: I’m toying with the idea of doing a
column on my dreams. Just keep a dream
journal and write about them every week.
Jordan: I gave my lucid dreaming books to
Matt Selman.
me: Dang it.
Jordan: Or I’d offer them to you.
me: GTFO.
Jordan: Conspiracy theories, James.
Conspiracy theories.
me: Mmmhmm. Good idea.
Jordan: Start with cell phone waves killing
the worldwide bee population so nothing
gets pollinated, and without produce, the
world economy comes to a screeching
halt.
me: I like it. Then move on to aliens, hidden cities populated by bears with superior intelligence, etc.
Jordan: Somehow end that one where we
are all forced into a one world monetary
system that forces us to get a mark on
our hand or forehead with a microchip as
part of the New World Order, taken to the
extreme.
me: And where we have to spell “the” as
“teh.”
Or what about this: A column about
finding your inner self amid the sprawling, gargantuan metropolis of Providence,
Utah. I’d live in Providence and try to fit
in with the culture. I’d go to Macy’s and
make trips to Logan every once in a while.
Mostly Main Street.
Or, I could do a column on people
writing columns about columns. Further

abstracting an already tacky approach to
columnism.
Jordan: Still thinking conspiracies is a better way to go. Maybe not conspiracies
either, more like, your intellectual conjectures regarding the future. You could
watch lots of conspiracy stuff while deciding what the future will be though, for
sure.
me: I see. Like Google taking over the
Earth, one spider search algorithm at a
time.
Jordan: Exactly.
me: And we’ll wear one-piece jumpsuits
and take a pill instead of eating. I have to
make it sound credible though.
Jordan: Well anyway, write it just good
enough that you get an FBI file on you.
me: Oh, yeah for sure. But about the
Google thing: Eventually, it will get to the
point that if we want breakfast, we Google
orange juice, and after extensive searching, we find a suitable kind, then download it. And orange juice seeps out of our
CD drive, along with some hash browns.
That’s what I’m thinking.
Jordan: Oh, maybe not that.
me: Mmmk, scratch that.
me: Or how about a column dedicated to
the rise and fall of the Tupperware company. You don’t see them around much
often anymore.
Jordan: There’s so much mystery shrouded
around that company. I’m not even sure if
they existed.
me: I’m pretty sure they did. I remember the
Tupperware sales lady came to our house
when I was young, and we bought everything she had. I had Tupperware underwear. And my Dad drove a Tupperware
car.
Jordan: James, that’s not true.
me: No, no it isn’t.
(15 minutes of no chatting)
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me: I’m going now, Jordan. Thanks for the
brainstorm.
And so the chat ended. My mind, however, still swirled. I still had no idea what
my topic would be. So, after much vacillation, I decided to simply not choose
one. Bad idea? Probably. I still think the
Tupperware idea would have gone pretty
well. So mysterious.

Questions or comments
can be sent to James
Rasmussen at jamesrasmus@googlemail.com.

USA’S MERYL DAVIS and Charlie White hold up their medals during the victory lap after winning
the silver medal in the ice dance figure skating competition Monday, Feb. 22. AP photo
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EatThat
Taking back the kitchen and all about it.

Wednesday, Feb. 24, 2010

Book: Collecting memories at USU
-continued from page 8

Stop snoozing, start eating
You know those crazy mornings
when you just can’t seem to make
yourself get out of bed, and once you
finally do you end up rushing out the
door in a frenzy and completely forgetting to eat breakfast? It doesn’t take
long to notice. Once your stomach
starts growling, time seems to crawl by
more slowly than ever.
If that kind of torture isn’t enough
to get you eating breakfast, maybe
knowing that studies show that a good
breakfast can help you “stay focused in
school, maintain a healthy body weight
and have more energy throughout
your day” will be. It may not be as hard
as you think.
Here are a few ideas to get you eating breakfast, even on the busiest of
mornings.
– Cream of Wheat or Oatmeal (ready
in five minutes). Can you say just add
water? Put a pot on the stove while
you’re brushing your teeth, stir in the
cereal, grab your books and it’s ready.
Not only is hot cereal a treat on a
cold winter morning, it’s also loaded
with iron and calcium, and only about
30 cents a bowl. To keep things interesting you can try stir-ins such as fresh
or dried fruit, honey, cinnamon, granola, maple syrup, fruit jams, nuts and
even chocolate chips.
– Yogurt Parfait (ready in three minutes). The possibilities are endless here.
Just combine any flavor of yogurt you
like, add some granola (or any cereal
you want, really) and a scoop of fresh
or frozen fruit, and you’re ready to go.
Literally.
Make this breakfast in a plastic container and it’s easy to take with you on
your way out the door. A big perk here
is the calcium in the yogurt and the
fiber in the fruit and granola, which will
keep you feeling fuller longer.
– Scrambled Eggs on toast (ready in 10
minutes). This breakfast is a little more
time-consuming, but the protein in
the eggs is worth it. You can add vegetables, meat or cheese to the eggs if
you’re feeling gourmet, but if time is an
issue just the eggs on a buttered piece
of toast with some salt and pepper is
quite satisfying.
– Muffins (ready in no time if you make
them the night before). Muffins are a
blank canvas of possibilities. Almond
poppy seed, raspberry white chocolate, maple pecan, pumpkin, chocolate
chip – I could go on.
Just make a batch the night before,
store them in an airtight container and
you’re ready to go. The downside is
(depending on the recipe) these aren’t
always the healthiest choice. Try adding half a banana or an orange for a
more well-balanced meal.
– Smoothies (ready in five minutes).
If you keep your freezer well stocked,
you should be able to put together an
awesome smoothie any time. Just put
frozen fruit, milk and a little sugar in a
blender and you’re there. Smoothies

are a great way to get a big serving of
fruit. Add a piece of toast with peanut
butter and you’re sitting pretty until
lunch.
Weekends, however, are a different story. Weekends deserve brunches
made in your pajamas after a good,
long sleep. In that case I recommend
omelets, hash browns and pecan
crunch French toast. It’s definitely
worth it.

Pecan Crunch French Toast
6 thick slices of French bread
3 eggs
1 1/2 tablespoons cream, half and half
or milk
1/2 teaspoon vanilla
1/4 teaspoon baking powder
Dash of nutmeg
1/4 cup pecans, chopped fine
1/4 cup quick cooking oats
1 tablespoon brown sugar
1/4 teaspoon cinnamon
– Combine the eggs, cream, vanilla,
baking powder and nutmeg, and whisk
until well combined.
– In a separate dish combine the
pecans, oats, brown sugar and cinnamon. Use a fork to get a crumbly
texture.
– Turn a skillet onto medium heat and
lightly butter it.
– Dip a piece of French bread into
the egg mixture and flip to coat both
sides.
– Then dip into the crumble mixture
until the bread is completely covered.
–Grill each side of the bread on the
skillet until the pecans are toasted and
the egg is done.
– Serve with maple syrup and powdered sugar.
Make time for breakfast. You can
do it.

Questions or comments can be sent
to Jannelle Clark
at jenn.nelle@
gmail.com

MERRILL-CAZIER LIBRARY HOUSES all 61 volumes of the USU yearbook, In 1909, the
junior class published the first edition for students who graduated from 1894 to 1909. PETE P.
SMITHSUTH photo

it and pay beforehand so they could meet the
expenses.
“They cut the budget for the yearbook by
about 50 percent,” Parson said. “I guess the
students did not step up and subscribe to it, so
they lost a lot of money to it that year, and so
next year they did not publish it.”
USU’s original student newspaper, Student
Life, states in the May 28, 1971, edition: “The
USU buzzer will be funded $1,000 for the
1971-’72 school year, a cut of $15,000. Money
will be used by The Buzzer staff for advertisements. Students will purchase the yearbook on
an individual basis.”
The Buzzer was paid for mostly by advertisements that were printed in it. Parson said
he suspects this revenue source dried up in
1960s since there are no ads in the 1971 issue,
and this probably contributed to it not being
published further.
Edited by students, The Buzzer’s staff was
reorganized in 1970. Student Life, Oct. 12,
1970, states, “The Executive Council also reorganized the publication’s council to include
five students: the advisers of student life and
Buzzer, the coordinator of student activities
and the ASUSU financial vice president.”
The Buzzer was called such because a beehive is the symbol for the state of Utah, Parson
said.
The first edition was published in 1909 by
the junior class for those who graduated from
USU from 1894 to 1909, Parson said. Called
the UAC (Utah Agricultural College) Graduate,
it talked about the graduates and what they
did after graduation, an alumni publication.
The Buzzer, as it was called in all later editions, was published thereafter as an annual
that came out in the fall, Parson said. It
became like any other yearbook, with clubs,

sports, frats, among others. The single edition
in 1981 “is more like a pictorial representation
of the school year and did not have graduating
classes or anything like that,” Parson said.
USU houses all 61 volumes, which all
look different from one another, in Special
Collections, Parson said.
“We own numerous copies. I never turn
down ones people donate,” Parson said.
Also, all the volumes are available online at
http://digital.lib.usu.edu/buzzer.php.
The USU online Buzzer Collection homepage states, “The Buzzer captures in its pages
a rich history of a small-town college life in
Logan, Utah.”
This statement is evidenced alone by the
class of 1909. With 21 graduates and only
seven of them women, the pages are a peek
into early Logan college life. The 1911 yearbook shows women were professors of sewing
and domestic science.
Professor Blanche Cooper, associate professor of domestic science, as listed in the 1909
edition, refused to marry and is said to have
been “theoretically capable of training the
duties of wifehood ... . It is already believed
that Miss Cooper has broken the hearts of
many young gallants during her time.”
But don’t be fooled by the “proper” dress
and titles. College was still college in the early
1900s. Humor and sexual innuendo are clear
in many of the descriptions. J.S. Skinner of
Arizona, class of 1912, was described as, “He
is a pure source of pride and joy to his landlady.”
Perhaps the timelessness of college life
memories is best described in the description
of Ethel Lee, a female senior student in 1909:
“So wise but yet so easy. Ask the juniors.”
– storee.powell@aggiemail.usu.edu

Olympics: Athletes display talent
-continued from page 9
program.
Ashley Caldwell, 16, an aerial skier, was one
of the first people accepted into the U.S. Ski
& Snowboard Association’s Elite Air Program,
among the reasons she’s competing in these
Games.
And to think, the USA has done it without a
fancy slogan and marketing campaign such as
Canada’s “Own the Podium.”
Not this time.
In the last five years, Canada has spent
$117 million on facilities, coaching and marketing in its quest to rule the medal standings in the Vancouver Games after winning a
Canadian-record 24 medals at the 2006 games.

The slogan seemed full of bravado for
a country that prides itself on politeness
and friendliness. Now, that doesn’t mean
Canadians don’t compete hard or receive tremendous support.
They do.
Maybe that’s the problem. Perhaps
Canadian athletes are trying too hard on their
home soil.
At least Canada has four gold medals in
these Games. Canada had never won a gold
medal at home, either in 1988 in Calgary or in
the 1976 Summer Games in Montreal.
So there has been progress. Just not enough
of it.
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WNBA, Olympics, World Championships and USU
By CONNOR JONES
sports editor

A WNBA championship ring, Sooner Athletic
Conference Player of the Year, Olympian, fourtime World Championship participant, 22nd
overall WNBA draft pick, third all-time scorer for
Southern Nazerene, co-owner of a nonprofit organization and mother of triplets, all sitting on the
Aggie bench and you didn’t even know.
Astou Ndiaye-Diatta, assistant coach for USU’s
women’s basketball team, has an amazing story,
but few know it.
Born in Kaolack, Senegal, Diatta started playing
basketball when she was 13 yearsold, relatively late
for someone who would go on to play at such high
levels.
“I started late,” Diatta said. “A lot of people I was
playing with started when they were 7 or 6. They
were in there for a long time, so when I got in, my
first four years of playing, from 1986 to 1990 I was
just going back to the basics.”
The basics must have been easy for Diatta
though, because in 1990 she joined the Senegal
national team at just 17 years old.
“When I joined the national team all I could do
was rebound.,” Diatta said. “I could do that all day
on both ends of the court but that was about it. So
what I did was sit back and learn from the older
players.”
Her first year playing for Senegal, the team
competed in the 1990 FIBA World Championships
in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. Her team went 2-8
in the tournament, losing to the U.S. team in its
first game, 106-36, and Czechoslovakia, 93-37. The
team’s two wins came against Malaysia (73-41) and
the Democratic Republic of Congo (60-52). Diatta
said it was only the second time Senegal had competed in that kind of tournament and it was really
a learning experience for the team.
“To be close to basketball at that level really triggered something in me,” Diatta said. “Watching
the U.S. national team and playing against them in
Malaysia was just a huge eye-opener for me, being
able to see what is out there in this game and at
what level it can be played. From there, I decided I
wanted to be good ... like really good. I don’t know
how good I became, but it got me to where I am
now.”
In 1992-’93, after her senior year of high school,
Diatta was offered a scholarship from Southern
Nazarene University, a private school in Bethany,
Okla.
“I felt like I had made a lot of progress after that
world championship,” she said. “I learned and put
a lot of work in with anyone you could think of that
was good in Senegal. I played at every place possible, in any kind of situation, with shoes, without

shoes – anything.
“Basically at home (Senegal) the game is totally
amateur. In a way it’s a privilege to play there.
You can just hit the court and play. When I got to
Oklahoma it was a big change.”
At Southern Nazarene, Diatta earned her
Bachelor’s of Science in business, graduating cum
laude in 1997.
In 1997, she was named NAIA National Player
of the Year, as well as a NAIA Kodak/WBCA All-

American. She scored 698 points in 304 field goals
made (still No. 1 in field goals made in a single season at Nazarene). That season she pulled down 330
rebounds and blocked 55 shots, while averaging
19.4 points per game.
After college, Diatta was drafted by the Seattle
Rain in the American Basketball League.
After a one-year stint in the ABL she was drafted
by the Detroit Shock with the 22nd pick.
“The transition from the ABL to the WNBA was

ASTOU NDIAYE-DIATTA (IN WHITE) boxes out against an opponent while playing for the
Seattle Storm in 2007. The 2007 season was her final season playing professionally. She joined the USU
women’s coaching staff in 2008. photo courtesy of SCOTT ENGELHARDT.

a lot easier for me than from colleague to the ABL,”
Diatta said. “Coming from a small college and not
being exposed to all the physicality of the game it
was a different adjustment.”
Diatta said she did play some during her first
season in the WNBA, enough to show the coaches
that she could have an impact.
“The first year, year and a half, my play wasn’t
very constant, but I learned a lot, and from there I
knew what to expect night in, night out,” she said.
On April 12, 2003, Diatta gave birth to triplets
– one boy and two girls – Boubacar, Bineta and
Ndiasse. On maternity leave until the end of June,
she started practicing again mid-May and was back
on the court in July.
“It was awesome,” Diatta said of being part of the
championship team. “But it was a little removed
because I had been part of the team for a long time
and that’s what earned me the spot back on the
floor after being pregnant. It was a lot of hard work
getting back into playing shape but winning the
championship was great.”
After the championship winning season, Diatta
was traded and spent the next three seasons shuffling from team to team. After her knees started to
give out and as her children got older, Diatta said
she decided to hang up her jersey and retire from
playing.
She has stayed busy after retiring: mothering
three 6-year-olds, working on her master’s, organizing volunteer trips to Senegal and coaching.
“My first year coaching was a big adjustment
year for me on all aspects,” Diatta said. “It was
hard. It’s definitely better to play than to be on
the other side of the court, but I love this game.
Between last year and this year has been day and
night for me.”
With her husband, Ousmane Diatta, she started
an organization, The African Organization for
Academic and Athletic Development, that helps
improve the social and educational conditions for
African youth.
“If it wasn’t for education, I wouldn’t be sitting
here,” she said. “Just the will to finish high school,
because I had plenty of excuses not to but I ended
up finishing that and getting through college.
Looking back, a lot of the kids I played with growing up didn’t get through high school and when I
see them these days they don’t really have purpose.
I just think something has to be done to help the
next generation and the one after. Being able to
help kids back home (Senegal) is what motivated
our organization.
“(Life is) tough but no one said it was going to be
easy. (You must) live one day at a time and do your
best to not have any regrets.”
More information on Diatta’s organization can be
found at www.progress4africa.org
– c.h.j@aggiemail.usu.edu

Modou’s not-so-typical journey
By TYLER HUSKINSON
staff writer

If there was a normal way for basketball
players to make it on the Utah State Aggie
men’s basketball squad, 6-foot-10-inch sophomore center Modou Niang definitely didn’t
take it. Niang was born in Richard Toll,
Senegal, on April 12, 1987. One of seven children of Mamadou and N’deye Niang, Modou
said playing basketball wasn’t something he
discovered until his teenage years.
“I started playing basketball when I was 15
or 16,”Niang said.
Soccer was the first sport he played, but
then basketball caught his attention, and he
switched his attention to that, even though

soccer is the most popular sport in Senegal,
he said.
“Everyone told me that I would be good
at basketball, since I was just a bit taller than
everyone else,” Niang said. “Everyone asked to
play basketball, and my friends forced me to
play. That’s how I started playing basketball.”
Niang picked up basketball just in time
as he caught the eye of recruiters from Japan,
who visit Senegal annually, when he was
17 years old. Niang played his high school
basketball at Hachioji High School, a private
school located in Hachioji city about 22 miles
west of central Tokyo. The school enrolls more
than 2,000 students, and it’s the largest high
school in the Tokyo metropolitan area.
Niang made an instant impact at Hachioji
High School, as he was named a Tokyo All-

Star his sophomore year, averaging 33.5
points, 20.4 rebounds and five blocks per
game. Niang continued to shine in his junior
and senior year, as he was named the top
center in the Japan National High School
Championships both years. During his junior
year he led his team to a third-place finish
in the National High School Championships
averaging 32 points and 18 rebounds to lead
his team to a fourth-place finish. During the
tournament his senior year, Niang posted season-highs of 51 points and 40 rebounds.
Niang arrived in Logan for the 2007-’08
season but didn’t quite have the same offensive impact at his prep level. However, Niang

- See POST, page 12

REDSHIRT SOPHOMORE MODOU NIANG, from RichardToll, Senegal, runs down the court earlier this season. PATRICK ODEN
photo

DEAN’S CONVOCATION
Dr. Stephen R. Covey
Jon M. Huntsman School of Business
Presidential Chair in Leadership
Wednesday,

February 24, 2010
1:30 - 3 p.m.
Orson A. Christensen Auditorium BUS 215

Overflow available in O.C. Tanner
Lounge (BUS 9th Floor), on T.V.
screens throughout the George S.
Eccles Business Building, as well as
online at http://aggiecast.usu.edu
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Women fall to New Mexico
it.”

By KAYLA CLARK
staff writer

The women’s basketball team (12-13, 4-8
WAC) battled against its counterpart, the New
Mexico State Aggies, Tuesday night. During the
first half of the game, which was held in New
Mexico, the Ags held their own, staying in the
lead for the majority of the first half. Each team
took turns leading during the first 20 minutes,
but the Aggies came out of the first half, barely
trailing New Mexico, 27-25.
Junior LeCale Pringle-Buchanan led the team
in scoring, hitting six field goals, three 3-pointers and seven free throws. However, freshman
Banna Diop dominated rebounds, retrieving
four defensive and four offensive.
The second half of the game proved less than
lucrative, for the Aggies hoped to, again, gain the
lead, trailing by nine points with fewer than two
minutes into the second half. The margin continued to widen for the duration of the second half,
and the Aggies lost 54-73, trailing by 19 points.
“We shot very poorly tonight,” head coach
Raegan Pebley said. Utah State shot 30 percent
for field goals and 23 percent for 3-pointers.
“Our starters shot especially poor,” Pebley
said. “When we shoot poorly, it puts a lot of pressure onto our defense and they didn’t live up to

New Mexico has three players averaging in
doubles-digits this season: Crystal Boyd leads
with an average of 14.9 points, Jasmine Lowe
averages 14.3 points per game and NMSU’s head
coach’s daughter, Madison Spence, averages
11.2. Amber White leads USU’s in scoring, averaging 11.8 points per game.
The loss puts USU on a three-game losing
streak, after losing to Nevada on Feb. 12 and
Fresno State on Feb. 17.
“We opened up a much better first half than
we did against Fresno State,” Pebley said. “But we
just weren’t as productive in the second half. We
got behind quickly and couldn’t catch up.”
In January, New Mexico State defeated Utah
State, 56-55, at the Spectrum. With that win,
New Mexico State holds a 16-11 series lead over
USU, but the Ags hold a 5-4 series lead since
both teams joined the WAC for the 2005-’06 season.
Aggies have four regular-season games
remaining. Tip-off against Idaho State will be
Frbruary 27, 2:00 p.m., at the Spectrum.
“We are excited to be off the road and to have
the next three games at home,” said Pebly. “We
are going to continue to work hard and practice
hard. We have high expectations.”
– kayla.clark@aggiemail.usu.edu

No easy trip for men in Hawai’i
By TYLER HUSKINSON
staff writer

After a huge non-conference victory at home
against Wichita State, the Utah State Aggies
play their final road game of the regular season, as they face the Hawai’i Rainbow Warriors
on Feb. 25.
The Aggies (22-6, 11-2) have won five
straight on the road, and they are riding a 12game winning streak. The Warriors (9-17, 2-10)
are struggling as of late, losing nine of their
last 10 games.
Aggie head coach Stew Morrill said the
dismal Warrior record can be thrown out the
door: “I have been to Hawai’i enough to know
they can beat you over there no matter what.”
When the two teams met in the Spectrum,
the Aggies pounded the Warriors, 98-54. The
Aggies scored 54 points in the first half alone
and finished the game shooting 61 percent
from the field and 68 percent from beyond
the 3-point arc. It was this game that started
the Aggies’ current winning streak, and the
Warriors may be looking for revenge from the
Jan. 11 blowout.
“Who knows whether that is a motive for
them,” Morrill said. “It shouldn’t be. They have
enough motives with us coming in and leading

the league. They are trying to make the tournament.”
The Warriors are fighting for their tournament lives, currently tied in last place with
Boise State. Only the top eight teams are
allowed in the Western Athletic Conference
tournament, and there are nine teams in the
conference. According to Morrill, the Warriors
definitely have the personnel.
“They are a physical bunch,” Morrill said.
“They are hard to keep off the boards, and you
better be ready to play. Roderick (Flemings) is
tough. If we allow him to get 39 (points) like he
did the other night, we’ll probably lose because
we only score about 60. That wouldn’t be a
good combination.”
Flemings leads the Warriors – averaging
16.7 points per game, along with 6.3 rebounds
– and was named the WAC Player of the Week
Feb. 15-21. Junior guard Dwain Williams is
right behind Flemings, averaging 14 points per
game.
Although the Aggies are only 1-3 all time at
Hawai’i, Morrill said his players are ready to
go.
“Our team is in a good frame of mind,”
Morrill said. “We have practiced pretty well.
Hopefully we can keep playing good basketball.
That is what we need to do.”
– ty.d.hus@aggiemail.usu.edu

Post: Morrill, “Counting on Modou to contribute”
-continued from page 11

didn’t see much playing time his first year while trying to learn the
complexities of Aggie head coach Stew Morrill’s system. He played in
18 games his freshman season as an Aggie, averaging about one point
and one rebound per game. Niang played a season-high 17 minutes at
Cal Poly, where he posted a season-high four points, three rebounds
and three blocks.
Things seemed to get better for Niang as he started his sophomore
year. However, on Dec. 29, 2008, he was blindsided, breaking his hand
in the waning seconds of the game against Howard.
“It was hard at first,” Niang said of his injury. “It was really frustrating.”
Prior to the injury, Niang appeared in eight games and averaged
2.6 points and rebounds per game. Once again, season-highs came
against Cal Poly where he scored a career-high eight points and pulled
down six rebounds in 13 minutes. Niang’s season-ending injury had
ups and downs. Niang received a medical redshirt and was able to
gain another year of playing eligibility. However, the injury significantly lowered his confidence level.
Niang had another difficult start in the 2009-’10 season. Against
the University of Utah in Salt Lake City, Niang played a dismal stretch
of basketball: two minutes, one foul and three turnovers. After that
game, Morrill limited Niang’s play to so-called garbage time. Niang
would only play when the Aggies were leading opponents by 20 or
greater.
Fast-forward to the Aggies second meet against the Weber State

Wildcats for the Basketball Travelers Invitational. In an unfortunate
series of events, junior forward Nate Bendall missd the game against
the Wildcats to undergo heart surgery to repair an atrial flutter.
When Niang arrived at the Spectrum for pregame warm-ups, Morrill
informed Niang that he will get his chance to play.
Niang took full advantage of his opportunity, scoring 13 points on
5-of-6 shooting from the field and 3-of-6 shooting from the charity
stripe. Niang’s 13-point performance in 24 minutes of play was punctuated with a turn-a-round fade-away jumper and the foul over Weber
State forward Darin Mahoney that brought the crowd to its feet with
3:26 remaining in the game.
”I’m not completely stupid,” said Morrill of Niang’s performance.
“If I’d seen what I saw tonight in practice, he would have been playing
more. But he has to build on that. I think that will really help his confidence.”
With only 25 seconds left in regulation, Morrill put in junior forward Matt Formisano so that Niang could receive some recognition
from the Aggie faithful.
“I told him that it’s not very often that I go out of my way to get a
guy a standing ovation from the crowd,” Morrill said after the game.
“He deserved that. That is usually for your Jaycee Carrolls or your
Wilkinsons or somebody that has started and played so well. He just
did a great job. It says a lot for him that his opportunity was today, and
he took advantage of it.”
Niang said things greatly changed for him after that game: “I had a

lot of confidence after that game.”
Niang’s transformation was so abrupt that it left some fans dumbfounded.
Niang said, “A lot of people ask me what the difference was after
that game. Before the game, Nate was out with the surgery. I practiced
a lot more in the pregame warm-ups than normal. I think that might
be why I had a good game.”
Niang has the capability of being a low-post threat and Aggie
coaches have said Niang is needed.
”He needs to play the game strong and physical,” Morrill said.
“That would give him the ability to be a low-post scoring presence.
Now in his third year at Utah State, we are counting on Modou to contribute.”
Aggie assistant coach Tarvish Felton said, “He gives us an athletic
presence in the paint, and we need him to take off and become our
best post defender and rebounder.”
Niang said he has had a positive experience thus far at USU.
“We have good coaches, fans and trainers,” Niang said. “It’s a great
environment to play in.”
Niang has the potential to be a great basketball player. The Senegal
native has proved his merit on the prep level. It’s only a matter of time
before he shows his true colors in an Aggie basketball jersey..
– ty.d.hus@aggiemail.usu.edu
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GOP’s Brown branded turncoat for jobs bill vote
BOSTON (AP) – A month after being
crowned the darling of national conservatives,
Republican Sen. Scott Brown of Massachusetts
is being branded “Benedict Brown” for siding
with Democrats in favor of a jobs bill endorsed
by the Obama administration.
Like the four other GOP senators who joined
him, the man who won the late Democrat
Edward Kennedy’s seat says it’s about jobs, not
party politics. And that may be good politics,
too.
The four other GOP senators who broke
ranks – Olympia Snowe and Susan Collins
of Maine, George Voinovich of Ohio and
Christopher “Kit” Bond of Missouri – also were
criticized on Tuesday. But Brown was the big
target on conservative Web sites, talk shows and
even the Facebook page his campaign has promoted as an example of his new-media savvy.
“We campaigned for you. We donated to
your campaign. And you turned on us like every
other RINO,” said one writer, using the initials
for “Republican-In-Name-Only.”
The conservative-tilting Drudge Report
colored a photo of Brown on its home page in
scarlet.
The new senator responded by calling into a

Boston radio station.
“I’ve taken three votes,” Brown said with
exasperation. “And to say I’ve sold out any particular party or interest group, I think, is certainly unfair.”
The senator said that by the time he seeks
re-election in two years, he will have taken thousands of votes.
“So, I think it’s a little premature to say that,”
he said.
Senate Republican leader Mitch McConnell
of Kentucky wasn’t particularly perturbed about
Brown’s vote, saying his election last month has
“made a huge, positive difference for us and for
the whole legislative agenda.”
“We don’t expect our members to be in lockstep on every single issue,” McConnell added.
Political observers said each of the five
Republican senators had solid reasons locally
for voting as they did, to cut off a potential
Republican filibuster on the bill.
The measure featured four provisions that
enjoyed sweeping bipartisan support, including a measure exempting businesses hiring the
unemployed from Social Security payroll taxes
through December, and giving them a $1,000
credit if new workers stay on the job a full year.

It would also renew highway programs through
December and deposit $20 billion in the highway trust fund.
It faces a final Senate vote Wednesday.
Snowe and Collins hail from economically ailing Maine, and they can’t stray too far from the
Democrats who populate much of New England.
And Voinovich and Bond also are from states
hard hit by the recession.
The latter two also have the ultimate protection from retribution: They’re not seeking reelection this fall.
“When you have decided to retire and you
are a free agent, you can pretty much do what
you want,” said Peverill Squire, a political scientist at the University of Missouri-Columbia.
And Squire doubted that Bond, retiring after
24 years in the Senate, would have paid much of
a political price even if the famous appropriator
were seeking re-election.
“He’s had no shyness in trying to send
money,” he said.
While conservative columnist Michelle
Malkin used her blog to accuse Voinovich of
being a traitor, even suggesting he got some
unspecified goody for his vote in favor of the
“porkulus” bill, Ohio’s governor defended him.

Gov. Ted Strickland, a Democrat, praised the
senator for “standing with the people of Ohio
over the majority of his party.”
For Voinovich, a Republican from a
Democratic stronghold, the party defection
was nothing new. The two-time Ohio governor
and former Cleveland mayor has sprinkled his
political career with independent votes that
can agitate the GOP. Former President George
W. Bush famously visited Ohio in 2003 in an
attempt to secure Voinovich’s support for a tax
cut package.
Voinovich still voted no.
Snowe and Collins, meanwhile, “survive in
New England by a unique set of rules,” said
Dante Scala, political science professor at the
University of New Hampshire.
He said: “The way they survive with voters
in their homes states is by making it clear that,
first and foremost, they’re the servants of their
constituencies, not the party label. So, they’ll
make a point of defying their party and going
their own way.”
Brown got little such leeway, despite campaigning as an “independent Republican” and
publicly eschewing national supporters.
election in less than three years.

Utah wary over national monument candidate list
SALT LAKE CITY (AP) – The
possibility that the federal government could designate millions of
acres in the West as national monuments and off-limits to development
is stoking fears and generating
resentment in some energy-rich
states.
An internal U.S. Department
of the Interior document lists 14
sites in nine states that could be
designated as national monuments
through the federal Antiquities Act,
which gives presidents the authority
to designate monuments without
congressional approval. Three sites
in Alaska and Wyoming are listed as
worthy of protection but ineligible
for monument designation.
The Interior Department insists
the document is a product of brainstorming and nothing more.
Many people here are still furious
about then-President Bill Clinton’s
designation of the Grand StaircaseEscalante National Monument in
1996 after his administration made
public assurances that it had no
plans to do so.
Conservative state lawmakers on
Tuesday moved forward with legislation that would allow the state to
use eminent domain to take federal

land that they hope will spark a U.S.
Supreme Court battle.
Interior Secretary Ken Salazar
met with Western governors over the
weekend in Washington to assure
them that President Barack Obama’s
administration doesn’t intend to
repeat Clinton’s actions.
Republican Utah Gov. Gary
Herbert said he doesn’t have any
reason not to trust Salazar, but it’s
a harder sell among some state residents.
“The issue in the past is that they
told us one thing and did the other.
They never have taken into account
how important the public lands are
in the state,” said Vaughn Johnson
at a protest Tuesday at the Utah
Capitol. “The last time they did that
in Grand Staircase, they locked out
a lot of ranchers, they locked out a
whole bunch of clean coal.”
“I keep thinking about what
President Clinton did to us ... came
in here, snuck in here, did the land
grab. I can see that happening right
now. That’s my biggest concern,”
said Gary Wilcox of Hurricane, in
southern Utah.
Johnson was one of more than
200 people who showed up to support a measure introduced a day

earlier by U.S. Sen. Bob Bennett, RUtah, that would require congressional approval of future monuments
in Utah. A similar exemption was
granted to Wyoming in 1950.
The Interior Department document mentions two possible designations in Utah – the San Rafael Swell
and Cedar Mesa in the southern part
of the state.
The San Rafael Swell is home to
tar sands and natural gas that could
be used commercially and has geological formations that could be of
use to trap carbon dioxide, according to the Utah Geological Survey.
It’s also home to eight rare plant species as well as other wildlife, including bobcats, eagles and coyotes.
“It’s sort of a spectacular scenic
landscape. It’s not surprising that
the administration would try to
protect it,” said Heidi McIntosh,
associate director of the Southern
Utah Wilderness Alliance. “The
main conflict, generally speaking in
both Cedar Mesa and the San Rafael
Swell, is the out-of-control off-road
vehicle use.”
However, many residents here
contend it is the federal government
that is getting out of control with
its limitations on the use of federal

New species of dinosaur
found in Eastern Utah rock
SALT LAKE CITY (AP) – Fossils of a previously undiscovered species of dinosaur have been
found in slabs of Utah sandstone that were so
hard that explosives had to be used to free some
of the remains, scientists said Tuesday.
The bones found at Dinosaur National
Monument belonged to a type of sauropod
– long-necked plant-eaters that were said to be
the largest animal ever to roam land.
The discovery included two complete skulls from
other types of sauropods – an extremely rare
find, scientists said.
The fossils offer fresh insight into lives of
dinosaurs some 105 million years ago, including
the evolution of sauropod teeth, which reveal
eating habits and other information, said Dan
Chure, a paleontologist at the monument that
straddles the Utah-Colorado border.
“You can hardly overstate the significance of
these fossils,” he said.
Of the 120 or so known species of sauropods,
complete skulls have been found for just eight.
That’s mostly because their skulls were made of
thin, fragile bones bound by soft tissue that were
easily destroyed after death.
“This is absolutely No. 1 in terms of projects
I’ve had the opportunity to work on,” said Brooks
Britt, a Brigham Young University paleontologist
who co-authored a study on the fossils along with
University of Michigan researchers.
The new species is called Abydosaurus mcintoshi. Researchers say it’s part of the larger brachiosaurus family, hulking four-legged vegetarians that include sauropods.
The findings are being published this
week in the peer-reviewed science journal
Naturwissenschaften.
The bones came from a quarry known as
DNM 16. It was discovered in 1977, but intensive
excavations didn’t get started until the late 1990s.
The skulls were found in 2005. Tantalized
researchers, though, were stymied by rocks
around the bones that were so hard that workers
were unable to break through, even with use of a
jackhammers and concrete saws.
Last year, a blasting crew from Rocky
Mountain National Park in Colorado spent three
days at the quarry detonating handset explosives
that loosened the rock but didn’t damage the
bones. That allowed scientists to pluck out other
fossils, including leg bones, shoulder blades and
other parts.

THIS IMAGE PROVIDED BY Michael W.
Skrepnick on Tuesday, Feb. 23 shows an artist’s
conception of the newly-discovered dinosaur
Abydosaurus mcintoshi feeding on conifer trees.
AP photo

Paleontologists believe they have the remains
of at least four dinosaurs at the site. All appear to
be juveniles and were likely around 25 feet long,
Britt said.
“We don’t know how much bigger they could
get,” Britt said.
The skulls – including one that’s complete and
intact and another that’s complete but in pieces
– offer new clues about how sauropods ate their
food.
“They didn’t chew it. They just grabbed it and
swallowed it,” Britt said.
Early sauropods had wide teeth. Later versions had narrow, pencil-like teeth. The abydosaurus teeth are in-between, which will help
scientists trace how their eating techniques and
diet evolved.
“Abydosaurus is the right dinosaur at the
right time to answer some of these questions,”
University of Michigan researcher John Whitlock
said in a statement.
The find may offer the most complete view
yet of certain sauropods roaming North America
from the Lower Cretaceous period spanning
roughly 145 million to 99 million years ago, said
Jim Kirkland, Utah’s state paleontologist, who
was not involved in the discovery announced
Tuesday.

IN THIS MARCH 9, 1997, file photo, a trucker churns up the grade of the
San Rafael Swell westbound on Interstate 70 with the snowcapped Lasalle mountains in the distance Sunday evening near Green River, Colo. The possibility of a
federal land grab throughout the West is stoking fears and generating resentment
for the federal government in energy-rich states that could see millions of acres
of land made off-limits to development if the president designates the sites as
national monuments. AP photo

lands.
“I don’t trust the present administration at all,” said Gerry Williams,
a Midvale man who was one of
scores of off-road vehicle enthusiasts
at the Capitol. “There are lots of
us that physically aren’t capable of
hiking three or four days to a monument, but I can take my Jeep out ...

and we can enjoy the beautiful scenery.”
Some of the other sites mentioned in the Interior Department
document include the Berryessa
Snow Mountains in California,
the Northwest Sonoran Desert in
Arizona and the San Juan Islands in
Washington state.
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Avoid those buying
candy with blood money
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I

t’s that time again. In the next few days, a few
dozen students will be selling their souls for votes
in hopes of becoming the voice of USU students
during the 2010-’11 academic year. Their names will
be plastered on homemade billboards and splattered
across T-shirts all over campus.
This year has definitely been a trying one for
ASUSU because dealing with budget cuts is always a
messy situation. Though they have needed to make
adjustments, like all other aspects of USU, the officers have come out alive and given students another
memorable year.
It’s about time the entire student body started
learning about who this year’s candidates are, in
order to ensure a solid group of leaders through the
next school year. The people voted into student government have a say in student dollars, so whoever is
uninterested in voting is flagrantly disregarding their
own financial situation. Especially in these difficult
economic times, it is crucial that we, as college students drowning in higher education expenses, put
our futures in the hands of students who actually
know what they are doing.
ASUSU has more power than many students may
realize. The students elected are literally the link
between administration and the student body. They
are a few handfuls of young adults that act as the
voices of thousands. Officers have direct say in our
scholarships, tuition, fees and academics. That’s a lot
of responsibility in the hands of a bunch of rookies.
It’s a safe bet that some of the students running for
office are doing so for the scholarship money. They
undoubtedly thought, “Hey, what the heck, I’ve got a
nice smile, and I could use my blood plasma donation
money to buy many large bags of Laffy Taffy to entice
people to vote for me.” Let us all make sure we steer
clear of these whack jobs and figure out who is really
in the race to best suit our needs.
Elections are a serious matter and time should be
invested by every student to figure out which candidates know what they are going to be reponsible for
if they win. Go ahead, ask the candidates questions
when they come to your door, campaigning. Put
them on the spot. Make them sweat. It’s good for
their character. In the end, we will all benefit. USU
students, far and wide, get your pointer fingers and
mouses at the ready, because it’s time to vote.

As a matter of faith

M

y friend and I were
talking the other
day under the
wooden arches inside Old
Main. He told me an interesting idea he had about
modern atheism. He said it
stems from adolescence, a
desire to reject parenthood
and authority.
Most atheists I know try
to avoid that simple mindset. They reject traditional
theism because they don’t
think it provides fundamental answers in their lives, and
they’re pretty reasonable
and scientific about it. But
many others fit the adolescence description perfectly.
They act, from what I see,
like kids who are mad about
having to eat their vegetables and now take their frustration out on religion. Even
the usually level-headed
Richard Dawkins has wrote
rather childish articles about
Catholicism recently, in the
wake of the Vatican opening
itself to Anglicans.
Some have made the adolescence and atheism connection before, such as Pope
John Paul II and psychologist Paul Vitz, with varying
degrees of success. This
doesn’t mean all atheists had
horrible families or are frustrated with their upbringing.
Instead, it’s a metaphysical
matter. The mentality that
drives so many youths to
fight their parents over nothing eventually manifests in
fighting the ultimate parent,
the divine.
Rebelling against our
parents could be considered part of our nature. We
do it as part of figuring out
who we are as individuals,
and under some negative

circumstances it’s probably
necessary. I’m not surprised
the same thing happens with
religion since faith involves
laws and judgment, and the
fire of youth can want out
from under that.
The nature of this rebellion in modern atheism is
disturbing though. It goes
beyond yearning for identity
to an addiction or fetish with
being self-made. The identity
must be totally original, so
that nothing can be placed
before them (absolute truth,
values, divinity, etc.), they can
have total freedom. Rather
than just being skeptical of
a law or parent, it’s almost a
hatred for those things, and
anything else that restricts
total individual liberty, no
matter the cost.
Modern atheism itself isn’t
the problem. I really think
it’s also the modern mindset,
since various new hip religions have this problem too.
People join them because
the religions claim to not
judge, which again is part
of the adolescent mentality.
It’s also true that traditional
authoritative religions contain people who care about
nothing but themselves. Both
issues stem from selfishness
concerning faith, which leads
to bad theism and atheism.
Faith is about truth beyond
individualism. It shouldn’t
just be abandoned because
of discomfort. It demands
thought, conviction and
humility.
Many psychologists suggest faith, and its judgments
and laws, are just part of
wanting a supreme parent

- See ATHEIST, page 15
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Obama’s only choice on Iran:
Try Plan B

I

t was a blunt exchange with the bitter bite of
the ideological battles between talk-show hosts
Keith Olbermann and Bill O’Reilly – except the
sparring partners were Hillary Rodham Clinton
and Iran’s supreme leader, Ali Khamenei.
“We see that the government of Iran, the
supreme leader, the president, the Parliament,
are being supplanted, and that Iran is moving toward a military dictatorship,” snapped the
U.S. secretary of state while visiting Qatar on
Monday. In Tehran, Ayatollah Khamenei snarled
back: “Now the Americans, once again, have
dispatched their agent as a saleswoman to the
Persian Gulf to spread lies.”
That’s a far cry from the policy of engaging
Iran that President Obama pursued so hopefully when he took office (although administration officials insist their door is still open). At
a moment when the U.N. nuclear agency is
suggesting, for the first time, that Iran is seeking
nuclear-weapons capability, does Obama have a
coherent strategy toward Tehran?
I think it made sense to try engagement,
even though the odds were daunting. Obama
sent warm messages to the Iranian public and
two letters to Khamenei offering to reset relations. The ayatollah didn’t answer. Perhaps antiAmericanism is too essential to the regime’s
worldview.
We’ll never know what might have been had
Iran’s rulers not rigged the June elections and
provoked the country’s most serious political
unrest since the revolution. The leadership is now
so deeply divided that it’s unlikely to revamp its
nuclear policy or relations with the “Great Satan.”
The Revolutionary Guards – an aggressive military force that controls much of Iran’s economy,
along with its nuclear and foreign policies – seem
to be calling the shots.
In such circumstances, the White House had
no choice but to activate Plan B: pursuit of
harsher international sanctions to curb Iran’s
nuclear program. But, having offered engagement, Obama has a better chance of getting U.N.
Security Council members on board.
“They can’t say this administration didn’t open
the door,” said Nicholas Burns, who worked on
the Iran issue as undersecretary of state in the last
Bush administration. “Now Obama is in a much
stronger position to say, ‘Those guys wouldn’t
meet us at the table.’ He has a lot more authority.”
Yet, even if Russia agrees to new sanctions
(a possibility) and China acquiesces (more iffy),
many experts ask whether sanctions will change
the regime’s behavior.
True, Iran’s economy is in difficult straits. But,
says Mark Fowler, a former CIA officer who leads
Booz Allen Hamilton’s Persia House research
service, Iranian officials “are pretty well set up
to weather sanctions, pretty good at working
around them, and at smuggling. It’s a question of
how much pain you can bear, and they can bear

a lot.”
Sanctions would indeed worsen Iran’s economic problems, says Suzanne Maloney, an
expert on Iran at the Brookings Institution, but
“the difficulty is to connect the impact with a
reversal of positions by Iranian authorities.” To
the extent that sanctions target the Revolutionary
Guards, Maloney said, their impact will be “much
more powerful. But they won’t be a knockout
punch.”
And just about everyone I’ve talked to doubts
that congressional sanctions against refined oil
products would make a difference. The idea
sounds good, since Iran has insufficient refineries
to produce much of its gasoline. But such sanctions are likely to hit the public hardest, while the
Revolutionary Guards profit from smuggling rackets that evade the ban. Moreover, the regime,
which is trying to reduce government subsidies
for gasoline, could then blame sanctions, rather
than its own mismanagement, for the public’s
pain.
Yet, with all these caveats, sanctions are the
best option at present. A military attack would
rally Iranians around the regime without ending
the nuclear program. (Unlike Iraq’s Osirak reactor, which Israel bombed in 1981, Iran’s program
is dispersed, with much of it deep underground.)
An attack would also risk the unforeseen consequences of another Mideast war, including
skyrocketing oil prices.
Sanctions buy time to isolate the regime internationally for its human rights abuses and for its
violation of U.N. resolutions on its nuclear program. They buy time to strengthen the defenses
of Iran’s Gulf neighbors. They buy time to wait
out possible political changes inside Iran and to
see if Iran’s leadership will reconsider compromise. Finally, they buy time to prepare a containment strategy, should all else fail.
And we have time: Despite its bluster, Iran is
having serious technical problems with its nuclear
program. And experts doubt that its leaders have
decided whether to produce weapons or just go
to the brink of doing so. (Khamenei insisted again
last week that Islam forbids such weapons.)
The Revolutionary Guards, who pursue earthly power rather than apocalyptic dreams, are
unlikely to risk Tehran’s destruction by testing a
nuclear weapon or launching one at Israel or the
West. Their worldly interests may ultimately lead
to an internal split between diehards and pragmatists who seek to join the global community.
If sanctions don’t produce quick results,
Obama will have to withstand political pressure
from those who want military action. “This is a
long-term chess match, and we’ve only seen the
opening moves,” Burns said. This game will take
a steady hand.
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About letters

• Letters should be limited to 400 words.
• All letters may be
shortened, edited or
rejected for reasons
of good taste, redundancy or volume of
similar letters.
• Letters must be
topic oriented. They
may not be directed
toward individuals.
Any letter directed to
a specific individual
may be edited or not
printed.
• No anonymous letters will be published.
Writers must sign all
letters and include a
phone number or email address as well
as a student identification number (none of
which is published).
Letters will not be
printed without this
verification.
• Letters representing
groups – or more
than one individual
– must have a singular
representative clearly
stated, with all necessary identification
information.
• Writers must wait 21
days before submitting successive letters
– no exceptions.
• Letters can be hand
delivered or mailed
to The Statesman in
the TSC, Room 105,
or can be e-mailed to
statesman@aggiemail.
usu.edu, or click on
www.aggietownsquare.com for
more letter guidelines
and a box to submit
letters. (Link: About
Us.)

Trudy Rubin is a columnist and editorial-board
member for the Philadelphia Inquirer.

Letters to
the editor
pertaining
to candidates for the
upcoming
ASUSU elections will
not be run
prior to the
elections.
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Ask Miss Jones
Dear Miss Jones,
I hate to be a downer, but I have made a
very depressing discovery.
Many of the men up here at Utah State are
... well ... lame. When I was living in southern
Utah, I was getting asked on multiple dates
every week.
I have been here at Utah State for over two
semesters now, and you know what, I hardly
get asked out at all! Maybe once a month!
I thought maybe it was because I was a
special case or something, but I hear the
same thing from many other girls. So what is
it exactly that makes boys here in Logan so
afraid of taking a girl on a date? Or even getting a girl’s number? Just because you ask for
a girl’s number does not
mean that you’ll end up marrying her, for
heaven’s sake!
Maybe I am just hanging out with the
wrong guys ... or is there something wrong
with me?
Should I consider transferring to a different
school just so I can get a free meal once in a
while?
I would appreciate any advice you have on
this subject.
Debbie Downer
Dear Debbie Downer,
Thanks for your e-mail. I know what you
mean. When I went to school here I was constantly being hounded by guys, getting asked
out all the time. Now when I walk around campus, the men call me ma’am and try to help me
cross the street.
I’ve noticed it over the years, a gradual
shift has occurred with USU’s male student
body. Through my decades of experience
I think I have it figured out. It seems that a

few young women have royally screwed the
rest of us. After talking to many boys it seems
that they aren’t afraid of rejection or emptying their bank accounts; boys are turned off
by the extreme clinginess of today’s woman.
I’ve heard stories of what men call “Code 5
Clingers.” One victim of a clinger was a young
man who we’ll call Trey. He said, “I lost desire,
I lost interest, because she put on so much
pressure. The chase was not only over, it had
started going in reverse. Now she was chasing
me, and I didn’t like it anymore.”
He went on to say that her constant Vulcan
death grip led him to cheat on her, with a
beautiful temptress, who we’ll call Mac.
“The hotness of Mac was not only irresistable because of her beauty, it was a sure way
to release myself from the bear trap which was
the clinger,” Trey said.
Debbie, near the middle of your letter, you
say: “Just because you ask for a girl’s number
does not mean you’ll end up marrying her.”
The thing is, what guy is going to believe that
when Code 5 Clingers are polluting the well of
men.
So tread carefully around these men. They’ll
duck and cover before you can finish the sentence, “What does this make us?”
Miss Jones
Good luck and remember, as
many times as Miss Jones has
been around the block, her
directions must be good.
E-mail your questions to
Miss Jones at statesman.
miss.jones@gmail.com or
on Facebook.

Atheist: A childhood resistance?
-continued from page 14

or guardian for comfort. The truth is that
the real world is not Neverland, where we
never grow up or have responsibilities or be
accountable to something. Heliocentricism
ended with the Middle Ages as a science,
but modern atheism and some theism have
adopted it as a mentality. They both want to
be the new child in the family, the center of
the universe with no one to say “no.” This
isn’t freedom, it’s immaturity, stupidity and
greed, whether your path is faith or pure
scientific rationalism.

Will Holloway is a senior
in philosophy. His column appears every other
Wednesday. Comments
can be left on www.
aggietownsquare.com.

Yes, it sold that FAST on
www.a-bay-usu.DPN
(that’s what thousands of eyes can
do for you! Register today!)
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Vote: Candidates ready
-continued from page 7
• Have the best Science Week ever. Science week needs to
be fun, but it also needs to include a careers-in-science day,
allowing us to network for internships and employment.
• Get more money for you! I plan to seek out scholarships
that would be dedicated to the College of Science here at
USU. There are more students worthy of scholarships in
this college than any other, we need to get more scholarships for you.
• If you can handle undergrad research, and if you want it,
it is my goal to see that you get it.
• I don’t want you to waste your time in a class, or recitation, or lab. If it’s going to be required, it needs to be productive, and it needs to be the best.
“College is about getting you ready for your career, not
about breaking your bank. I will get you connected to current internships, scholarships, and research opportunities.”
Brian Clark
HASS GSS
Brian Gentry
HASS GSS

ASUSUELECTIONS
Grad Student Senate

Prabuddha Ghosh
International GSS
Tara Nelson
HASS GSS
Trevor Rowe
Education GSS
Tony Roberts
CNR GSS
Subash Shrestha
Ag GSS
Jesse Walker
Science GSS
Adam Nelson
Graduate Student Vice President
Trevor Lee Nelson
Graduate Studies VP
Class Rank: Grad Student
Home Town: Clinton and St. George, Utah
Major: M.S. Human Resources and M.B.A.
Years at USU: Three
Qualifications:
• Civic Awareness Co-Chair for Government Relations
Council
• Chapter President for
ASUSUELECTIONS
Golden Key International
Honour Society
GSS VP
• Sigma Phi Epsilon
Resident Scholar
• Enrollment VP for Logan Institute of Religion
• The BusinessWorld Club President
• High School Student Body Vice President
Goals/Plans for Office:
1) Increase the awareness of activities and additional
resources that are available to us as Graduate students.
2) Publicize more about and strengthen participation in the
Research Symposium to offer better opportunities for us
Graduate students .
3) Solicit an open-door policy for ALL graduate students as
a resource for possible concerns or issues.
4) Work with ASUSU to develop a strong Council that will
truly be an advocate for ALL students.
5) Strengthen the effectiveness of the Graduate Student
Senate.
“We will work to ensure that us Graduate students aren’t
getting left on the backburner when it comes to our development, activities, funding, and everything else!”

Woman gets prison for lying in court
NEW YORK (AP) – A woman who
fabricated a gang rape accusation was sentenced Tuesday to up to three years behind
bars herself, saying she was riven with
remorse for sending an innocent man to
prison.
Biurny Peguero, 27, pleaded guilty in
December to perjury, admitting she made
up the September 2005 incident that
unjustly put construction worker William
McCaffrey in jail and prison for nearly
four years. A judge overturned his rape
conviction in December, with new DNA
evidence also playing a role.
“I question myself every day as to how
I could have done this,” Peguero told a
Manhattan state court judge.
Peguero originally said McCaffrey
was the ringleader among three men who
raped her at knifepoint after luring her
into their car. She met them after a night
out at a Manhattan nightclub with female
friends.
McCaffrey, now 32, said she had agreed
to go with them to a party. He said they
dropped her off unharmed after she
changed her mind.
But jurors spurned his account after
hearing from Peguero, among other
witnesses. She went on to speak at his
sentencing hearing, saying, “Justice has
finally been served.” He was sentenced to
20 years in prison; no one else was convicted.
Peguero came to believe her lie because
she had been too drunk to remember
much of the night in question, according
to a report from a psychiatrist who examined Peguero at her lawyer’s request.
Prosecutors have said she told them
she claimed she was raped to make her
friends feel sorry for her. Assistant District
Attorney Evan Krutoy suggested Tuesday
that she may have lied out of anger at a

BIURNY PEGUERO, LEFT, walks with her attorney, Paul Callan, toward court in
New York, Tuesday, Feb. 23. AP photo

man who had upset – but not attacked
– her.
“I don’t know the reason why, but she
wanted to do this,” he said, urging a twoto six-year sentence.
Defense lawyer Paul F. Callan noted
that Peguero came forward to clear
McCaffrey, approaching a priest and then
authorities this year to recant. Meanwhile,
new DNA tests had shown that a wound
on Peguero’s arm came from at least two
women – apparently friends she was fighting with – and not McCaffrey.
Peguero, who has an infant and a 7year-old, admitted her lie knowing it could
mean prison time for her, he said. He
pushed for her to get probation instead.
Peguero, of Union City, N.J., got a sentence of one to three years in prison.
Still, after she handcuffed to await
transportation to jail, “she told me that
she was at peace with herself,” Callan said
later Tuesday. “She knew that she was

going to be punished, but she knew that
she had done the right thing.”
For his part, McCaffrey’s lawyer sent
Peguero’s judge a letter noting she had
made a bold move to right the wrong she
had committed.
“Although we are upset about her lies
that caused, in part, his conviction, we do
applaud her courage in coming forward,”
the lawyer, Glenn A. Garber, said in an
interview.
As a member of the Exoneration
Initiative, a New York-based group that
provides free legal help challenging convictions, Garber depicted the case as a
reminder that lies can end up carrying
legal weight, even in an era of DNA and
other forensic evidence.
“This case gives you a window into false
testimony and makes clear that people can
give detailed of accounts of events that are
untrue,” he said.

contact police or the Center for Missing
and Exploited Children.
Miller’s attorney Stephen Crampton
said by phone during the hearing that
he did not know where the girl, now 7,
or Miller are and that he objects to the
arrest warrant, which applies only in
Vermont.
“It seems that it would be an exercise
in futility, given that while no one has
any idea precisely where Ms. Miller and
Isabella may be located as of right now, it
seems least likely” that they would be in
Vermont, he said.
Jenkins’ attorney said it would be up to
the Rutland County state’s attorney, Marc
Brierre, to seek a national arrest warrant
on felony charges of custodial interfer-

ence. Brierre was out of his office Tuesday
and unavailable for comment.
Miller and Jenkins were joined in a
Vermont civil union in 2000, and Isabella
was born to Miller in 2002. The couple
broke up in 2003, and Miller moved to
Virginia.
Cohen initially awarded custody to
Miller and gave Jenkins liberal visitation
rights. But Cohen ordered a switch in
custody in November after finding Miller
in contempt of court for denying Jenkins
access to the girl.
A switch in custody had been scheduled for Jan. 1, but Miller and Isabella
didn’t appear. At a court hearing in
Rutland last month, Cohen gave Miller 30
more days to appear.

Arrest ordered in same-sex parent custody case
RUTLAND, Vt. (AP) – A Vermont
judge overseeing a custody battle ordered
the arrest Tuesday of a Virginia woman
who renounced homosexuality, became
an evangelical Christian and disappeared
with the young daughter she had with her
ex-partner.
Judge William Cohen found Lisa
Miller of Forest, Va., in contempt of court
and issued the arrest warrant during a
brief hearing in Rutland County family
court.
“I hope the judge’s order today gives
law enforcement the tools they need to
find my daughter,” Miller’s former partner, Janet Jenkins, said after the hearing,
holding up pictures of the girl, Isabella,
and asking anyone who has seen her to

www.a-bay-usu.com
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Loose Parts • Blazek

F-Minus • Carillo

Scootah Steve • Steve Weller

steve-weller@hotmail.com

Dilbert • Adams

Out on a Limb • Kopervas

It’s All About You • Murphy
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MDFX]]L DQG VZLPPLQJ SRRO DQG
JDPH URRPVRFLDO FHQWHU )HHO IUHH
WR FDOO RU WH[W IRU PRUH LQIRUPDWLRQ
 
$XWRVIRU6DOH 4 Sale
Autos
)RUG&RQWRXU/;IRUVDOHIRU)RU
VDOH DW WKH 868 FDPSXV , DP VHOO
LQJP\YHU\UHOLDEOHDQGHFRQRPLFDO
)RUG&RQWRXU/;
,WUXQVMXVWOLNHWKHILUVWGD\DQGQHYHU
OHWPHGRZQ
&DUFRPHVZLWKDOPRVWQHZWLUHV OHVV
WKDQ PLOHV RQ LW  DQG D WRWDO
FDU KLVWRU\ &DU KDV DOZD\V EHHQ
PDLQWDLQHG SURIHVVLRQDO\ SURYH RI
PDLQWHQDQFH 
7KLVFDUQHYHUEURNHGRZQ
KDGRQO\RQHIDPLO\DVDSUHRZQHU
MXVWJRWWURXJKWKHVDIW\LQVSHFWLRQV
ZLWKRXWDQ\SUREOHPV 
 $OPRVW QHZ WLUHV  1HZ EUDNH SDGV
KDV$LUEDJHWF
WDNHVDERXWPSJUXQVJUHDW
3UREOHPV" 0\ ZLIH KLW RQFH P\ WUXFN
RQ WKH EDFN VLGH WKDWV ZK\ LW KDV
DOLWWOHGHQWRQLW%XWLWVQRWRIDQ\
SUREOHPDVLWGRHVQRWLQIOXHQFHWKH
VDIW\LQVSHFWLRQVDQGRUWKHZD\WR
GULYHWKHFDU
&DUFRPHVZLWKDIXOOWDQN
3OHDVH IHHO IUHH WR DVN DQ\ TXHVWLRQV
RUVLPSO\FRPHE\DQGWDNHLWIRUD
ULGH
)LQDQFLDO 7D[6HUYLFHV
Services
6SHFLDO +HDOWK ,QVXUDQFH IRU WKH 6WX
GHQWV RI 8WDK 6WDWH 1HHG +HDOWK
,QVXUDQFH" $VVXUDQW +HDOWK KDV D
KHDOWKSODQVSHFLILFDOO\IRUVWXGHQWV
DQGWKHLUEXGJHWV&OLFNRQWKHOLQN
EHORZ IRU D IDVW IUHH TXRWH KWWS
WUHYRUMDFNVRQP\PHGLFDOTXRWHV
FRP

+RPHVIRU6DOH

Homes 4 Sale

2QH2I$.LQG+RPH
$UWVWXGLRZLWKEHGURRPVDQGEDWK
URRPV$OODERYHJURXQGZLQGRZVLQ
ORZHUOHYHOIRUJUHDWOLJKW
&RPH JHW FUHDWLYH LQ +\GH 3DUN
&DOO/LVD8G\#3ODWLQXP5HDO(V
DWH*URXS
0LVFHOODQHRXV
Misc.
$'237,21
3URIHVVLRQDO FRXSOH -XGLWK DQG 0L
FKDHO VHHNLQJ WR DGRSW QHZERUQ
+RPH ILOOHG ZLWK ODXJKWHU ORYH
*RRG QHLJKERUKRRG VFKRROV SOD\
JURXQGV &DOO DGRSWLRQ DJHQF\ 


Answers found elsewhere in this issue. Good Luck!

&REE #LASSIFIED ADS FOR 535
3TUDENTS #HECK OUT WHATS THERE
AT WWWAGGIETOWNSQUARE 0LACE
YOUR OWN AD   )TS EASY "E A
PART OF THE !GGIE4OWN3QUARE
COMMUNITY
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Wednesday

Feb. 24
Today is Wednesday,
Feb. 24, 2010. Today’s
ssue of The Utah
Statesman is published
especially for Andra
Holdausaw, sophomore
in exercise science, from
Mudlake, Idaho.

Almanac
Today in History: In
1868, the U.S. House
of Representatives votes
11 articles of impeachment against President
Andrew Johnson, nine
of which cite Johnson’s
removal of Secretary of
War Edwin M. Stanton,
a violation of the
Tenure of Office Act.
The House vote made
President Johnson the
first president to be
impeached in U.S. history.

Weather
Thursday’s Weather
High: 34° Low: 11°
Mostly cloudy

Wednesday, Feb. 24, 2010

-Recyclemania, all day.
-Relay registration day, TSC Patio, 9
a.m.
-Crafternoon, TSC Sunburst Lounge,
11 a.m.
-Aggie Ice Cream with the candidates;
presidential debate, TSC Hub, noon.
-Miss Indian USU Pageant, TSC
Ballroom, 7 p.m.

Thursday

Feb. 25
-Recyclemania, all day.
-Track, WAC Indoor Championships,
all day.
-Derek Hughes, TSC Ballroom, 8 p.m.
-Men’s basketball at Hawaii, 10 p.m.

Friday

Feb. 26
-Recyclemania, all day.
-Track, WAC Indoor Championships,
all day.
-Men’s tennis at Montana State, 5
p.m.
-International film series, Old Main,
6 p.m.
-Science Unwrapped, ESLC
Auditorium, 7 p.m.
-USU Pow Wow, Fieldhouse, 7 p.m.
-An Evening in Brazil, Performance
Hall, 7 p.m.
-USU Bands, Kent Concert Hall, 7:30
p.m.
-Women’s gymnastics at Cal State
Fullerton, 8 p.m.

Amelia Earhart

You need to know....

“Writing Women Back into
History.” Come and enjoy the
Amelia Earhart biography on
Mar. 10 in the TSC Auditorium
from noon - 2 p.m. Light
refreshments will be provided.
Sponsored by the Women’s
Resource Center, 797-1728.

USU Extension will present
a series of personal and family
financial management workshops beginning Feb. 24 at 7 p.m.
To register, call 752-6263.
Chemistry and biochemistry
departmental seminar will be held
on Feb. 24 at 4 p.m. in ESLC 046.
The presenter is Mike Jensen from
Ohio University.
Psi Chi and Psychology Club
social/fund raiser will be held
Mar. 3 at 6 p.m. in the Education
Atrium. Come eat pizza and help
out at the Women’s Basketball
game.
Pre-PA Club Activity is on Feb.
24 at 6:30 p.m. at the Cache Valley
Specialty Hospital Ear, Nose and
Throat Clinic. Come hear from
a doctor and his PA about their
roles, and tips for success. If you
want to carpool meet at the library
at 6 p.m.
Student showcase abstracts
are due on March 1. USU’s annual
celebration of undergrad research,
scholarship, and creative activity takes place March 30. Submit
online at http://researchweek.usu.
edu.
HASS Distinguished Alumni
Lecture Series will host Glad
Myler on Feb. 26 at 11:30 a.m. in
the Alumni House. All are welcome. For more info call Natalie
at 797-2796 or email natalie.
archibald@usu.edu.
The Dominican Student
Association is celebrating the
Dominican Independence and
Carnival in its event Areito:
Dominican Heritage. It will be
in the TSC Ballroom at 7 p.m. on
Feb. 27. Tickets are available in the
TSC Card Office.
Religion in Life devotional
will be Feb. 26 at 11:30 a.m. in
the Institute Cultural Center. The
speaker will be Stephen Hunsaker
who is a new member of the Logan
Institute faculty.
IMA volleyball tournament
night will be Feb. 26. 6-8 people
per team. Sign up at the Institute
at 7 p.m. and games will start at
7:30 p.m.

Soup and Swap
Aggie Recycler’s Soup and Swap
will be held Feb. 25 from 6-9
p.m. in the Natural Resources
Building.

Relay for Life

Relay for Life Registration
begins Feb. 24 on the TSC Patio
from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. and see
how you can help the American
Cancer Society in their battle
against cancer.

2010 Census

Informational meeting regarding 2010 Census, “What is the
Census and how can I participate in it,” to be held Wednesday
night, 6 p.m., Logan City offices.

Indoor triathlon

Intramural indoor triathlon
will be held Feb. 27 at 10 a.m.
Register by 9:45 a.m. at the
HPER Service Desk. $5 for students, $10 non-students.

Indoor soccer

Register your team now for
intramural indoor soccer, 4-on-4
volleyball and dodgeball now.
Registration deadline is 5 p.m.
on Mar. 10 at the HPER Service
Desk. Space is limited. Call 7971504 for more info.

Nominate USU EOY

Nominations are now open
for USU Employee of the Year
award. The guidelines for nomination and evaluation may be
found at https://www.usu.edu/
hr. The deadline for nominations is Feb. 25. If you have any
questions contact Maria Boyer at
797-5475.

Brain Waves • B. Streeter

Moderately Confused • Stahler

More FYI listings, Interactive
Calendar and Comics at
www.aggietownsquare.com

Great room rates for the
WAC tournament -

!
e
r
Sco

$35
$89

March 9, 10,11,14, & 15
March 12 & 13

Go to circusreno.com
Click on the check rates button
Enter NUTAH10 in the promotion code box
Book your stay!

800.648.5010

What Now?
Planning
Your
Career
Search.

)NFORMATIONªABOUTª535gSªUPCOMINGª
#AREERª&AIRªANDªSUGGESTIONSªFORª
MAPPINGªOUTªYOURªCAREERªCOURSE

#!2%%2ª&!)2ª30%#)!,ª ª&%"ª ª ª0!'%ª

2ESUMEª)TªCANª
BEªYOURªTICKETª
TOªANªINTERVIEW
7HATªISªAªRESUME
ª !ªRESUMEªISªAªSALESªBROCHUREªABOUTªYOUª
)TªDESCRIBESªYOURªABILITIES ªYOURªEXPERIENCEª
PAIDªANDORªUNPAID ªANDªYOURªEDUCATION ªALLªOFª
WHICHªSHOULDªSUPPORTªYOURªJOBªOBJECTIVE
ª 7HATªSHOULDªAªGOODªRESUMEªACCOMPLISH
ª !ªGOODªRESUMEªSHOULDªGETªYOUªANªINTERVIEWª
)TªWILLªNOTªGETªYOUªTHEªJOB
ª 7HATªAREªTHEªESSENTIALªPARTSªOFªAªRESUME
ª .AME
ª !DDRESSª
ª 4ELEPHONEªNUMBERªMOREªTHANªONEªIFªPOS
SIBLE
ª % -AILªADDRESS
ª %DUCATIONALªBACKGROUND
ª 7ORKªEXPERIENCE
ª #OMPUTERªEXPERIENCEª
ª #AREER RELATEDªPROJECTSªANDªCOURSEªWORKª
ACADEMICªORªOTHER ª4HISªISªNOTªESSENTIALªIFªYOUª
HAVEªGOOD ªRELEVANTªWORKªEXPERIENCE
ª &OREIGNªLANGUAGES
ª 0ROFESSIONALªANDªSTUDENTªORGANIZATIONS
ª ,ICENSESªANDªACCREDITATION
ª (ONORS ª!WARDS ª!CHIEVEMENTS
ª7HATªSHOULDªNOTªBEªINCLUDEDªINªAªRESUME
ª 0ERSONALªDATAªSUCHªASªHEIGHT ªWEIGHT ªAGE ª
MARITALªSTATUS ªORªYOURªPHOTOGRAPHª%MPLOYERSª
WANTªTOªAVOIDªANYªPOSSIBLEªHINTªOFªDISCRIMINA
TION
ªª 4ITLESªIEª2ESUME ª&ACTª3HEET ª#URRICU
LUM
ª 2EASONSªFORªLEAVINGªAªJOB
ª 2EFERENCESª ªMAKEªAªSEPARATEªSHEETªANDªHAVEª
ITªREADYª
ª
3ALARYª ªIFªAªSALARYªRECORDª
ISªREQUESTED ªDISCUSSªITªINªTHEªCOVERªLETTER
ª %ARLYªCHILDHOODªANDªUPBRINGING
ª 7EAKNESSES ªDEMANDS ªANDªEXAGGERATIONSª
KEEPªITªHONEST
ª ,ONGªPARAGRAPHSª ªUSEªSHORTªSTATEMENTSªORª
BULLETEDªITEMS
ª (OBBIESª ªUNLESSªTHEYªRELATEªTOªPROFESSIONALª
INTERESTSªORªSHOWªTRAITSªANªEMPLOYERªWANTS
ª )SªITªTRUEªTHATªMANYªCOMPANIESªAREªUSINGª
SCANNERSªTOªREADªRESUMES
ª 9ES ªMOSTªLARGEªCOMPANIESªANDªMANYªSMALLª
TOªMEDIUMªCOMPANIESªUSE ªORªHAVEªACCESSªTO ª
SCANNERSªTOªREADªRESUMESªINTOªAªCOMPUTERIZEDª
DATABASEª7HENªAªJOBªOPENINGªOCCURS ªSOMEONEª
FROMªHUMANªRESOURCESªPROGRAMSªTHEªCOMPUTERª
TOªSEARCHªITSªDATABASEªFORªAªSTRINGªOFªKEYWORDSª
THATªlTªTHEªJOBªCRITERIAªANDªPRODUCESªAªLISTªOFª
POTENTIALªJOBªCANDIDATESª
ª *OBªHUNTERSªNOWªNEEDªTOªUPDATEªTHEIRªRE
SUMESªTOªMAKEªTHEMªCOMPUTER FRIENDLYªTHEYª
MUSTªANTICIPATEªWHATªTHEªCOMPUTERªWILLªBEª
LOOKINGªFORª4HEªMOSTªIMPORTANTªIDEASªTOªRE
MEMBERªAREªTOªINCLUDEªMANYªKEYWORDSªORª
BUZZWORDSªFORªYOURªINDUSTRYªANDªTOªMAKEªTHEª
RESUMEªEASYªANDªCLEANªTOªREADªFORªTHEªSCANNERª

- See RESUME, page 3

Resumes are key
-continued from page 2
4HESEªKEYWORDSªAREªUSUALLYªNOUNSªNOTª
VERBSª(EREªAREªSOMEªTIPS
ª 5SEªKEYWORDSªORªBUZZWORDSªTHATª
AREªSPECIlªCªTOªYOURªTARGETEDªINDUSTRYª
!ªGOODªWAYªTOªlªGUREªOUTªWHATªTHESEª
WORDSªMIGHTªBEªISªTOªMAKEªAªLISTªOFªTHEª
JOBªREQUIREMENTSªFROMª ªJOBªLIST
INGSªORªNEWSPAPERªADSª%VERYªTIMEªYOUª
SEEªAªWORDªYOUªALREADYªHAVEªONªTHEªLISTª
PUTªAªCHECKªBYªITª9OUªWILLªSOONªlªGUREª
OUTªTHEªMAINªQUALIlªCATIONSªEMPLOYERSª
AREªLOOKINGªFORªANDªALSOªHOWªTOªDESCRIBEª
YOURSELFªINªTERMSªTHATªAREªPROBABLYªPRO
GRAMMEDªTOªBEªREADªBYªTHEªSCANNER
ª ª5SEªWHITEªORªLIGHT COLOREDª|ªXªª
PAPER ªPRINTEDªONªONEªSIDEªONLY
ª ª0ROVIDEªAªLASERªORIGINALªANDªUSEªSTAN
DARDªFONTSªOFªBETWEENªªANDªªPOINTS
ª ª!VOIDªVERTICALªANDªHORIZONTALªLINES ª
ITALICS ªUNDERLINES ªANDªBOLDªALTHOUGHª
NEWERªSCANNERSªCANªPICKªUPªSOMEªOFª
THESEªCHARACTERISTICS
ª ª$OªNOTªSTAPLEªORªFOLDªYOURªRESUME
ª ª0LACEªYOURªNAMEªATªTHEªTOPªONªTHEª
PAGE ªONªITSªOWNªLINE ªANDªUSEªAªSTANDARDª
ADDRESSªFORMATªBELOWªTHAT
ª ª$OªNOTªUSEªPARENTHESESªORªBRACKETSª
AROUNDªTELEPHONEªAREAªCODES ªUSEªHY
PHENS
ª ª$OªNOTªUSEªCOLUMNSªFORªLISTINGªSKILLS ª
CLASSESªTAKEN ªETC
ª7HATªISªAª*OBª/BJECTIVEªANDªSHOULDªITª
BEªINCLUDEDªINªAªRESUME
ª 4HEªJOBªOBJECTIVEªISªAªSTATEMENTªOFª
WHATªYOUªWANTªTOªDOªANDªTHEªLEVELªATª
WHICHªYOUªWANTªTOªDOªIT
ª 3EVENTY EIGHTªPERCENTªOFªCOLLEGEª
RECRUITERSªSURVEYEDªINªªSAIDªTHEYª
DElªNITELYªWANTEDªAªJOBªOBJECTIVEªTOªAP
PEARªONªRESUMESª!ªVERYªHELPFULªASPECTª
OFªHAVINGªANªOBJECTIVEªISªTHATªITªCANªHELPª
YOUªDETERMINEªWHATªTOªINCLUDEªONªYOURª
RESUMEª7ILLªAªCERTAINªITEMªHELPªACHIEVEª
YOURªOBJECTIVEª)NCLUDEªITª)FªSOMETHINGª
ISªNOTªGOINGªTOªHELPªYOUªGETªTHEªJOBªDONgTª
PUTªITªONªYOURªRESUMEª%VENªIFªYOUªDONgTª
PROVIDEªANªOBJECTIVE ªMAKEªSUREªYOURª
RESUMEªFOCUSESªONªTHEªKINDªOFªWORKªYOUª
CANªDOªANDªWANTªTOªDO
ª )FªYOUªAREªGOINGªTOªHAVEªANªOBJECTIVE ª
MAKEªSUREªITªISªCLEARªANDªSPECIlªCª)Tª
ISªBETTERªNOTªTOªHAVEªANªOBJECTIVEªTHANª
TOªHAVEªONEªSUCHªASª)ªWANTªTOªOBTAINªAª
CHALLENGINGªPOSITIONªWHICHªWILLªALLOWª
MEªTOªUSEªANDªCONTRIBUTEªMYªEDUCATIONª
ANDªJOBªEXPERIENCEª!REªTHEREªANYªCOL
LEGEªGRADUATESªTHATªDONgTªWANTªAªJOBªLIKEª
THISª!ªGOODªOBJECTIVEªMIGHTªINCLUDEªTHEª
TYPEªOFªINDUSTRYªYOUªAREªINTERESTEDªIN ª
THEªLEVELªOFªRESPONSIBILITY ªANDªYOURªAREAª
OFªINTERESTªIE ª!NªENTRY LEVELªMARKET
INGªPOSITIONªINªTHEªHOSPITALITYªINDUSTRY ª
"YªUSINGªAªWORDªPROCESSOR ªITªISªEASYªTOª
PREPAREªDIFFERENTªRESUMES ªWITHªDIFFER
ENTªOBJECTIVES ªFORªDIFFERENTªJOBSª
ªª 7HATªISªAªCHRONOLOGICALªRESUMEªVSªANª

#!2%%2ª&!)2ª30%#)!,ª ª&%"ª ª ª0!'%ª
EXPERIENCEªTOªCONVEY
ª 5SEªGOODªQUALITYªPAPERª!ªWHITE ªOFF
WHITEªORªBUFF COLOREDªPAPERªISªDESIRABLE
ª #HECKªFORªTYPOS ªSPELLINGªERRORS ªANDª
GRAMMARªUSAGEª/FªSURVEYEDªCOLLEGEª
RECRUITERS ªªPERCENTªTHOUGHTªTHATªPOORª
GRAMMARªORªMOREªTHANªONEªSPELLINGªER
RORªWOULDªDElªNITELYªLESSENªINTERESTªINªAª
CANDIDATE
ª )FªMAILINGªAªRESUME ªINCLUDEªAªWELL
WRITTENªCOVERªLETTERª2EMEMBERªTHEª
COVERªLETTERªWILLªACTªASªANªEXAMPLEªOFª
YOURªCOMMUNICATIONªSKILLS
ª 7RITEªITªYOURSELFª.OªONEªKNOWSªYOUª
ASªWELLªASªYOUªDO
ª )MPORTANTª4IPSª!BOUTª2EFERENCES
ªª $OªNOTªLISTªYOURªREFERENCESªONªYOURª
RESUMEª0LACEªTHEMªONªAªSEPARATEªPAGE
ªª 4ALKªTOªPEOPLEªYOUªWANTªTOªLISTªASªAª
REFERENCEªANDªASKªIFªTHEYªWILLªGIVEªYOUªAª
GOODªRECOMMENDATIONª0ROVIDEªTHEM
WITHªAªRESUMEªANDªBACKGROUNDªONªTHEª
EXPERIENCEªORªTHEªSITUATIONªYOUªSHAREDª
SOªTHEYªCANªSPEAKªINTELLIGENTLYªABOUTª
YOU
ªª 5SEªNOªMOREªTHANªFOURªREFERENCESª
0LACEªTHEMªINªALPHABETICALªORDER
ªª 5SEªATªLEASTªONEªTWOªISªBETTER ªEM
PLOYMENT RELATEDªREFERENCESª7HENªUS
INGªFACULTY ªMAKEªSUREªHESHEªISªSOME
ONEªYOUªKNOWªANDªNOTªJUSTªAªTEACHERªOFªAª
FAVORITEªCLASS
ªª 5SEªTHEªSAMEªCOLORªANDªQUALITYªOFª
PAPERªFORªTHEªREFERENCEªSHEETªASªYOUªDOª
FORªYOURªRESUME
ªª 0UTªYOURªNAMEªATªTHEªTOPªOFªTHEªLISTªINª
CASEªITªGETSªSEPARATEDªFROMªYOURªRE
SUME
ª .OTEª7HENªYOUªDOªUSEªAªREFERENCEª
THATªISªNOTªCLEARLYªRELATEDªTOªJOBSªANDª
EDUCATIONªLISTEDªONªYOUªRESUME ªIDEN
TIFYªTHATªPERSONª)TªISªBESTªNOTªTOªUSEª
FAMILIARªORªRELIGIOUSªNAMESªIEªUNCLE ª
BISHOP ªINSTEADªUSEªANªASSOCIATIONªSUCHª
AS AªLONG TIMEªACQUAINTANCEªORªFAMILYª
FRIEND
ª

FUNCTIONALªRESUME
ª !ªCHRONOLOGICALªRESUMEªISªAªLISTINGª
OFªPOSITIONSªYOUªHAVEªHELD ªBYªDATESª
HELD ªBEGINNINGªWITHªYOURªMOSTªRECENTª
POSITIONªANDªWORKINGªBACKWARDSª4HEª
EXPERIENCEªSECTIONªINªAªCHRONOLOGICALª
RESUMEªWILLªINCLUDEªTHEªTITLEªOFªTHEªPOSI
TIONªHELD ªNAMEªOFªTHEªORGANIZATIONªANDª
LOCATIONªOMITªSTREETªADDRESSES ªDATESª
OFªYOURªEMPLOYMENTªGENERALLY ªMONTHª
ANDªYEAR ªANDªAªDESCRIPTIONªOFªYOURªJOBª
RESPONSIBILITIESªANDªACHIEVEMENTS
ª !ªFUNCTIONALªRESUMEªLISTSªTHEªDATAª
THATªSUPPORTSªYOURªJOBªOBJECTIVEªBYªMA
JORªTASKSªPERFORMEDªORªSKILLSªUSED
!DMINISTERING ªORGANIZING ªPROMOTING ª
ANDªSUPERVISINGªAREªEXAMPLESªONªWHICHª
TOªBUILDªAªFUNCTIONALªRESUME
ª 0EOPLEªWITHªEXTENSIVEªWORKªHISTORIESª
MAYªlªNDªAªFUNCTIONALªRESUMEªMOREªAP
PROPRIATEªTOªTHEIRªNEEDSªBECAUSEªSIMILARª
TASKSªHAVEªBEENªPERFORMEDªINªAªVARIETYª
OFªJOBSª#OLLEGEªGRADUATES ªWHOªUSUALLYª
HAVEªLIMITEDªEXPERIENCE ªTENDªTOªlªNDª
THATªAªCHRONOLOGICALªRESUMEªWORKSªBESTª
9OUªMAYªALSOªUSEªAªCOMBINATIONªOFªTHEª
FUNCTIONALªANDªTHEªCHRONOLOGICALªRE
SUME
ª (OWªSHOULDª)ªBESTªDESCRIBEªMYªPASTª
WORKªEXPERIENCE
ª 4HINKªINªTERMSªOFªACCOMPLISHMENTSª
ONªYOURªPREVIOUSªJOBSªDONgTªMERELYª
DESCRIBEªTASKSªPERFORMEDª)FªYOUªAREª
HAVINGªAªDIFlªCULTªTIMEªIDENTIFYINGªYOURª
ACCOMPLISHMENTS ªUSEªTHEªFOLLOWINGª
METHODªTOªTRIGGERªYOURªTHINKINGªPRO
CESSª)FªYOUªWEREªTOªASKªYOURªLASTªBOSSª
FORªAªRAISE ªWHATªEXAMPLESªOFªYOURªWORKª
WOULDªYOUªGIVEªTOªCONVINCEªHIMªORªHERª
THATªYOUªDESERVEªEXTRAªCONSIDERATIONª
4HESEªACCOMPLISHMENTSªAREªWHATªWILLª
SELLªYOUªONªYOURªRESUME
ª )SªONEªRESUMEªGOODªFORªALLªJOBS
ª 'ENERALLYªNOª!ªRESUMEªSHOULDªBEª
SLANTEDªTOªTHEªJOBªYOUªAREªSEEKINGªORªTOª
THEªCOMPANYªTOªWHICHªYOUªAREªSUBMIT
TINGªYOURªRESUMEª4HISªMEANSªTHATªYOUª
SHOULDªDOªSOMEªRE
SEARCHªONªTHEªCOMPANYª Step 1 – Research Organizations
SOªTHATªYOUªKNOWªWHATª
View the list of employers attending the Fair and identify the
KINDªOFªPOSITIONSªAREª
ones that you are most interested in approaching. A quick visit to
AVAILABLE
these organizations’ web sites to review their mission statements,
ª 7HATªELSEªDOª)ªNEEDª
operations, and typical job openings will help you decide. Identify
TOªKNOWªABOUTªRE
\RXUSULRULW\RU´$OLVWµHPSOR\HUVDQGYLVLWWKHPÀUVW,QFOXGH
SUMES
ª 2ESUMESªOFTENªGETª
in that list the employers who plan to stay the day after the Fair
LESSªTHANªONEªMINUTEª
to hold interviews. If you have a Career AGGIE account, you
OFªANªEMPLOYERgSªTIMEª
will receive customized emails identifying the key employers you
MAKEªTHATªTIMEªCOUNTª
might wish to network with on the day of the Fair.
FORªYOU
ª "EªCLEAR ªCONCISE ªAC
CURATE ªANDªHAVEªYOURª
RESUMEªVERYªREADABLE
ª 4HEªLENGTHªSHOULDªBEª
ONEªPAGE ªORªTWOªIFªYOUª
HAVEªAªLOTªOFªRELEVANTª

#!2%%2ª&!)2ª30%#)!,ª ª&%"ª ª ª0!'%ª

'ETªREADYªªHEREªAREªªCOMMONLYªASKEDªINTERVIEWªQUESTIONS
ª 4HEªPURPOSEªOFªANªINTERVIEWª
ISªFORªTHEªINTERVIEWERªTOªlªNDª
OUTªABOUTªYOU ªTHEªPROSPECTIVEª
EMPLOYEE
ª 4HEªEMPLOYERªWANTSªTOª
KNOWªABOUTªYOUªINªORDERªTOª
MAKEªAªDECISIONªABOUTªHIRING ª
ANDªYOUªWANTªTHEªEMPLOYERª
TOªªKNOWªABOUTªYOUªSOªTHATªTHEª
DECISIONªWILLªBEªFAVORABLEªª
,ISTEDªBELOWªAREªlªFTYªQUES
TIONSªMOSTªFREQUENTLYªASKEDª
BYªEMPLOYERSªDURINGªINTER
VIEWSª2EADªTHEªQUESTIONSªANDª
FORMULATEªYOURªANSWERSªª!ª
GOODªINTERVIEWªOFTENªDETER
MINESªWHETHERªORªNOTªYOUªGETª
HIREDªª2EMEMBER ªNOTHINGª
BEATSªPROPERªPREPARATION

ª ªª7HATªAREªTHEªMOSTªIM
PORTANTªREWARDSªYOUªEXPECTªINª
YOURªBUSINESSªCAREER
ª ªª7HATªDOªYOUªEXPECTªTOªBEª
EARNINGªINªlªVEªYEARS
ª ªª7HYªDIDªYOUªCHOOSEªTHEª
CAREERªFORªWHICHªYOUªAREªPRE
PARING
ª ªª7HICHªISªMOREªIMPOR
TANTªTOªYOU ªTHEªMONEYªORªTHEª
TYPEªOFªJOB
ª ªª7HATªDOªYOUªCONSIDERªTOª
BEªYOURªGREATESTªSTRENGTHSªANDª
WEAKNESSES
ª ªª(OWªWOULDªYOUªDE
SCRIBEªYOURSELF
ª ªª(OWªDOªYOUªTHINKªAª
FRIENDªORªPROFESSORªWHOªKNOWSª
YOUªWELLªWOULDªDESCRIBEªYOU
ª ªª7HATªMOTIVATESªYOUªTOª
ª ªª7HATªAREªYOURªLONGªRANGEª PUTªFORTHªYOURªGREATESTªEFFORT
ANDªSHORTªRANGEªGOALSªANDª
ª ªª(OWªHASªYOURªCOLLEGEª
OBJECTIVES ªWHENªANDªWHYªDIDª EXPERIENCEªPREPAREDªYOUªFORªAª
YOUªESTABLISHªTHESEªGOALSªANDª
BUSINESSªCAREER
HOWªAREªYOUªPREPARINGªYOUR
ª ªª7HYªSHOULDª)ªHIREªYOU
SELFªTOªACHIEVEªTHEM
ª ªª7HATªQUALIlªCATIONSªDOª
ª ªª7HATªSPECIlªCªGOALS ªOTHERª YOUªHAVEªTHATªMAKEªYOUªTHINKª
THANªTHOSEªRELATEDªTOªYOURªOC
THATªYOUªWILLªBEªSUCCESSFULªINª
CUPATION ªHAVEªYOUªESTABLISHEDª BUSINESS
FORªYOURSELFªFORªTHEªNEXTªª
ª ªª(OWªDOªYOUªDETERMINEª
YEARS
ORªEVALUATEªSUCCESS
ª ªª7HATªDOªYOUªSEEªYOURSELFª ª ªª7HATªDOªYOUªTHINKªITª
DOINGªlªVEªYEARSªFROMªNOW
TAKESªTOªBEªSUCCESSFULªINªAª
ª ªª7HATªDOªYOUª2%!,,9ª
COMPANYªLIKEªOURS
WANTªTOªDOªINªLIFE
ª ªª)NªWHATªWAYSªDOªYOUª
ª ªª7HATªAREªYOURªLONG
THINKªYOUªCANªMAKEªAªCONTRI
RANGEªCAREERªOBJECTIVES
BUTIONªTOªOURªCOMPANY
ª ªª(OWªDOªYOUªPLANªTOª
ª ªª7HATªQUALITIESªSHOULDªAª
ACHIEVEªYOURªCAREERªGOALS
SUCCESSFULªMANAGERªPOSSESS

THª!NNUALª#AREERª&AIR
7EDNESDAY ª-ARCHª ª
ªªAMªTOªªPM
4AGGARTª3TUDENTª#ENTER ª
NDª&LOOR

ª ªª$ESCRIBEªTHEªRELATION
SHIPªTHATªSHOULDªEXISTªBETWEENª
AªSUPERVISORªANDªSUBORDINATES
ª ªª7HATªTWOªORªTHREEªAC
COMPLISHMENTSªHAVEªGIVENª
YOUªTHEªMOSTªSATISFACTION
ª ªª$ESCRIBEªYOURªMOSTª
REWARDINGªCOLLEGEªEXPERIENCE
ª ªª)FªYOUªWEREªHIRINGªAª
GRADUATEªFORªTHISªPOSITION ª
WHATªQUALITIESªWOULDªYOUªLOOKª
FOR
ª ªª7HYªDIDªYOUªSELECTªYOURª
COLLEGEªORªUNIVERSITY
ª ªª7HATªLEDªYOUªTOªCHOOSEª
YOURªlªELDªOFªMAJORªSTUDY
ª ªª7HATªCOLLEGEªSUBJECTSª
DIDªYOUªLIKEªBESTªª7HY
ª ªª7HATªCOLLEGEªSUBJECTSª
DIDªYOUªLIKEªLEASTªª7HY
ª ªª)FªYOUªCOULDªDOªSO ªHOWª
WOULDªYOUªPLANªYOURªACADEMICª
STUDYªDIFFERENTLYªª7HY
ª ªª7HATªCHANGESªWOULDª
YOUªMAKEªINªYOURªCOLLEGEªORª
UNIVERSITY
ª ªª$OªYOUªHAVEªPLANSªFORª
CONTINUEDªSTUDYªª!NªAD
VANCEDªDEGREE
ª ªª$OªYOUªTHINKªTHATªYOURª
GRADESªAREªAªGOODªINDICATIONªOFª
YOURªACADEMICªACHIEVEMENT
ª ªª7HATªHAVEªYOUªLEARNEDª
FROMªPARTICIPATIONªINªEXTRA
CURRICULARªACTIVITIES
ª ªª)NªWHATªKINDªOFªWORKª
ENVIRONMENTªAREªYOUªMOSTª
COMFORTABLE
ª ªª(OWªDOªYOUªWORKªUNDERª

PRESSUREª
ª ªª)NªWHATªPART TIMEªWORKª
AREªYOUªINTERESTEDªª7HY
ª ªª(OWªWOULDªYOUªDE
SCRIBEªTHEªIDEALªJOBªFORªYOUªª
FOLLOWINGªGRADUATION
ª ªª7HYªDIDªYOUªDECIDEªTOª
SEEKªAªPOSITIONªWITHªTHISªCOM
PANY
ª ªª7HATªDOªYOUªKNOWªABOUTª
OURªCOMPANY
ª ªª7HATªTWOªORªTHREEª
THINGSªAREªMOSTªIMPORTANTªTOª
YOUªINªYOURªJOB
ª ªª!REªYOUªSEEKINGªEM
PLOYMENTªINªAªCOMPANYªOFªAª
CERTAINªSIZEªª7HY
ª ªª7HATªCRITERIAªAREªYOUª
USINGªTOªEVALUATEªTHEªCOMPANYª
FORªWHICHªYOUªHOPEªTOªWORK
ª ªª$OªYOUªHAVEªAªGEO
GRAPHICALªPREFERENCEªª7HY
ª ªª7ILLªYOUªRELOCATEªª$OESª
RELOCATIONªBOTHERªYOU
ª ªª!REªYOUªWILLINGªTOª
TRAVEL
ª ªª!REªYOUªWILLINGªTOªSPENDª
ATªLEASTªSIXªMONTHSªASªAªTRAIN
EE
ª ªª7HYªDOªYOUªTHINKªYOUª
MIGHTªLIKEªTOªLIVEªINªTHEªCOM
MUNITYªINªWHICHªAREªCOMPANYª
ISªLOCATED
ª ªª7HATªMAJORªPROBLEMª
HAVEªYOUªENCOUNTEREDªANDª
HOWªDIDªYOUªDEALªWITHªIT
ª ªª7HATªHAVEªYOUªLEARNEDª
FROMªYOURªMISTAKE

MENTªª!TTENDªTHISª#AREERª&AIRªTO
ANªINTERNSHIPCAREERªPOSITION ªFOLLOWª
ª s%XPLOREªDIFFERENTªCAREERªlªELDSª
THESEªSIXªSTEPSªINªPREPARINGªFORªAª
BYªVISITINGªWITHªOVERªªEMPLOYERSª
SUCCESSFULª#AREERª&AIR
FROMªALLªTYPESªOFªAGENCIESªANDªORGA
NIZATIONSª ªINªONEªPLACEªATªONEªTIME
2ESEARCHª/RGANIZATIONSª
ª s4ALKªWITHªRECRUITERSªABOUTªTHEª
VARIETYªOFªCAREERªPATHSªAVAILABLE
0REPAREªYOURª2ESUME
ª s'AINªINSIGHTSªFROMªTHEªEMPLOY
$RESSªFORª3UCCESS
ª -AKEªTHEªMOSTªOUTªOFªTHEª#AREERª
ERSªYOUªMIGHTªOBTAINªANªINTERNSHIPªORª
&AIRªBYªPREPARINGªFORªTHISªIMPORTANTª CAREERªPOSITIONªWITH
0REPAREªYOURª!PPROACHªª
NETWORKINGªEVENTªAHEADªOFªTIMEªª2E
ª s&INDªOUTªHOWªTOªAPPLYªFORªOPENª
)NTRODUCTION
VIEWªTHEªFOLLOWINGªKEYSªTOªSUCCESS
POSITIONSªANDªSCHEDULEªON CAMPUSª
!SKª1UESTIONS
FULª#AREERª&AIRªATTENDANCEªANDªVISITª
INTERVIEWSªTHEªNEXTªDAYªª
YOURªCAREERªCOACHªATª#AREERª3ERVICESª ª s%XPANDªYOURªNETWORKªOFªEMPLOY
&OLLOW UP
FORªANYªADDITIONALªQUESTIONSªANDªAD
ERªCONTACTS
VICE
Watch for more
ª 7HETHERªYOUªAREªAªFRESHMANªORªAª
3IXª3TEPSªTOª
0H$ªCANDIDATE ªSUREªOFªYOURªACADEM
#AREERª&AIRª3UCCESS
infomation, inside
ICªMAJORªORªNOT ª5TAHª3TATESª#AREERª
this supplement!
&AIRªCANªSERVEªASªAªVALUABLEªRESOURCEª ª $EPENDINGªONªYOURªINTERESTªINª
TOªEXPLOREªCAREERSªANDªSEEKªEMPLOY
EXPLORINGªCAREERSªVERSUSªOBTAININGª
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0ERFORMªAª/NE -INUTEª-IRACLEªATª#AREERª&AIR
"Yª+EVINª'RAY
ª 2EPRINTEDªFROMª*OB7EBª
ªªªªWWWJOBWEBCOM
ª
ª 9OUªSTEPªINTOªTHEªHUBBUBªOFªTHEªCAREERª
FAIR ªTAKEªAªDEEPªBREATH ªANDªMAKEªYOURª
WAYªTOWARDªAªREPRESENTATIVEªFROMªTHEª
TOP RANKEDªCOMPANYªONªYOURªPERSONALª
LISTª4HISªISªTHEªCOMPANYªYOUªWANTª
TOªWORKªFOR ªANDªTHEªWOMANªYOUªAREª
APPROACHINGªISªTHEªFIRSTªGATEKEEPER
ª 9OUªMAKEªEYEªCONTACTª3MILEª3AYªHIª
9OURªPRACTICEDªFIRMªHANDSHAKEªFOLLOWSª
!NDªTHENªªYOUgREªON
ª %VENªTHOUGHªNOªONEªYELLSª,IGHTS ªCAM
ERA ªACTIONªTHISªMIGHTªBEªASªCLOSEªTOªANª
AUDITIONªASªYOUªWILLªEVERªCOMEª7HATª
CANªYOUªSAYªANDªDOªDURINGªTHEªNEXTªª
SECONDSªTOªMAKEªTHISªRECRUITERªWANTªTOª
EXPLOREªTHEªPOSSIBILITYªOFªHIRINGªYOU
ª 3EVERALªCAREERªSERVICESªCOUNSELORSª
RECOMMENDªDRAFTINGªANªINTRODUCTIONªASª
AªBRIEFªCOMMERCIALªTHATªALLOWSªYOUªTOª
SELLªYOURSELFª-ARKª2EED ªCAREERªCOUN
SELORªATª#ALIFORNIAª3TATEª5NIVERSITY ª
(AYWARD ªSUGGESTSªDEVELOPINGªANªELEVA
TORªSPEECH ªAªPERSONALªPRESENTATIONªJUSTª
LONGªENOUGHªTOªSAYªTOªSOMEONEªINªANª
ELEVATORªBEFOREªTHEYªREACHªTHEIRªFLOORª
!FTERªALL ªYOUªNEVERªKNOWªWHENªORª
WHEREªANªOPPORTUNITYªWILLªARISEªTOªPITCHª
YOURSELF
ª
&OLLOWªTHEª&ORMULA
ª #OLLEGEªCAREERªCOUNSELORSªANDªEMPLOY
ERSªALIKEªSUGGESTªFOLLOWINGªAªFORMULAªFORª
YOURªINTRODUCTIONª!CCORDINGªTOªTHEM ª
STUDENTSªSHOULDªPROVIDEªTHEªFOLLOWINGª
INFORMATIONªDURINGªTHEIRªINTRODUCTION
ª.AMEª
ª#LASSªSENIOR ªJUNIOR ªSOPHOMORE ª
ª-AJORª
ª/PPORTUNITIESªTHATªYOUªAREªSEEKINGª

ª2ELEVANTªEXPERIENCEªWORK ª
INTERNSHIP ªVOLUNTEERªWORK ª
ª(IGHLIGHTSªOFªSKILLSªANDª
STRENGTHSª
ª+NOWLEDGEªOFªTHEªCOMPANY
ª 4AILORªYOURªINTRODUCTIONªTOª
EACHªEMPLOYERªBASEDªONªGOODª
RESEARCHªANDªKNOWLEDGEªOFªEACHª
COMPANY THISªWILLªGENERALLYª
IMPRESSªRECRUITERSª4EDª"OURAS ª
DIRECTORªOFªTHEª'RAINGERª#ENTERª
FORª3UPPLYª#HAINª-ANAGEMENTª
ATªTHEª5NIVERSITYªOFª7ISCONSIN
-ADISONª"USINESSª3CHOOL ªSAYSª
YOUªSHOULDªARTICULATEªHOWªYOUgLLª
FITªWITHªTHEªCOMPANYªBASEDª
UPONªYOURªRESEARCH

ª $OªYOURª
RESEARCHª
BEFOREªTHEª
CAREERª
FAIRª
ª !ªLISTªOFª
EMPLOYERSª
ATTENDINGªISª
USUALLYªAVAIL
ABLEªPRIORªTOªTHEª
EVENTªTHROUGHªTHEª
CAREERªSERVICESª
OFFICEª-OSTªCOMPANIESªHAVEªWEBªSITESª
THATªPROVIDEªINFORMATIONªABOUTªTHEIRª
PRODUCTSªANDªSERVICESª/THERªRESOURCESª
SUCHªASªANNUALªREPORTS ªPRESSªRELEASES ª
ANDªNEWSPAPERªCOVERAGEªAREªALSOªVERYª
HELPFULªANDªCANªUSUALLYªBEªFOUNDªONªTHEª
)NTERNETªORªINªTHEªLIBRARYªWITHªAªLITTLEª
DIGGING

!SKªANª%NGAGINGª1UESTION
ª 4RACEYª#ROSS "AKER ªASSOCIATEªDIREC
TORªOFªCAREERªSERVICESªANDªLEADERSHIPª
EDUCATIONªATª3Tª,AWRENCEª5NIVERSITY ª
SUGGESTSªTHATª
YOUªENDªYOURª
Step 2 – Prepare your Resume
INTRODUCTIONª
Although a targeted resume works best when applying for employBYªASKINGªAª
ment, a general resume which provides a broad overview of your experiFOCUSEDªQUES
ences and skills works well for the Fair. You need not include an objective
TIONªTHATªWILLª
statement but can use one if you are targeting your priority employers with
ENGAGEªTHEª
a customized resume. Drop-in resume edits are available daily at Career
EMPLOYERªINª
Services from 1:30 p.m. to 3:00 p.m. and other times by appointment.
CONVERSA
Don’t wait until the last minute to get help with this important document.
TIONª2OBERTª
The use of a student business card can be very effective at the Career Fair.
*ANKOUSKAS ª
These are available at a very low cost and can be designed and ordered on
HUMANª
our web site with pick up and payment at Career Services, ground level of
RESOURCESªANA
the University Inn.
LYSTªFORªTHEª
0ENNSYLVANIAª
$EPARTMENTªOFª
4RANSPORTATION ª
SAIDªHEªOFTENª
REMEMBERSª
STUDENTSªBYªTHEª
QUESTIONSªTHEYª

ASKªDURINGªCAREERªFAIRS
ª
#ROSS "AKERªSUGGESTSªASK
INGª#OULDªYOUªTELLªMEªMOREª
ABOUTªTHEªNEWªPRODUCT ªYOUª
AREªDEVELOPINGªORª#OULDªYOUª
TELLªMEªMOREªABOUTªYOURªFINAN
CIALªMANAGEMENTªTRAININGª
PROGRAM
ª
3EVERALªTHINGSªCAREERªSER
VICESªCOUNSELORSªANDªEMPLOY
ERSªSAYªYOUªSHOULDªAVOIDª
DOINGªINCLUDE
ª!SKINGªWHATªTHEªCOM
PANYªDOESª
ª!SKINGªIFªTHEªCOM
PANYªHASªANYªJOBSª
ANDª
ª7HENªASKEDªWHATª
TYPEªOFªPOSITIONªYOUª
AREªSEEKING ªSAYINGª
YOUªWOULDªBEªWILL
INGªTOªDOªANYTHINGªATª
THEªCOMPANY
ª
-ANYªCAREERªSER
VICESªCOUNSELORSªRECOM
MENDªPRACTICINGªYOURª
INTRODUCTIONª7INGINGªITª
ISªNOTªAªVERYªWISEªPLANªOFª
ACTION ªESPECIALLYªWHENªAªPOTEN
TIALªJOBªISªATªSTAKE
ª 9OUgLLªPROJECTªCONFIDENCEªANDªCHA
RISMAªDURINGªYOURªINTRODUCTIONªIFªYOUª
AREªCOMFORTABLEªWITHªWHATªYOUªAREªSAY
INGª2EMEMBER ªTHEªWORDSªTHATªYOUªSAYª
AREªJUSTªPARTªOFªYOURªPRESENTATIONªPACK
AGEªTOªPOTENTIALªEMPLOYERSª9OURªOVERALLª
MANNERªANDªCONFIDENCEªAREªALSOªCRITICALª
COMPONENTSªTOªTHEªSUCCESSFULªINTRODUC
TIONª/FªCOURSE ªYOURªCONFIDENCEªANDªPER
SONALITYªSHOULDªBEªOBVIOUS ªBUTªNOTªINªANª
EXAGGERATEDªORªCOCKYªWAYJUSTªAªPROFES
SIONALªONE
ª )NCORPORATEªPOSITIVEªNONVERBALªCOM
MUNICATIONS ªSUCHªASªEYEªCONTACT ªFACIALª
EXPRESSIONS ªBODYªLANGUAGE ªPOSTURE ªETCª
!ªMIRROR ªAªFRIEND ªANDORªAªCAREERªSER
VICESªSTAFFªMEMBERªAREªALLªGOODªPRACTICEª
PARTNERSª!SKªFORªCONSTRUCTIVEªCRITICISMª
ANDªTRYªITªAGAINª4AKEªTHEªADAGEªPRAC
TICEªDOESNgTªMAKEªPERFECTªPERFECTªPRAC
TICEªMAKESªPERFECTªTOªHEART

hª%VENªTHOUGHªNOªONEª
YELLSª,IGHTS ªCAMERA ª
ACTIONªTHISªMIGHTªBEªASª
CLOSEªTOªANªAUDITIONªASª
YOUªWILLªEVERªCOMEv
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3EARCHINGªFORªAªJOBªINªAªRECESSION

+ATEª,ORENZ ª#AREER"UILDER
COMª%DITORª
ª 2YANª3AALEªWASªINªAªBINDª
(EªWASªPLANNINGªTOªMOVEª
BACKªTOª3Tª,OUISªFROMª3AN
TIAGO ª#HILEªEARLIERªTHISªYEARª
BUT ªWITHªTHEªJOBªMARKETªTAK
INGªAªDOWNTURN ªITªWASNgTªANª
IDEALªTOªAªSTARTªAªJOBªSEARCHª
ªMUCHªLESSªFROMª ªMILESª
AWAYª
ª )NªPREPARATIONªFORªTHEªBIGª
CHANGE ªHEªSTARTEDªDOINGª
FREELANCEªPUBLICªRELATIONSªFORª
AªLARGEªARTSªORGANIZATIONªINª
3Tª,OUIS ªWHILEªSTILLªINª#HILEªª
ª 4AKINGªONªTHEªEXTRAªWORKª
WASªCHALLENGING ªBUTªFREE
LANCINGªFORªTHREEªMONTHSª
BEFOREªMOVINGªHELPEDªGETªMEª
REVVEDªUPªFORªJOBªSEARCHING ª
BUILDINGªCONTACTSªANDªNET
WORKING ª3AALEªSAYSª"YªTRY
INGªAªDIFFERENTªAPPROACHªTOª
JOBªHUNTING ª3AALEªENDEDªUPª
lNDINGªAªPERMANENTªPOSITIONª
AFTERªAªCOLLEAGUEªONªTHEªFREE
LANCEªPROJECTªRECOMMENDEDª
HIM
ª $URINGªAªRECESSIONªITªISª
BESTªTOªMOVEªFORWARDªWITHª
FORCE ªWHILEªYOURªCOMPETI
TIONªISªMOVINGªSLOWLYª)TªISª
EASYªTOªUSEªTHEªECONOMYªASª
ANªEXCUSE ªSAYSª2OBERTAª
#HINSKYª-ATUSON ªPRESIDENTª
OFª.ORTHAMPTON ª-ASSªBASEDª
(UMANª2ESOURCEª3OLUTIONSª
3UCCESSFULªJOBªSEEKERSªKNOWª
THATªEVENªINªTOUGHªECONOMICª
TIMES ªTHEREªAREªOPPORTUNI
TIESª9OUªJUSTªHAVEªTOªDIGªAª

BITªDEEPERª
ª )FªYOUªAREªGETTINGªREADYª
FORªAªJOBªSEARCHªDURINGªTROU
BLEDªTIMES ªHEREªAREªSOMEª
TIPSªFROMªTHEªEXPERTS
ª ª4AKEªAªCLOSERªLOOKªATª
INDUSTRYªDATA
ª 2ESEARCHªINDUSTRIESªANDª
JOBªSECTORSªTHATªAREªEXPE
RIENCINGªWORKERªSHORTAGESª
ORªSTILLªEXPERIENCINGªJOBª
GROWTHª4HESEªAREªTHEªAREASª
WHEREªYOUªMAYªWANTªTOªFOCUSª
YOURªSEARCH
ª #AREER"UILDERCOMªPRO
DUCESªAªQUARTERLYªJOBªFORE
CASTªTHATªINDICATESªHIRINGª
MANAGERªTRENDSªFORªTHEªNEXTª
FEWªMONTHS ªBOTHªREGIONALLYª
ANDªACROSSªMAJORªSECTORSª
4HEª"UREAUªOFª,ABORª3TATIS
TICSªRELEASESªUPDATEDªlGURESª
EVERYªMONTHªONªOCCUPATIONALª
JOBªGROWTHª&ORªEXAMPLE ªBYª
LOOKINGªATªTHEª",3ªDATA ªYOUª
WILLªLEARNªTHATªHEALTHªCARE ª
EDUCATION ªGOVERNMENT ªFOODª
SERVICESªANDªDRINKINGªPLACES ª
ANDª)4ªCATEGORIESªHAVEªALLª
GAINEDªJOBSªTHISªYEAR
ª ª&RESHENªUPªYOURªSKILLS
ª $ONgTªGIVEªANªEMPLOYERª
AªREASONªTOªPASSªYOUªOVERª
BECAUSEªYOUªDONgTªKNOWª
THEªBASICS ªSTATESª$IANEª
-ORGAN ªDIRECTORªOFªCAREERª
SERVICESªATª,ONDONª"USINESSª
3CHOOLª-ORGANªSAYSªEVERY
ONEªSHOULDªKNOWªBASICªOFlCEª
SKILLSªLIKEª-ICROSOFTª0OW
ER0OINTªANDª%XCELªª3INCEª
THESEªAREªSKILLSªYOUªCANªTEACHª
YOURSELFªFROMªTHEª)NTERNETª

ORªAªLIBRARYªBOOK ªTHEREªAREª
NOªEXCUSESªFORªNOTªHAVINGª
THEM
!NOTHERªALTERNATIVEªISª#")N
STITUTECOM ªWHICHªOFFERSª
EASY TO USEªONLINEªCOURSESªATª
ALLªLEVELS ªINCLUDINGªBUSINESSª
ETIQUETTE ªPROJECTªMANAGE
MENT ªFOREIGNªLANGUAGESªANDª
TYPINGª9OUªCANªTAKEªCOURSESª
ATªTIMESªTHATªAREªCONVENIENTª
FORªYOU ªSOªNOªMATTERªHOWª
LITTLEªTIMEªYOUªHAVEªTOªINVEST ª
YOUªCANªMAKEªITªWORKª!TªTHEª
SAMEªTIME ªTHEªCOURSESªAREª
AFFORDABLEªANDªREASONABLYª
PRICED
ª -ORGANªALSOªSUGGESTSª
BRUSHINGªUPªYOURªSALESªSKILLSª
PERSUASION ªNEGOTIATINGª
ANDªINmUENCING ªEVENªIFªYOUª
ARENgTªINªTHEªSALESªINDUSTRYª
9OUªNEEDªTOªSELLªYOURªBESTª
PRODUCT ªWHICHªISªYOU ªSOª
MAKEªSUREªYOURªPERSONALª
PITCHªISªRELEVANT ªTIMELYªANDª
EFFECTIVE ªSHEªASSERTSª
ª ª4RYªPART TIMEªORªFREE
LANCEªWORKª
ª 2ATHERªTHANªONEªgJOB gª
THINKªINªTERMSªOFªMULTIPLEªPO
SITIONSª"REAKINGªINª;TOªAªNEWª
JOB=ªMAYªBEªEASIERªIFªYOUªAIMª
FORªPART TIMEªWORKªWITHINª
AªCOMPANY ªADVISESª+ATYª
0IOTROWSKI ªCAREERªCOUNSELORª
ANDªAUTHORªOFª4HEª#AREERª
#OWARDgSª'UIDESª,INEªUPª
MULTIPLEªPART TIMEªPOSITIONSª
ANDªYOUgLLªBENElTªFROMªMOREª
JOBªSECURITYªIFªONEªPOSITIONª
EVAPORATES ªYOUªHAVEªTHEªª
OVER ªITªWILLªPADªYOURªRÏSUMÏª

ANDªYOURªWALLET
ª 2ACHELª7EINGARTEN ªAU
THORªOFª#AREERªANDª#ORPO
RATEª#OOL ªRECOMMENDSªJOBª
SHARINGªORªTAKINGªOVERªFORª
SOMEONEªONªMATERNITYªLEAVEª
ORªDURINGªTHEªHOLIDAYªCRUNCHªª
!ªLOTªOFªPEOPLEªDONgTªWANTªTOª
COMMITªFULL TIMEªSKILLSªTOªAª
PART TIMEªORªTEMPORARYªGIGªª
)NªTHISªECONOMYªTHOUGH ªITª
CANªALLOWªYOUªTOªNOTªONLYªTRYª
ONªAªJOBªFORªSIZE ªBUTªTOªALSOª
IMPROVEªYOURªSKILLS ªIM
PRESSªAªPOTENTIALªLONG TERMª
EMPLOYERªANDªNETWORKªLIKEª
CRAZYªWITHªPEOPLEªINªYOURª
CHOSENªINDUSTRY ªSHEªSAYSªª
)NSTEADªOFªNERVOUSLYªWAITINGª
FORªTHEªRIGHTªFULL TIMEªCAREER ª
YOUªCANªPOTENTIALLYªMAKEª
SOMETHINGªBETTERªHAPPENªINª
THEªSHORTªTERMª
ª ª2EVªUPªYOURªSOCIALªNET
WORKING
ª 'ONEªAREªTHEªDAYSªOFªPED
DLINGªYOURªRÏSUMÏªATªANONY
MOUSªNETWORKINGªEVENTSªWITHª
WATERED DOWNªDRINKSªANDª
GOOFYªNAMETAGSª.OWªYOUª
CANªHAVEªCOUNTLESSªOPPORTU
NITIESªWITHªAªFEWªKEYSTROKESª
ANDªAªCOUPLEªOFªMOUSEªCLICKSª
3UREªYOUgVEªRECEIVEDªTHOSEª
REQUESTSªTOªJOINª,INKED)Nª
ANDª"RIGHT&USE ªANDªYOUª
CERTAINLYªUSEª&ACEBOOKªDAILYª
3CRABBLEªANYONE ª"UTªNOWª
ISªTHEªTIMEªTOªREALLYªTAKEªOFª
THEªNETWORKªYOUgVEªPROBABLYª

- See RESUME, page 7
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Success!

/THERSªHAVEªMADEªTHEª
#AREERª&AIRªWORKªFORªTHEM

ª
ªªªª)ªHAVEªNEVERªATTENDEDªAªTECHªORª
CAREERªFAIRªBEFORE ªBUTªSINCEª)gMªGRADUATINGª
INª-AY ª)ªDECIDEDªTOªCHECKªOUTªTHEªTECHªFAIRª)ª
AMªANª-)3ªMAJORªNON TECHNICALªEMPHASIS ª
BUTªBEFOREª)ªWENT ª)ªGOTªHELPªFROMª#AREERª
3ERVICESªWITHªMYªRESUMEª4HEYªGAVEªMEª
SOMEªTIPSªANDªIDEASªONªHOWªTOªMAKEªMYSELFª
MOREªMARKETABLEªANDªMAKEªMYªRESUMEªLOOKª
BETTERª)ªTHENªPICKEDªOUTªªCOMPANIESªTHATª)ª
WOULDªTALKªWITHªWHILEª)ªWASªATªTHEªTECHªFAIRª
)ªWASªABLEªTOªASKªTHEMªABOUTª-)3ªPOSITIONSª
INªTHEIRªCOMPANYªANDªTHEYªALLªWEREªLOOKINGª
FORªPEOPLEªLIKEªMEª/NEªCOMPANYªINªPARTICU
LARªENDEDªUPªCALLINGªMEªTHEªNEXTªDAYªFORªANª
INTERVIEWª!FTERªAªSECONDªINTERVIEW ªTHEYª
OFFEREDªMEªAªJOBªWITHªTHEªCOMPANYªWHENª)ª
GRADUATEªINª-AYª)TªISªAªGREATªJOBªANDªPAYSªWELLªANDª)ªAMªREALLYªEXCITEDª
ABOUTªITª)gMªOBVIOUSLYªVERYªGLADªTHATª)ªDECIDEDªTOªGOªTOªTHEªTECHªFAIRªANDª
EXTREMELYªHAPPYªWITHªTHEªHELPª)ªRECEIVEDªFROMª#AREERª3ERVICES
(ALEYª(ILL

)SAACª2USH

Recession-proof?
-continued from page 6
CASUALLYªBUILTªOVERªTHEªYEARSª
.ETWORKINGªISªEASIERªTHANª
INªYEARSªPASTªBECAUSEªOFªTHEª
EASYªACCESSªTOªYOURªNETWORKª
ANDªTHOSEªOFªYOURªFRIENDSªANDª
COLLEAGUES ª-ATUSONªDE
CLARESª.OWªYOUªCANªGOªONTOª
;SOCIALªNETWORKING=ªSITESª
ANDªSEEªWHOªINªYOURªNETWORKª
KNOWSªSOMEONEªATªAªCOMPANYª
THATªYOUªMIGHTªBEªINTERESTEDª
INªWORKINGªFORª9OUªCANªTHENª
ASKªTHEMªTOªMAKEªANªINTRO
DUCTIONªONªYOURªBEHALF
ª ª4HINKªINªTERMSªOFªRE
SULTS
ª )NªTODAYgSªRECESSIONARYª
ENVIRONMENT ªTHEªSINGLEªMOSTª
IMPORTANTªTHINGªTHATªAªJOBª
SEEKERªCANªDOªTOªADVANCEª
HISªORªHERªCAREERªISªTOªDEM
ONSTRATEªHOWªTHEYªCANªBUILDª
VALUEªFORªAªCOMPANY ªSAYSª
7ENDYª%NELOW ªAUTHOR ªTRAIN
ERªANDªCAREERªCONSULTANT
!SªWEªALLªKNOW ªPASTªBEHAV
IORªISªINDICATIVEªOFªFUTUREª
BEHAVIOR ªSOªIFªYOUgVEªBEENª
SUCCESSFULªINªGROWINGªSALES ª
SLASHINGªOVERHEADªCOSTS ª
IMPROVINGªPROlTªMARGINSªONª

ªªªª)ªWENTªTOªTHEªCAREERªFAIRªLASTª-ARCHª ª
ANDªENDEDªUPªHANDINGªOUTªªRESUMESªSPECIFI
CALLYªTOªCOMPANIESª)ªWOULDªLIKEªTOªWORKªFORªINª
THEªFIELDªOFª-ECHANICALª%NGINEERING ªª)ªWENTª
SPECIFICALLYªTOªTHEª!4+ªBOOTHªBECAUSEª)ªHEARDª
ITªWASªAªGREATªCOMPANYªª"EFOREª)ªCOULDªEVENª
GETªTHEMªMYªRESUMEªHOWEVER ªTHEYªTOLDªMEªTHEYª
WERENTªLOOKINGªFORªANYONEªINªMYªFIELD ªBUTªTHEYª
SUGGESTEDª)ªLOOKªATªTHEIRªWEBSITEªONLINEªTOªSEEª
IFªTHEREªWEREªOTHERªJOBSªATªDIFFERENTªLOCATIONSªª
4HATªEVENING ª)ªWENTªONLINEªANDªFILLEDªOUTªAªTWOª
HOURªAPPLICATIONªFORªAªJOBªINª-ISSOURI
ªªªªª-EANWHILE ª)ªHADªTHREEªINTERVIEWSªWITHINªTWOª
WEEKSªWITHªCOMPANIESª)ªHADªGIVENªMYªRESUMESª
TOªATªTHEªCAREERªFAIRªª/NEªDAY ª)ªHEARDªBACKª
FROMª!4+ªANDªHADªAªPHONEªINTERVIEWªª!FTERª
THAT ªITªWASªAªWAITINGªGAMEªª)ªCALLEDªSEVERALªOFª
THEªCOMPANIESªMANYªTIMESªTOªGETªAªFEELªFORªWHATª
THEIRªPLANSªWEREªª!SªTHEªSCHOOLªYEARªCAMEªTOªAª
CLOSE ª)ªHADªNOªJOBªINªHANDªANDª)ªHADªNOªIDEAªOFª
WHATª)ªWASªGOINGªTOªDOªWHENª)ªGRADUATEDªª4HEN ª
ABOUTªTHREEªWEEKSªBEFOREªGRADUATION ª)ªGOTªAªJOBª
OFFERªFROMª!4+ªª9ES ªITªWASªINª-ISSOURIªANDªNO ª
ITªWASNTªFROMªANYªOFªTHOSEªªRESUMESª)ªGAVEª
AWAY ªBUTªIFª)ªHADNTªGONEªTOªTHEªCAREERªFAIR ª)ª
WOULDNTªHAVEªKNOWNªWHEREªTOªSTARTªTOªGETªAªJOBªª
ªªªª!SªMYªWIFEªANDª)ªWEREªPACKINGªTOªLEAVEªFORª
-ISSOURI ª)ªGOTªANOTHERªJOBªOFFERªFORªONEªOFªTHEª
CAREERªFAIRªCOMPANIESªª&IGURES ªRIGHTªªªª7EªNOWª
LIVEªINª-ISSOURIªANDªAREªLOVINGªIT

SPECIlCªPRODUCTS ªCAPTURINGª
NEWªCLIENTS ªETC ªTHENªCLEARLYª
ANDªPROMINENTLYªPOSITIONª
THOSEªACHIEVEMENTSªWITHINª
YOURªRÏSUMÏªANDªOTHERªJOBª
SEARCHªCOMMUNICATIONS ª
%NELOWªSUGGESTS
ª ª2OLEªPLAY
ª 0RACTICEªYOURªANSWERSªTOª
INTERVIEWªQUESTIONSª ªESPE
CIALLYªTHEªONEªTHATªEXPLAINSª
WHYªYOUªARENgTªWORKING ªREC
OMMENDSª*4ª/g$ONNELL ªAª
NATIONALLYªSYNDICATEDªWORK
PLACEªCOLUMNISTª)FªYOUªWEREª
lRED ªORªPARTªOFªAªLAYOFF ªYOUª
MOSTªLIKELYªAREªSTRUGGLINGª
TOªDEALªWITHªTHISªADVERSITYª
2OLEªPLAYªWITHªSOMEONEªSOª
YOUªCANªGETªCOMFORTABLEªWITHª
YOURªANSWER ªSHEªPROPOSESª
ª #ONlDENCEªISªKEYª9OUgLLª
NEEDªTOªBEªABLEªTOªEXPLAINª
THEªSITUATIONªINªAªWAYªTHATª
ISªAUTHENTICªANDªSINCEREª
WITHOUTªSOUNDINGªBITTERªORª
DEFEATEDª4RYªTOªSTAYªPOSI
TIVEªANDªSHAREªWHATªYOUgVEª
LEARNEDªFROMªTHEªEXPERIENCEª
ªEMPLOYERSªHIREªFOLKSªWITHª
GOODªATTITUDESªANDªTHEªABILITYª

TOªHANDLEªADVERSITYª
ª ª0OLISHªYOURªBRANDªANDª
MARKETªIT
ª (OWªYOUªCHOOSEªTOªMAR
KETªYOURSELFªWILLªDIRECTLYª
IMPACTªHOWªLONGªITªWILLªTAKEª
TOªlNDªAªNEWªJOB ª/g$ONNELLª
DECLARESª)DENTIFYªYOURª
STRENGTHSªANDªPUTªTOGETHERª
THEªBESTªPOSSIBLEªPERSONALª
BRANDª9OUªCANªDOªTHISªWITHª
AªmAWLESSªRÏSUMÏ ªCUSTOM
IZEDªANDªCOMPELLINGªCOVERª
LETTERS ªANDªARTICULATEªANDª
ENGAGINGªNETWORKING
3EARCHINGªFORªAªJOBªISªTHEª
SAMEªINªANYªTYPEªOFªMARKETªª
9OUªSHOULDªBEªPREPARED ª
PROFESSIONALªANDªDOªTHEªWORKª
FORªTHEªINTERVIEWER ª-ORGANª
SAYSª$ONgTªMAKEªTHEMªGUESSª
ORªIMAGINEªHOWªYOUªCOULDªlTª
INª ªTHATªISªYOURªJOBªª)FªYOUª
CANgTªMAKEªYOURSELFªRELEVANT ª
YOURªRÏSUMÏªWILLªQUICKLYªBEª
ONªTHEªBOTTOMªOFªTHEªPILEª
ª ª&INDªOPPORTUNITYªINªYOURª
CURRENTªPOSITION
ª .EWªSKILLSªCANªCOMEªFROMª
AªSMALLªPARTªOFªYOURªJOBªTHATª
YOUªMOSTªENJOYªDOING ª-OR
GANªDECLARESªª!SKªYOURªCUR
RENTªEMPLOYERªTOªSENDªYOUªTOª
AªCONFERENCE ªPAYªMEMBER
SHIPªDUESªORªJOINªANªASSOCIA

TIONª
9OUªCANªALSOªLEVERAGEªDREAD
EDªTASKSªBYªSEEKINGªOUTªONESª
THATªMATCHªAªFUTUREªINTEREST ª
-ORGANªADDSª)FªYOUªDREAMª
OFªRUNNINGªAªNONPROlTªBUTª
AREªANªOPERATIONSªMANAGER ª
VOLUNTEERªTOªRUNªTHEªCOMMU
NITYªDAYªFORªYOURªCOMPANYªª
!ªFORMERªLAWªCOLLEAGUEªISª
NOWªTHEªHEADªOFª02ªFORªAª
BOTANICªGARDENªBECAUSEªSHEª
LEVERAGEDªHERªHOBBYªªª
ª ª"EªREALISTICª
ª 'ETªREALªABOUTªTHEªTIMEªITª
WILLªTAKEªTOªlNDªAªNEWªJOB ª
/g$ONNELLªASSERTSª)NªTHISª
CURRENTªJOBªMARKET ª)ªTELLª
CLIENTSªTOªEXPECTªITªTOªTAKEªATª
LEASTªTHREEªMONTHSªTOªlNDªAª
JOBªTHATªPAYSª ª!DDª
ONEªMONTHªFORªEVERYª ª
MOREªYOUªWANTªINªSALARYª)Nª
OTHERªWORDS ªIFªYOUªAREªLOOK
INGªFORª ªAªYEAR ªEX
PECTªITªTOªTAKEªATªLEASTªSEVENª
MONTHSªTOªlNDªAªNEWªJOBª
+ATEª,ORENZªISªEDITORªANDª
CAREERªADVISERªFORª#AREER
"UILDERCOMª3HEªRESEARCHESª
ANDªWRITESªABOUTªJOBªSEARCHª
STRATEGY ªCAREERªMANAGE
MENT ªHIRINGªTRENDSªANDª
WORKPLACEªISSUES

#!2%%2ª&!)2ª30%#)!,ª ª&%"ª ª ª0!'%ª
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>ciZgcVi^dcVaAVc\jV\ZEgd\gVbh
]iie/$$lll#^ae#dg\$iV^lVc
CdcEgdÄi

5=dbZGZVa:hiViZCZildg`!Ad\Vc
AA8
lll#]dbZgZVain#Xdb
GZVa:hiViZ

8:BI>cX#
]iie/$$lll#XZbi^cX#Xdb
8dchigjXi^dc:c\^cZZg^c\

69EHbVaa7jh^cZhhHZgk^XZh
lll#VYe#Xdb
7jh^cZhhHZgk^XZh

8='BL<>YV]d!AA88L>
^YV]dXaZVcjeegd_ZXi#Xdb
9D:hjWXdcigVXidg

6YkVcXZY9gV^cV\ZHnhiZbh!>cX#
]iie/$$lll#VYh"e^eZ#Xdb
BVcj[VXijg^c\

8]^cV=dg^odch
lll#X]^cV]dg^odch#dg\
:YjXVi^dc

6YkVcXZYGZhZVgX]>chi^ijiZ
lll#VYkgZhZVgX]#dg\
BZY^XVa

8^k^aHX^ZcXZ
]iie/$$lll#X^k^ahX^ZcXZ#Xdb
8^k^a:c\^cZZg^c\

6ZgdiZ`>cX#
]iie/$$lll#VZgdiZ`#Xdb
HiV[Äc\

8dc6\gV;ddYhAVbW"LZhidc
lll#XdcV\gV[ddYh#Xdb
;ddYBVcVj[VXijgZg

6\g^7ZZ[8d#
]iie/$$lll#V\g^WZZ[#Xdb
6\g^Wjh^cZhh

8dchda^YViZY:aZXig^XVa9^hig^Wjidgh
]iie/$$lll#XZYXVgZZgh#Xdb
GZiV^a$9^hig^Wji^dc

=Zg^iV\Z;^cVcX^Va<gdje
]iie/$$lll#]Zg^iV\ZÄcVcX^Va\gdje#
Xdb
;^cVcX^VaHZgk^XZh

6aaZ\^h;^cVcX^VaEVgicZgh
]iie/$$lll#VaaZ\^hVYk^hdg\gdje#Xdb
;^cVcX^VaHZgk^XZh

8dckZg\nh8dgedgVi^dc
]iie/$$lll#XdckZg\nh#Xdb
8jhidbZgHZgk^XZ

=ZlaZiiEVX`VgY8dbeVcn
]iie/$$lll#]e#Xdb
IZX]cdad\n

6bZh8dchigjXi^dc
lll#VbZhXdchigjXi^dc#Xdb
8dchigjXi^dc

9ZaHda
lll#YZahda#Xdb
GZiV^a

==>8dgedgVi^dc
]iie/$$lll#]]^Xdge#Xdb
8dchigjXi^dc:c\^cZZg^c\

6eea^ZYH^\cVaIZX]cdad\n!>cX#
]iie/$$lll#Veeh^\#Xdb
IZaZXdbbjc^XVi^dch$9Z[ZchZ

:>B8DLViZgIZX]cdad\^Zh
lll#Z^bXdlViZgiZX]cdad\^Zh#Xdb
:c\^cZZg^c\

Bng^VY<ZcZi^XAVWdgVidg^Zh!>cX#
lll#bng^VY#Xdb
7^diZX]cdad\n$HX^ZcXZh

6GJEAVWdgVidg^Zh
]iie/$$lll#VgjeaVW#Xdb
=ZVai]XVgZ

:aZXig^XVa8dchjaiVcih!>cX#
]iie/$$lll#ZaZXig^XVaXdchjaiVcih^cX#
Xdb
8dchjai^c\:c\^cZZg^c\

>B;aVh]IZX]cdad\^ZhVc>ciZa!B^Xgdc
kZcijgZ
]iie/$$lll#^b[iZX]#Xdb
HZb^XdcYjXidgBVcj[VXijg^c\
>beZg^Va>gg^\Vi^dc9^hig^Xi
lll#^^Y#Xdb
Ji^a^in8dbeVcn

C6K6>GLZVedch9^k^h^dc
]iie/$$lll#cVkV^g#cVkn#b^a$cVlXlY$
<dkZgcbZci

>cHe]ZgZ>chjgVcXZHdaji^dch
]iie/$$lll#^che]ZgZ^chjgVcXZhdaj"
i^dch#Xdb$
;^cVcX^VaHZgk^XZh

CVkVaGZVXidgh;VX^a^in
]iie/$$lll#7Zii^hAVW#Xdb
<dkZgcbZci8dcigVXidg

6I@HeVXZHnhiZbh
lll#Vi`#Xdb
6ZgdheVXZ9Z[ZchZ
6jid"DlcZgh>chjgVcXZ8dbeVcn
]iie/$$lll#Vjid"dlcZgh#Xdb
>chjgVcXZ
7d"7jccnEgZhh
]iie/$$lll#WdWjccn#Xdb
HXgVeWdd`L]daZhVaZ
7jX`aZ!>cX#
]iie/$$lll#WjX`aZ#Xdb
GZiV^a$L]daZhVaZ
8VX]Z8djcinH]Zg^[[¼hD[ÄXZ
]iie/$$lll#8VX]ZH]Zg^[[#Xdb
AVl:c[dgXZbZci
8Vaa6hh^hiVci
lll#XVaaVhh^hiVcih#Xdb
8dbbjc^XVi^dch

:ciZgeg^hZGZci"6"8Vg
]iie/$$lll#ZciZgeg^hZ#Xdb
IgVchedgiVi^dc
;Vgb7jgZVj;^cVcX^VaHZgk^XZh
lll#l]ZgZbnWjh^cZhhWZ\^ch#Xdb
>chjgVcXZ$>ckZhibZci
;VhiZcVa8dbeVcn
]iie/$$lll#[VhiZcVa#Xdb
>cYjhig^Va9^hig^Wji^dc
;ZYZgVa7jgZVjd[>ckZhi^\Vi^dc
]iie/$$lll#[W^_dWh#\dk
<dkZgcbZci$aVlZc[dgXZbZci
;ZYZgViZY>chjgVcXZ
lll#[ZYZgViZY^chjgVcXZ#Xdb
8dbbZgX^Va>chjgVcXZ

;^ghi>ckZhidgh8dgedgVi^dc
lll#Äghi^ckZhidgh#Xdb
;^cVcX^VaEaVcc^c\

>ciZgcVaGZkZcjZHZgk^XZ
lll#jhV_dWh#\dk
;ZYZgVaIVm

<::cZg\n
lll#\ZZcZg\n#Xdb
:cZg\n
<ddYg^X]8dgedgVi^dc
]iie/$$lll#\ddYg^X]#Xdb
:c\^cZZg^c\
<gVc^iZ8dchigjXi^dc
]iie/$$lll#\gVc^iZXdchigjXi^dc#Xdb
8dchigjXi^dc
=:AE>ciZgcVi^dcVa
]iie/$$lll#]Zae"^ciZgcVi^dcVa#dg\
Cdc"egdÄi!>ciZgcVi^dcVaYZkZadebZci

>ciZaa^8]d^XZ>cX#
lll#^ciZaa^"X]d^XZ#dg\
AVl:c[dgXZbZciHd[ilVgZ
>ciZgbdjciV^c;VgbZgh6hhdX^Vi^dc
]iie/$$lll#^[V"Xdde#Xdb
GZiV^a$6\g^XjaijgZ
>ciZgbdjciV^c;^cVcX^Va<gdje$BVhh"
BjijVa
lll#^ciZgbdjciV^cÄcVcX^Va\gdje#
Xdb
;^cVcX^VaHZgk^XZh
>ciZgbdjciV^c=ZVai]XVgZ>cX#
]iie/$$lll#^ciZgbdjciV^c]ZVai]XVgZ#
dg\

@gd\ZgAVnidc7V`ZgnEaVci
]iie/$$_dWhZVgX]#`gd\Zg#XVgZZgh#bdc"
hiZg#Xdb$
BVcj[VXijg^c\
A"(8dbbjc^XVi^dch
]iie/$$lll#a"(Xdb#Xdb$Xhl
9Z[ZchZ
A9H:beadnbZciGZhdjgXZHZgk^XZh
lll#aYh_dWh#dg\
:beadnbZciHZgk^XZh
BVai"D"BZVa
bVai"d"bZVa#Xdb
BVcj[VXijg^c\
BVcV\ZbZciIgV^c^c\8dgedgVi^dc
]iie/$$lll#biXigV^ch#Xdb
?dW8dgehVcY8dggZXi^dch
BZaVaZjXV!>cX#
]iie/$$lll#bZaVaZjXV#Xdb
BVcj[VXijg^c\
B^XgdcIZX]cdad\n!>cX#
lll#b^Xgdc#Xdb
=^\]IZX]
BdYZgcLddYbZc;gViZgcVa;^cVcX^Va
lll#bdYZgc"lddYbZc#dg\$ejWa^X
>chjgVcXZ

EVnaZhhH]dZHdjgXZ
]iie/$$lll#eVnaZhh#Xdb
GZiV^a
E^ccVXaZHZXjg^in
]iie/$$e^ccVXaZhZXjg^in#Xdb$
=dbZHZXjg^in"8Vaa8ZciZg
GVni]ZdcHnhiZbh8dbeVcn
]iie/$$lll#gVn_dWh#Xdb$XVbejh
6ZgdheVXZ
GdWZgihHX]VZ[Zg8dbeVcn
]iie/$$lll#g"h#Xdb
B^c^c\$8dchigjXi^dc
GG9dccZaaZn8dbeVcn
]iie/$$lll#ggY#Xdb
Eg^ci
H]Zgl^c"L^aa^Vbh8dbeVcn
]iie/$$lll#h]Zgl^c"l^aa^Vbh#Xdb
GZiV^aBVcV\ZbZci
H]de@d
]iie/$$lll#h]de`d#Xdb
GZiV^a
H^ZggVCZkVYV8dgedgVi^dc
lll#hcXdge#Xdb
6ZgdheVXZVcY9Z[ZchZ
H^akZga^cZHZXjg^in
lll#h^akZga^cZhZXjg^in#Xdb
HVaZh
Hb^i]¼h;ddY9gj\
lll#hb^i][ddYVcYYgj\#Xdb
<gdXZgnGZiV^a

I]ZBXEVgiaVcY<gdje;^cVcX^VaHZg"
k^XZh
lll#bXeVgiaVcY\gdjeÄcVcX^Va#Xdb
7jh^cZhh;^cVcX^Va
I]Zgbd;^h]ZgHX^Zci^ÄX
lll#i]ZgbdÄh]Zg#Xdb
7^dhX^ZcXZ

KZg^odcL^gZaZhh
]iie/$$lll#kZg^odcl^gZaZhh#Xdb$XV"
gZZgh
IZaZXdbbjc^XVi^dch

J#H#6gbnBZY^XVaGZXgj^i^c\
]iie/$$lll#Vgbn#\dk
GZXgj^i^c\

K^gVXdc
lll#k^gVXdc#Xdb
<aVhh;VWg^XVi^dc

J#H#CVkn
lll#cVkn#b^a
B^a^iVgn

KjaXgV[i!CjXdg8dgedgVi^dc
]iie/$$lll#cjXdg#Xdb
HigjXijgVa:c\^cZZg^c\

J#H#EZVXZ8dgeh
]iie/$$lll#eZVXZXdgeh#\dk
<dkZgcbZci

LVai9^hcZnLdgaY8daaZ\ZEgd\gVb
lll#Y^hcZnXdaaZ\Zegd\gVb#Xdb
=dhe^iVa^in

Jc^iZYGZciVah
lll#jg#Xdb$XVgZZgh
8dchigjXi^dc:fj^ebZciGZciVah

LZaah;Vg\d;^cVcX^Va
]iie/$$lll#lZaah[Vg\dÄcVcX^Va#Xdb
;^cVcXZ

JH96;dgZhiHZgk^XZ
lll#[h#[ZY#jh
J#H#;dgZhiHZgk^XZ

LZhIZX]:c\^cZZg^c\>cX#
]iie/$$lll#lZhiZX]"^cX#Xdb
EgdXZhh:fj^ebZci

JH96CVi^dcVa6\g^XjaijgVaHiVi^hi^Xh
HZgk^XZ
]iie/$$lll#cVhh#jhYV#\dk$ji$
;ZYZgVa<dkZgcbZci"6\g^XjaijgVa
HiVi^hi^Xh

LZhiZgc<dkZgcdghJc^kZgh^in
lll#l\j#ZYj$haX
:YjXVi^dc

JHJ6^g;dgXZGDI8
lll#jhj#ZYj$V[gdiX
J#H#6^g;dgXZGDI8

HDHHiV[Äc\
lll#hdhhiV[Äc\#Xdb
:beadnbZci$HiV[Äc\

JHJ6gbnGDI8
]iie/$$lll#jhj#ZYj$VgbngdiX$^cYZm#
e]e
<dkZgcbZciHZgk^XZ

HdkZgZ^\c;^cVcX^Va$CVi^dcVaA^[Z
<gdje
lll#hdkZgZ^\cÄcVcX^Va\gdje#Xdb
HVaZh

JiV]9ZeVgibZcid[6\g^XjaijgZVcY
;ddY
]iie/$$lll#Y]gb#jiV]#\dk
Edjaign

HeVXZ9ncVb^XhAVW
]iie/$$lll#jhjg[#dg\
:c\^cZZg^c\$GZhZVgX]

JiV]9ZeVgibZcid[Ldg`[dgXZHZg"
k^XZh
]iie/$$lll#Ylh#hiViZ#ji#jh
HiViZ<dkZgcbZci

CZlNdg`A^[Z
lll#cZlndg`a^[Z#Xdb
;^cVcX^VaHZgk^XZh

HiViZd[>YV]d9^k^h^dcd[=jbVcGZ"
hdjgXZh
lll#Y]g#^YV]d#\dk
<dkZgcbZci

Cdgi]lZhiZgcBjijVa;^cVcX^VaCZi"
ldg`
;^cVcX^VaHZgk^XZh

IVg\Zi8dgedgVi^dc
IVg\Zi#Xdb$XVgZZgh
GZiV^a

CdkZaa!>cX#
]iie/$$lll#cdkZaa#Xdb
8dbejiZgh

IZcI]djhVcYK^aaV\Zh
]iie/$$lll#k^aaV\ZhjiV]#dg\
Cdc"EgdÄi

CjigVXZji^XVa8dgedgVi^dc
]iie/$$lll#cjigVXZji^XVa#Xdb
7jh^cZhh"BVcj[VXijg^c\"8dchjbZg
EgdYjXih

I]Z8]jgX]d[?Zhjh8]g^hid[AViiZg"
YVnHV^cih
]iie/$$lll#aYh#_dWh
GZa^\^djh

JiV]HiViZIVm8dbb^hh^dc
iVm#jiV]#\dk
<dkZgcbZci

LZhi=dhi
lZhi]dhi#Xdb
>ciZgcZi
MVXilVgZ>cX#
]iie/$$lll#mVXilVgZ#Xdb
Hd[ilVgZ9ZkZadebZci
NZaadlhidcZ7ZVgLdgaY
]iie/$$lll#nZaadlhidcZWZVgldgaY#
Xdb
Oddad\n!Idjg^hb
O^dch7Vc`
]iie/$$lll#o^dchWVc`#Xdb
7Vc`^c\

7EDNESDAY ª-ARCHª
43#ª3ECONDª&LOOR
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Step 3 – Dress for Success

Dress PROFESSIONALLY! You cannot undervalue a
ÀUVWLPSUHVVLRQVRFRQVLGHUFRPLQJSUHSDUHGIRUWKHMRE\RXKRSH
WRJHW%XVLQHVVFDVXDOLVUHFRPPHQGHGEXWDVXLWLVDOVRDSSUR
SULDWHLI\RXDUHDERXWWRJUDGXDWHDQGWKLVDWWLUHÀWVWKHRUJDQL]D
WLRQDOQRUPIRUWKHHPSOR\HU\RXDUHYLVLWLQJ

4HEª SECONDªSCANª ª
ªªª%MPLOYERSªGIVEªRESUMESª
Aª SECONDªSCANª7OULDª
YOURSªSURVIVEª$URINGª
THEªINITIALªSCREENING ªANª
EMPLOYERªWILLªLOOKªFORª
ANSWERSªTOªTHEªFOLLOWINGª
QUESTIONS
ª
ª)SªTHEREªSUFFICIENTªEXPE
RIENCEª
ª)SªTHEªEXPERIENCEªINªTHEª
APPROPRIATEªAREASª
ª)SªANYªCRITICALªEXPERI
ENCEªMISSINGª
ª$OESªTHEREªAPPEARªTOª
BEªSUFFICIENTªBREADTHªANDª
DEPTHªOFªTECHNICALªKNOWL
EDGEª

ª)SªTHEREªEVIDENCEªOFªSUF
FICIENTªMANAGERIALªORªLEAD
ERSHIPªSKILLSª
ª$OªANYªCRITICALªSKILLSª
ªTECHNICALªORªLEADERSHIPª ª
APPEARªTOªBEªMISSINGª
ª)SªTHEREªAªREASONABLEªHIS
TORYªOFªCONTRIBUTIONSªANDª
ACHIEVEMENTª
ª(OWªDOESªTHISªCANDIDATEª
STACKªUPªAGAINSTªOTHERSª
ALREADYªIDENTIFIEDª
ª"ASEDªONªTHEªINFORMA
TIONªPROVIDED ªCOUPLEDªWITHª
PASTªEXPERIENCEªWITHªTHISª
CLIENT ªISªTHEREªAªREASONABLEª
PROBABILITYªTHATªAªJOBªOFFERª
COULDªBEªMADEª

Step 4 – Prepare for your approach

1DPHEDGJHVDUHDYDLODEOHDWWKHHQWUDQFHWRWKH)DLUDQGHPSOR\HUV
SUHIHUVHHLQJ\RXUQDPHPDMRUDQGJUDGXDWLRQGDWHEHIRUH\RXHYHQ
EHJLQWDONLQJZLWKWKHP
(PSOR\HUVH[SHFW\RXWRZDONXSDQGLQWURGXFH\RXUVHOI7KLVPD\
IHHOXQFRPIRUWDEOHDWÀUVWEXWZLWKSUDFWLFH\RXZLOOJHWXVHGWRGRLQJ
LWDQGGRLQJLWZHOO5HPHPEHUUHFUXLWHUVDUHDWWKH)DLUWRPHHW\RX
VRIROORZWKHVHVWHSV
9LVLWWKHRUJDQL]DWLRQV\RXDUHPRVWLQWHUHVWHGLQÀUVWDQGDVHDUO\
LQWKHGD\DVSRVVLEOH,IWKHERRWKLVEXV\PRYHRQWRDQRWKHUUHFUXLW
HUDQGFRPHEDFNODWHU
6PLOHPDNHH\HFRQWDFWRIIHU\RXUKDQGDQGLQWURGXFH\RXUVHOI
$JRRGÀUPKDQGVKDNHDQGH\HFRQWDFWVKRZVFRQÀGHQFH
,QWURGXFH\RXUVHOIZLWKDEULHI´FRPPHUFLDOµDERXW\RXUVHOI7KLV
VWDWHPHQWVKRXOGLQFOXGHWKHGHJUHH\RXDUHSXUVXLQJ\RXUPDMRUDQG
ZKDWW\SHRIRSSRUWXQLW\\RXDUHORRNLQJIRU
(;$03/(´+HOORP\QDPHLV-RQLWLVYHU\QLFHWRPHHW\RX,DP
DVHQLRUZRUNLQJRQD%6LQ(QJOLVKZLWKH[SHULHQFHDQGFRXUVHZRUN
LQ7HFKQLFDO:ULWLQJ,ZRXOGOLNHWRNQRZKRZ,PLJKWXVHWKHVH
VNLOOVZLWKLQ\RXURUJDQL]DWLRQDVDQLQWHUQµ
%HSHUVRQDEOHDQGNHHS\RXULQWHUDFWLRQEULHIEXWHIIHFWLYH'RQ·W
IRUJHWWRDVNZKDW\RXUQH[WVWHSVKRXOGEHLQWKHDSSOLFDWLRQSURFHVV
$VNLI\RXFDQJLYHWKHPDUHVXPH6RPHHPSOR\HUVZLOOVXJJHVWWKDW
\RX´MXVWYLVLWRXUZHEVLWHWRDSSO\µDQGZLOOQRWDFFHSWDUHVXPH
7KHYDOXHRIPHHWLQJDFRPSDQ\UHFUXLWHUIDFHWRIDFHFRPHVODWHULQ
WKHIROORZXSSKDVH
7KDQNWKHUHFUXLWHUIRUWKHLQIRUPDWLRQWKH\SURYLGHGDQGVKDNHWKHLU
KDQG$VNIRUDEXVLQHVVFDUGLQRUGHUWRIROORZXS

ª4HINGSªTOª4AKEª!WAYª
FROMªAª#AREERª&AIR
"Yª3ALLYª+EARSLEYª
2EPRINTEDªFROMª*OB7EBªWWW
JOBWEBCOM ªWITHªPERMISSIONª
OFªTHEª.ATIONALª!SSOCIATIONªOFª
#OLLEGESªANDª%MPLOYERS ªCOPY
RIGHTªHOLDER
ª ª"USINESSªCARDSªFROMªTHEª
RECRUITERSªYOUªHAVEªMETª5SEª
THEªCARDSªTOªWRITEªFOLLOW UPª
NOTESªTOªTHOSEªORGANIZATIONSªINª
WHICHªYOUªAREªMOSTªINTERESTEDª
ª ª.OTESªABOUTªCONTACTSªYOUª
MADEª4AKEªPAPERªANDªPENªWITHª
YOUªTOªWRITEªDOWNªIMPORTANTª
DETAILSªABOUTªPARTICULARªORGA
NIZATIONS ªINCLUDINGªNAMESªOFª
PEOPLEªWHOªMAYªNOTªHAVEªHADª
BUSINESSªCARDSª4AKEªAªFEWªMIN
UTESªAFTERªYOUªLEAVEªEACHªTABLEª
TOªJOTªDOWNªTHESEªNOTESª
ª ª)NFORMATIONªABOUTªORGA
NIZATIONSªYOUªHAVEªCONTACTEDª
-OSTªRECRUITERSªWILLªHAVEª
INFORMATIONªFORªYOUªTOªPICKªUP ª
INCLUDINGªCOMPANYªBROCHURES ª

COMPUTERªDISKETTESªORª#$gS ª
POSITIONªDESCRIPTIONS ªANDªOTHERª
DATAª9OUªWONgTªHAVEªTIMEªTOª
DEALªWITHªTHESEªATªTHEªFAIRª
ª ª!ªBETTERªSENSEªOFªYOURª
CAREERªOPTIONSª)FªYOUªHAVEªUSEDª
THEªEVENTªCORRECTLY ªYOUªWILLª
HAVEªMADEªCONTACTªWITHªSEVERALª
ORGANIZATIONSªTHATªHIREªPEOPLEª
WITHªYOURªSKILLSªANDªINTERESTSª
)NªTHINKINGªABOUTªTHEIRªNEEDSª
ANDªYOURªBACKGROUND ªEVALUATEª
WHETHERªEACHªCOMPANYªMIGHTª
BEªAªMATCHªFORªYOUª
ª ª3ELF CONFIDENCEªINªINTER
ACTINGªWITHªEMPLOYERªREPRE
SENTATIVESª!ªCAREERªFAIRªGIVESª
YOUªTHEªOPPORTUNITYªTOªPRACTICEª
YOURªINTERVIEWªSKILLSªINªAªLESSª
FORMIDABLEªENVIRONMENTªTHANªAª
FORMALªINTERVIEWª5SEªTHISªEXPE
RIENCEªTOªPRACTICEªTALKINGªABOUTª
WHATªYOUªHAVEªDONE ªWHATªYOUª
KNOW ªANDªWHATªYOURªINTERESTSª
AREª

!ªFEWªWORDSªABOUTª
#AREERª&AIRªETIQUETTEª
ª
$ONTªINTERRUPTªTHEªEMPLOY
ERªREPSªORªYOURªFELLOWªJOB SEEK
ERSª
ª
)FªSOMEONEªELSEªISªMONOPO
LIZINGªTHEªEMPLOYERSªTIME ªTRYª
TOªMAKEªEYEªCONTACTªWITHªTHEª
REPªTOªLETªHIMªORªHERªKNOWªTHATª
YOUREªINTERESTEDªINªSPEAKINGª
9OUªMAYªBEªDOINGªAªFAVORªBYª
GIVINGªTHEªRECRUITERªANªOUTª)Fª
ALLªELSEªFAILS ªMOVEªTOªTHEªNEXTª
EXHIBITªANDªPLANªTOªCOMEªBACKª
LATER
ª
)FªYOUªHAVEªAªREALªINTER
ESTªINªANªEMPLOYER ªFINDªOUTªTHEª
PROCEDURESªREQUIREDªTOªSECUREª
ANªINTERVIEWª!TªSOMEªCAREERª
FAIRS ªINITIALªSCREENINGªINTER
VIEWSªMAYªBEªDONEªONªTHEªSPOTª
/THERªTIMES ªTHEªCAREERªFAIRªISª
USEDªTOªPRE SCREENªAPPLICANTSª
FORªINTERVIEWSªTOªBEªCONDUCTEDª
LATERªEITHERªONªCAMPUSªORªATª
THEªEMPLOYERSªSITE 
ª
3INCERITYªALWAYSªWINSª
$ONTªLAYªITªONªTOOªTHICK ªBUTª
DONTªBEªTOOªBLASÏªEITHERª
6IRTUALLYªALLªEMPLOYERSªAREª
LOOKINGªFORªCANDIDATESªWITHª
GOODªCOMMUNICATIONªSKILLS

ª
$ONTªJUSTªDROPªYOURª
RESUMEªONªEMPLOYERSªDISPLAYª
TABLESª4RYªTOªGETªITªINTOªAªPER
SONSªHANDSªANDªATªLEASTªSAYªAª
FEWªWORDSª)FªTHEªSCENEªISªTOOª
BUSYªANDªYOUªCANTªGETªAªWORDª
INªEDGEWISE ªJOTªAªNOTEªONªYOURª
RESUMEªTOªTHEªEFFECTªOF ªh9OUª
WEREªSOªBUSYªTHATªWEªDIDNTª
GETªAªCHANCEªTOªMEETª)MªVERYª
INTERESTEDªINªTALKINGªTOªYOUvª
,OOKªAROUNDªTHEªDISPLAYªFORªTHEª
RECRUITERSªBUSINESSªCARDªORª
ATªTHEªVERYªLEAST ªWRITEªDOWNª
HISªORªHERªNAMEªANDªGETªSOMEª
LITERATUREªWITHªTHEªCOMPANYSª
ADDRESS ªANDªSENDªAªFOLLOW UPª
NOTEªANDªANOTHERªCOPYªOFªYOURª
RESUME
ª
)FªYOUªKNOWªAHEADªOFªTIMEª
THATªONEªOFªYOURªhDREAMªCOM
PANIESvªISªAªCAREERªFAIRªPARTICI
PANT ªDOªSOMEªPRIORªRESEARCHªATª
MINIMUM ªVISITªTHEIRª7EBSITEª
AND ªIFªAVAILABLE ªVIEWªTHEIRª
COMPANYªVIDEOTAPE ª!ªLITTLEª
ADVANCEªPREPARATIONªGOESªAª
LONGªWAYªANDªCANªMAKEªYOUª
STANDªOUTªAMONGªTHEªMASSESªOFª
OTHERªATTENDEES
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4HEª)NTERVIEWª9OURªFIRSTªSTEPªUPªLADDERªOFªSUCCESS

2EASONSª7HYª0OTENTIALª%MPLOYEESª!REª
2EJECTEDªINªTHEª)NTERVIEW
sª0OORªPERSONALªAPPEARANCEª ª
sªª,ACKªOFªINTERESTªANDªENTHUSIASM
sª&AILUREªTOªKEEPªEYEªCONTACT
sª,ATEªTOªTHEªINTERVIEW
sª!SKSªNOªQUESTIONSªABOUTªTHEªJOB
sª4OOªOVERBEARING
sª)NABILITYªTOªEXPRESSªSELFªCLEARLY
sª,ACKªOFªPOISEªORªSELF CONFIDENCE
sª5NREALISTICªSALARYªDEMANDS
sª,ACKªOFªMATURITY
sª.OªLEADERSHIPªPOTENTIAL
sª+NOWªNOTHINGªABOUTªTHEªCOMPANY
sª5NWILLINGªTOªRELOCATE
sª%XCESSIVEªINTERESTªINªSECURITYªªBENEFITSª
ª7HATªCANªYOUªDOªFORªME
sª)NAPPROPRIATEªBACKGROUND
ª (OWªTOª3UCCEEDªINªANª)NTERVIEW
ª 4OªSUCCEEDªINªINTERVIEWS ªITªISªVITALªTOª
UNDERSTANDªTHATªYOUªAREªSELLINGªAªPRODUCTª
ªYOURSELFªªTOªANªORGANIZATIONª4HESEª
EMPLOYERSªBUYERS ªONLYªWANTªCOLLEGEª
GRADUATESªTHATªCANªSUCCEEDªINªTHEIRªORGA
NIZATIONSª'IVENªTHATªTHEªNUMBERªOFªCANDI
DATESªAPPLYINGªFORªEACHªCAREERªPOSITIONªISª
HIGH ªANªEMPLOYERªWANTSªTOªSEEªEVIDENCEªOFª
AªCANDIDATEgSªQUALIFICATIONSªASªTHEYªRELATEª
TOªTHEªJOBªOPENING
ª $ISPLAYINGªTHESEªQUALIFICATIONSªINªINTER
VIEWSªISªNOTªEASYªBUTªSELF ASSESSMENT ª
PREPARATION ªANDªPRACTICEªCANªHELPª#OLLEGEª
GRADUATESªNEEDªTOªANALYZEªTHEIRªSTRENGTHS ª
WEAKNESSES ªMOTIVATIONS ªANDªGOALSªTOª
SEEªHOWªWELLªTHEYªFITªWITHªEMPLOYERSgª
NEEDSª4HEªGOODªNEWSªISªTHATªINTERVIEWINGª
SKILLSªCANªBEªDEVELOPEDªANDªªANDªPRACTICEª
0REPARATIONªISªTHEªKEYªTOªSUCCESSªANDª

WITHªEACHªFACTORª&ORªEXAMPLEªTHEªQUES
TION ª$OªYOUªGETªBOREDªWITHªDETAILªISª
MEANTªTOªASSESSªAªCHARACTERªTRAINª!ªGOODª
ANSWERªTOªTHISªQUESTIONªISª
ª.O ª)gMªGETTINGªPAIDªTOªDOªWHATªTHEªJOBª
REQUIRESª)FªCHECKINGªDETAILSªISªPARTªOFª
WHATªITªTAKESªTOªDOªTHEªJOBªRIGHT ªTHENªTHATgSª
WHATª)ªDOª3UCCESSªANDªADVANCEMENTªAREª
NOTªBORINGªANDªTHEYªDIRECTLYªRESULTªFROMª
DOINGªMYªWORKªWELL
ª 1UESTIONSª9OUª-IGHTª!SKª4HEª
)NTERVIEWER
ª 2EMEMBER ªITªISªNOTªONLYªHOWªYOUª
ANSWERªTHEªINTERVIEWERgSªQUESTIONS ªBUTª
ALSOªWHATªQUESTIONSªYOUªASKªWHICHªCANª
LEADªTOªAªJOBªOFFERª4HEªTYPESªOFªQUESTIONSª
YOUªASKªCANªHELPªYOUªSTANDªOUTªAMONGªTHEª
OTHERªCANDIDATESª9OUªMIGHTªCONSIDERªASK
INGªSOMEªOTHERªTHEªFOLLOWINGªQUESTIONSª
DURINGªTHEªINTERVIEW
ªª0LEASEªDESCRIBEªTHEªDUTIESªOFªTHEªJOBªFORª
ME
ªª7HATªKINDSªOFªASSIGNMENTSªMIGHTª)ª
EXPECTªTHEªFIRSTªSIXªMONTHSªONªTHEªJOB
ªª!REªSALARYªADJUSTMENTSªGEAREDªTOªTHEª
COSTªOFªLIVINGªORªJOBªPERFORMANCE
ªª$OESªYOURªCOMPANYªENCOURAGEªFURTHERª
EDUCATION
ªª7HATªPRODUCTSªORªSERVICES ªAREªINªTHEª
DEVELOPMENTªSTAGEªNOW
ªª$OªYOUªHAVEªPLANSªFORªEXPANSION
ªª(AVEªYOUªCUTªYOURªSTAFFªINªTHEªLASTª
THREEªYEARS
ªª(OWªDOªYOUªFEELªABOUTªCREATIVITYªANDª
INDIVIDUALITY
ªª)NªWHATªWAYSªISªAªCAREERªWITHªYOURª
COMPANYªBETTERªTHANªONEªWITHªYOURªCOM
PETITORS
ª)SªTHISªAªNEWªPOSITIONªORªAMª)ªREPLACINGª
SOMEONE
ª7HATªISªTHEªLARGESTªSINGLEªPROBLEMªFAC
INGªYOURªSTAFFªDEPARTMENT ªNOW
ªª-AYª)ªTALKªWITHªTHEªLASTªPERSONªWHOª
HELDªTHISªPOSITIONª

ALLOWSªYOUªTOªOVERCOMEªSTRESSªINªORDERªTOª
FOCUSªONªTHEªINTERVIEW
ª )NTERVIEWª0REPARATION
sª2ESEARCHªTHEªCOMPANYªYOUªAREªPURSUINGª
3EEªYOURªCAREERªADVISORªFORªMOREªINFOR
MATION
sª#ONFIRMªTIME ªPLACE ªANDªNAMEªINCLUDEª
SPELLING ªFORªTHEªINTERVIEWª!RRIVEª ª
MINUTESªEARLY
sª$RESSªAPPROPRIATELYªANDªBEªSUREªYOUª
HAVEªSEVERALªCOPIESªOFªYOURªCOVERªLETTER ª
RESUME ªANDªREFERENCESªREADY
sª0RACTICEªRESPONDINGªTOªSAMPLEªQUESTIONSª
"EªSUREªTOªLINKªYOURSELFªANDªYOURªBACK
GROUNDªTOªTHEªJOB
- See INTEERVIEW, page 12
sª-AINTAINªAªPOSITIVEªATTITUDE
sª(AVEªAªLISTªOFªQUESTIONSªTHATª
YOUªWANTªTOªASKªTHEªINTERVIEWERª Step 5- Ask Questions
3HOWªTHEMªYOUªHAVEªDONEªSOMEª
The process of researching organizations will likely
RESEARCHªANDªTHATªYOUªAREªAª
make you think of questions you would like to ask recruiters
THOUGHTFULªPERSON
when you meet them at the Fair. These can include:
ª 0EOPLEªWHOªINTERVIEWªWELLªAREª
•What majors would best prepare me to work with your
OFTENªBETTERªEMPLOYEESªBECAUSEª
organization?
THEYªHAVEªLEARNEDªHOWªTOªSELLª
•How do I apply for internships/career positions?
THEMSELVESªANDªTHEIRªIDEASªTOª
•What skills are you most interested in seeing in a candiOTHERSª0OSITIVEªINTERACTIONSªGETSª
date?
PEOPLEªHIRED ªPROMOTED ªANDª
•What kinds of additional skills or experiences would set
RECRUITEDªFORªBETTERªOPPORTUNI
TIESª2ECOGNIZEªTHATªMOSTªINTER
me apart from other candidates?
VIEWSªFOLLOWªAªSIMILARªFORMATª
If the organization’s recruiter is staying the next day to
)NTERVIEWERSªEVALUATEªPOTENTIALª hold interviews, be prepared to ask for an interview.
EMPLOYEESªONªEDUCATIONALªBACK
GROUND ªCREATIVITY ªCHARACTERª
TRAITS ªINITIATIVE ªWORKªEXPERI
ENCEªANDªTRAINING ªMANAGEMENTª
ABILITY ªCOMMUNICATIONªSKILLS ª
ANDªOUTSIDEªINTERESTSª4HEREªAREª
AªVARIETYªOFªQUESTIONSªASSOCIATEDª
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3OMEªGREATªQUESTIONSªTOªASKª
POSSIBLEªEMPLOYERS
ª $ONTªBEªSHYª)FªTHEª
OPPORTUNITYªARISES ª
ASKªINSIGHTFULªQUES
TIONSªOFªYOURªPROSPEC
TIVCEªEMPLOYERª4HEYª
WILLªAPPRECIATEªHEAR
INGªWHATªYOUªªHAVEªTOª
SAYªABOUTªYOURªFUTURE
ª s7HATªAREªTHEªTYPI
CALªCHALLENGESª)ªMIGHTª
ANTICIPATEªTHEªlªRSTªSIXª
MONTHSªONªTHEªJOB
ª s$OESªYOURªCOMPA
NYªENCOURAGEªFURTHERª
EDUCATION
ª s7HATªPRODUCTSªORª
SERVICES ªAREªINªTHEª
DEVELOPMENTªSTAGEª
NOW
ª s$OªYOUªHAVEªPLANSª
FORªEXPANSION
ª s(AVEªYOUªCUTªYOURª

STAFFªINªTHEªLASTªTHREEª
YEARS
ª s(OWªDOªYOUªFEELª
ABOUTªCREATIVITYªANDª
INDIVIDUALITY
ª s)NªWHATªWAYSªISªAª
CAREERªWITHªYOURªCOM
PANYªBETTERªTHANªONEª
WITHªYOURªCOMPETI
TORS
ª s)SªTHISªAªNEWªPOSI
TIONªORªAMª)ªREPLACINGª
SOMEONE
ª s7HATªISªTHEªLARGESTª
SINGLEªPROBLEMªFACINGª
YOURªSTAFFªDEPART
MENT ªNOW
ª s-AYª)ªTALKªWITHªTHEª
LASTªPERSONªWHOªHELDª
THISªPOSITION
ª s(OWªMUCHªAUTHOR
ITYªWILLª)ªHAVEªTOªMAKEª

DECISIONS
ª s$OªYOUªlªLLªPOSI
TIONSªFROMªTHEªOUT
SIDEªORªPROMOTEªFROMª
WITHINªlªRST
ª s7HATªQUALITIESªAREª
YOUªLOOKINGªFORªINªTHEª
CANDIDATEªWHOªlªLLSª
THISªPOSITION
ª s7HATªSKILLSªAREª
ESPECIALLYªIMPORTANTª
FORªSOMEONEªINªTHISª
POSITION
ª s(OWªWILLª)ªBEª
EVALUATED
ª s7HATªWILLªBEªMYª
OPPORTUNITIESªFORªAD
VANCEMENT
ª s$OªYOUªHAVEªANYª
QUESTIONSªORªCONCERNSª
ABOUTªMYªQUALIlªCA
TIONS

See you at the Fair

Dress for Success
As you seek employment, every advantage you can
JHWLVLPSRUWDQWHVSHFLDOO\WKDWÀUVWLPSUHVVLRQ7KH
following are a few suggestions for business casual and
formal attire.
Business Casual – for LESS traditional/conservative
ÀHOGV
For Women: A skirt (not too long or too short) or
nice pants with a blouse or sweater is appropriate. Avoid
shorts, sneakers, t-shirts, and too much jewelry, and
remember good grooming.
For Men: A shirt with a collar that buttons is best
though a nice polo shirt is acceptable with slacks, not
jeans. Avoid shorts, t-shirts, sneakers, and remember
good grooming.
Formal Dress – for MORE traditional/conservative
ÀHOGV
For Women: A suit with a knee-length skirt or pants
and blouse. A skirt or pants with a blouse and no jacket
or a day dress that is structured and not too dressy is also
DFFHSWDEOH6KRHVVKRXOGEHDSSURSULDWHWRWKHRXWÀWDQG
heels should not be too high.
For Men: A suit and tie is best with dress shoes. A
long-sleeved dress shirt with a tie and no jacket is also
acceptable.

Interviewing skills
-continued from page 11

ª/NCEªTHEªPROBATIONªPERIODªISªCOMPLETED ªHOWª
MUCHªAUTHORITYªWILLª)ªHAVEªOVERªDECISIONS
ª$OªYOUªFILLªPOSITIONSªFROMªTHEªOUTSIDEªORªPROMOTEª
FROMªWITHINªFIRST
ª7HATªQUALITIESªAREªYOUªLOOKINGªFORªINªTHEªCANDI
DATEªWHOªFILLSªTHISªPOSITION
ª7HATªSKILLSªAREªESPECIALLYªIMPORTANTªFORªSOME
ONEªINªTHISªPOSITION
ª)SªTHEREªAªLOTªOFªTEAMPROJECTªWORK
ª(OWªMUCHªTRAVEL ªIFªANY ªISªINVOLVEDªINªTHISªPOSI
TION
ªª7HATªISªTHEªNEXTªCOURSEªOFªACTIONª7HENªSHOULDª
)ªEXPECTªTOªHEARªFROMªYOUªORªSHOULDª)ªCONTACTªYOU
ª &OLLOW UP
ª 5NLESSªYOUªAREªTHEªLASTªPERSONªINTERVIEWED ªTHEª
IMPRESSIONªYOUªMAKEªWILLªFADEªWITHªEACHªSUBSEQUENTª
INTERVIEWªTHEªINTERVIEWERªUNDERTAKESª4HEªFOLLOWINGª
IDEASªENSUREªTHATªOUTªOFªSIGHTªDOESªNOTªMEANªOUTªOFª
MINDªFORªYOU
ª 3TEPSªINªTHEª&OLLOW UPª0ROCESS
ª ª)MMEDIATELYªAFTERªTHEªINTERVIEW ªDOªAªWRITTENª
RECAPªOFªTHEªINTERVIEW
ª 7HOªDIDªYOUªMEETªNAMESªANDªTITLES ª
ª7HATªDOESªTHEªJOBªENTAILª
ª7HATªAREªTHEªFIRSTªPROJECTSªYOUªWANTªTOªTACKLEª
ª7HYªCANªYOUªDOªTHEªJOB
ª7HATªWENTªPOORLYª7HY
ª7HATªISªTHEªNEXTªSTEPªINªTHEªSELECTIONªPROCESS
ª ªªª7RITEªAªFOLLOW UPªLETTERªTOªKEEPªYOUªFRESHªONª
THEªINTERVIEWERgSªMINDª4HISªLETTERªALSOªSHOWSªTHATª
YOUªAREªAPPRECIATIVE ªORGANIZED ªANDªINTERESTEDª
-AKEªSUREªTOªEXPRESSªYOURªAPPRECIATIONªOFªTHEª
INTERVIEWERgSªTIMEªANDªCOMMENTSª-AKEªITªCLEARªTHATª
YOUªAREªEXCITEDªABOUTªTHEªJOB ªCANªDOªIT ªANDªWANTªITª
+EEPªITªSHORT ªTYPEªIT ªANDªPROOFREADªITªCAREFULLYª
ªª ª)FªYOUªDOªNOTªHEARªANYTHINGªWITHINªAªREASON
ABLEªPERIODªOFªTIMEªONEªTOªTWOªWEEKS ªMAKEªAªCALLª
TOªTHEªLEADªINTERVIEWERª2ESTATEªTHEªPOINTSªYOUªMADEª
INªYOURªLETTER ªANDªRESTATEªYOURªINTERESTªINªTHEªPOSI
TIONª9OUªMAYªWANTªTOªSAY ª)ªFEELªCONFIDENTªABOUTªMYª
ABILITYªTOªCONTRIBUTEªTOªYOURªDEPARTMENTgSªEFFORTS ª
ANDª)ªREALLYªWANTªTHEªJOBª
ª )FªYOUªAREªTOLDªTHATªYOUªAREªNOªLONGERªINªTHEªRUN
NING ªBEªSUREªTOªASKªFORªTHEªOPPORTUNITYªPOSSIBLYª
ATªANOTHERªTIME ªTOªDISCUSSªWAYSªYOªMIGHTªIMPROVEª
YOURªINTERVIEWINGªSKILLSª
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3HADOWINGªOPENSªCAREERªDOORSªFORªSTUDENTS
ª*OBªSHADOWINGªNOTª
ONLYªALLOWSªAªSTUDENTª
TOªhTRYªONªAªCAREERªFORª
SIZE vªITªOFTENªLEADSª
TOªINTERNSHIPS ªSUM
MERªJOBSªANDªFUTUREª
EMPLOYMENTªOPPOR
TUNITIES ªACCORDINGªTOª
$OROTHYª&REDERICKS ª
EXECUTIVEªMANAGERª
SERVICESªATª2UTGERSª
5NIVERSITY
ª h4HISªJOBªMAR
KETªISªTHEªBESTªONEª
)VEªSEENªSINCEªTHEª
DOTCOMªBOOM vªSHEª
SAYSªh3TILL ªCORPORATEª
RECRUITERSªTELLªMEªTHATª
@IFªTHERESªNOªINTERN
SHIPªORªEXTERNSHIPª
;JOBªSHADOW= ªTHEªAP
PLICATIONªGOESªTOªTHEª
BOTTOMªOFªTHEªPILEv
ª &ORªTHREEªDECADESª
&REDERICKSªHASªAD
VISEDªSTUDENTSªONªJOBª
SHADOWINGª(EREªAREª

)TSªNOTªWHATª
YOUªKNOW ªITSª
WHOªYOUªKNOW
ªª/NEªOFªTHEªMOSTªIMPOR
TANTªSKILLSªYOUªSHOULDª
USEªATª#AREERª&AIRªISª
NETWORKINGª.ETWORKINGª
ISªTHEªMOSTªEFFICIENTªANDª
EFFECTIVEªWAYªTOªFINDª
EMPLOYMENTª)TªISªESTI
MATEDªTHATªFOURªOUTªOFª
EVERYªFIVEªJOBSªAREªNOTª
ADVERTISEDª4HISªMEANSª
THATªTHOSEªPOSITIONSªAREª
BEINGªFILLEDªBYªEMPLOY
ERSªWHOªAREªNETWORK
INGªTHEIRªFRIENDSªANDª
COWORKERSªTOªFINDªGOODª
EMPLOYEES
ª
'ETTINGªAªGOODª
JOBªAFTERªGRADUATIONª
REQUIRESªEFFORTª ªNET
WORKINGªISªTHEªWAYªTOª
GOª4OªSTART ªTALKªTOª
EVERYONEª}ªYOUªNEVERª
KNOWªWHOªYOUªWILLªMEETª
INªTHEªLUNCHªLINEª-AKEª
ASªMANYªPERSONALªCON
TACTSªASªPOSSIBLEªANDª
MAKEªGOODªUSEªOFªYOURª
COLLEGEªSURROUNDINGSª
3TUDENTSªSHOULDªMAKEª
PERSONALªCONTACTªWITHª
AªNUMBERªOFªINDIVIDU
ALS ªWHICHªINCLUDEªTHEª

- See NETWORK, pg. 16

AªFEWªOFªHERªTOPªTIPS
ªªªªª#OURTESIESªTOª%X
TEND
sª$RESSªTOªIMPRESS
sª!LWAYSªDISPLAYªAª
POSITIVEªATTITUDE
sª-AKEªAªGOODªIMPRES
SION
sª!SKªRELEVANTªQUES
TIONS
sª2ESPECTªTHEªINDUS
TRYª
sª"EªAPPRECIATIVE
sª3ENDªAªFOLLOW UPª
THANKªYOUªNOTEªTOªTHEª
EMPLOYERª3HOULDªBEª
HANDWRITTENªONªANªAT
TRACTIVEªNOTEªCARD
ªªªªª3AMPLEª1UESTIONSª
TOª!SK
sª0LEASEªDESCRIBEªTHEª
DUTIESªOFªTHEªJOB
sª7HATªMIGHTª)ªEXPECTª
INªTHEªlRSTªSIXªMONTHSª
nªIFªTHISªWEREªAªPERMA
NENTªPOSITION
sª7HATªSKILLSªAREªIM
PORTANTªFORªSOMEONEª

INªTHISªPOSITION
sª$OªYOUªPROMOTEª
FROMªWITHINªORªHIREª

FROMªTHEªOUTSIDE
HIREªWITHINªAªYEAR
sª(OWªMANYªCOLLEGEª
#AREERª0LANNING
GRADSªDOªYOUªTYPICALLYª
'UIDE ª ªPGª

When the Search is Serious

When it is time to look for that job, that career-type job, check with The UTAH
Statesman Job Finder first. Just go to www.A-Bay-USU.com and look for the job finder
widget, right thre on the right. Start clicking and start the search. Good luck!

#!2%%2ª&!)2ª30%#)!,ª ª&%"ª ª ª0!'%ª

Take Something Precious With You.

Take A Memory,
Take a USU Memory.
Just go to www.aggietownsquare.
com and click on “photo reprints.”
Lots of options, affordable,
lasts a lifetime.

#!2%%2ª&!)2ª30%#)!,ª ª&%"ª ª ª0!'%ª

Freshman to Senior
Your 4-Year Career Plan

Start your
planning
TODAY!

Freshman

Access

Enroll in Orientation Class

Attend SOAR

Sign-up for Connections

Step 1

Get to know your academic advisor
Select courses that allow you to explore a variety of disciplines
Explore





careers and majors at Career Services
Complete career interest inventories
105+&'46#-+0)>#4''4#0&+('.#00+0)?5;%*1.1);

Connect with alumni via the Student Alumni Mentor Network
Become a CareerAggie

Get involved with campus and community organizations
 Develop a record of service and leadership to USU and the community and build
your co-curricular transcript.

Sophomore
Continue to explore interests and abilities with an eye toward choosing a major.

Build your resume through:

081.8'/'06+0567&'06#0&241('55+10#.14)#0+<#6+105=$'%1/'#.'#&'4

Part-time or work-study positions

Volunteer/community service

National Student Exchange programs

Undergraduate research opportunities
Consider the possibility of international study or work abroad through:

Study abroad programs

International internship opportunities

Freshman to Senior
Your 4-Year Career Plan

University Inn Rm. 102, Ground Level (435)797-7777 www.usu.edu/career

Junior

USU
CAREER
SERVICES
University Inn
Ground Floor
797-7777

If you have not done so, now is the time to select a major.
Apply for co-op/internship opportunities to gain the career-realted experience employers are
looking for:

Focus

Step 2

Discuss potential majors with:

Faculty and Advisors

Professionals in your field (via CareerAggie)

Alumni in the Student Alumni Mentor Network (via CareerAggie)

Career Services Coaches

''58+5*:163#3''3'37+%'4?%#3''3%1#%*51

Seek help in identifying an academic major that suits you

Update your resume/cover letter and develop a career/internship search strategy

Develop a network of potential employers and alumni

Research organizations

Attend Tech Expo, Career Fair, and Graduate School Fair
#-'#.'#&'34*+231.'+0456&'0513)#0+;#5+104#0&%104+&'3#='37+%''#30+0)>'92'3+'0%'
Research graduate schools and prepare for entrance exams.
Access your CareerAggie account to network with alumni and employers.

Step 3

Senior
Be sure to apply for graduation on time.
5#35:163%#3''34'#3%*#5.'#45</105*4$'(13':16)3#&6#5'

Implement

Explore

Enroll in courses that fulfill both general education and major requirements.

Step 4

(5'3)3#&6#5+10)3#&6#5'44''-%#3''3'/2.1:/'0513%105+06'5*'+3'&6%#5+10$:#55'0&+0)
graduate or professional schools.
If you are seeking career employment, visit Career Services to:

Receive one-on-one career search strategies and advising

Update and edit your resume/cover letter and prepare for interviews

Participate in on-campus recruiting with various organizations

Attend the Tech Expo in the fall and the Career fair in the spring
If you are continuing your education:

Complete graduate and professional school applications and take entrance exams.

07'45+)#5'5*'7#3+'5:1(231)3#/4#7#+.#$.'#5!!#0&0#5+108+&'
Report your career employment or continuing education status to Career Services.

University Inn Rm. 102, Ground Level (435)797-7777 www.usu.edu/career

#!2%%2ª&!)2ª30%#)!,ª ª&%"ª ª ª0!'%ª

Are you a self-motivated
decision-maker? Are you
community-oriented and want
a highly satisfying career?

THE CACHE COUNTY
SHERIFF’S OFFICE
is a value-based office that
believes in respect, fairness,
empathy, responsibility,
trustworthiness, and
professionalism.
If interested, check us out
at the USU Career Fair on
March 3, 2010, or visit our
website @
www.cachesheriff.com.

Remember networking
-continued from page 13
#AREERª3ERVICESªSTAFF ªALUMNI ªPROFES
SORS ªCLASSMATES ªCAREERªFAIRSªANDªPRO
FESSIONALSªWORKINGªINªYOURªFIELD
ª
4HEª#AREERª3ERVICESªSTAFFªISªAª
SERVICEªPROVEDªTOªSTUDENTS ªFUTUREªSTU
DENTS ªALUMNIªANDªEMPLOYERSª#AREERª
3ERVICESªHOSTSªAªNUMBERªOFªJOBªFAIRSª
ANDªEXPOSªYEARLYª#AREERª3ERVICESª
OFFERSªCAREERªEXPLORATION ªSUCCESSFULª
JOBªSEARCHªSKILLS ªADVISINGªANDªTEST
INGªTOªHELPªFINDªTHATªPERFECTªCAREERª
FORªYOUª-OSTªIMPORTANTLY ªTHEYªAREª
STRONGªCONNECTIONªBETWEENªSTUDENTª
ANDªEMPLOYER
ª
0ROFESSORSªAREªEXCELLENTªRESOURCEª
FORªINTERNSHIPS ªWHICHªOFTENªLEADªTOª
EMPLOYMENTªTHISªMAKESªTHEMªAªGOODª
CONTACTªASªWELLª-AKINGªAªPERSONALª
CONNECTIONªTOªYOURªPROFESSORSªWILLª
HELPªBUILDªAªRELATIONSHIPªTHATªCANª
EXTENDªPASTªTHEªLASTªDAYªOFªTHEªSEMES
TERª7HILEªPROFESSORSªDONtTªGENERALLYª
WORKªINªYOURªFIELD ªTHEYªAREªFAMILIARª
WITHªITª4HEYªOFTENªHAVEªFRIENDSªANDª
COLLEAGUESªTHATªCALLªONªTHEMªFORªPEO
PLEªTOªFILLªINTERNSHIPªPOSITIONSª-AKINGª
AªGOODª

IMPRESSIONªONªYOURªPROFESSORªCANªHELPª
LANDªTHATªINTERNSHIPªTHATªTURNSªINTOª
YOURªDREAMªJOB
ª
-AKINGªCONTACTªWITHªAªPROFESSION
ALªINªYOURªFIELDªCANªBEªANªEXTREMELYª
BENEFICIALªCONNECTIONª6ISITINGªWITHªAª
PROFESSIONALªCANªHELPªGATHERªINFORMA
TIONªABOUTªYOURªFIELDªANDªTHEYªGIVEª
GREATªADVICEª-OSTªPROFESSIONALSªINª
YOURªFIELDªREMEMBERªWHATªITªWASªLIKEª
TOªSTARTªOUTªINªTHEªJOBªMARKETªANDª
AREªALLªTOOªHAPPYªTOªTALKªABOUTªTHEIRª
CAREERS
ª
!FTERªYOUªHAVEªMETªWITHªAªPRO
FESSIONAL ªMAINTAINªTHATªRELATIONSHIPSª
VIAªE MAILª#HECKINGªINªANDªRE ESTAB
LISHINGªCONTACTªWILLªHELPªEXTENDªYOURª
NETWORKªANDªKEEPªYOURªONªTHEIRªMINDª
/FTEN ªCOLLEAGUESªASKªOTHERªCOLLEAGUESª
IFªTHEYªKNOWªSOMEBODYªGOODªFORªAª
POSITIONª}ªYOURªPROFESSIONALªMAYªREC
OMMENDªYOU
.ETWORKINGªISªTHEªTOOLªYOUªNEEDªTOª
LANDªTHEªJOBªYOUªWANTª3EVENTYªPER
CENTªOFªALLªJOBSªAREªFILLEDªBYªPEOPLEª
THEªEMPLOYERªALREADYªKNOWS

Work Worth Doing.
We understand what’s important in life.
So do our employees.

Due to our continual growth, ARUP has the following positions
available in Salt Lake City, Utah. ARUP’s supportive work environment
provides exceptional opportunities for professional development
and paid time off every year to create a well-balanced life and to
enjoy all the recreation Utah has to offer.
Medical Technologists
Medical Lab Technicians
Information Technology (IT)

Science-degree Positions
Client Services / Customer Service
Entry-level Positions

Blood Services
Research and Development
Phlebotomists

Warehouse Positions
Transportation Positions
and MANY MORE

.QQMHQT#472CVVJG757%CTGGT(CKT/CTEJ
6HHXVDWWKH868&DUHHU)DLU0DUFK
ARUP functions as both a national reference laboratory and a hospital laboratory.

See our up-to-date postings by visiting www.aruplab.com | From the home page go to About ARUP / Careers at ARUP / Open Positions.
Email: HR@aruplab.com or call us at (800) 242-2787, extension 2813
YYYCTWRNCDEQO^'SWCN1RRQTVWPKV[#H¿TOCVKXG#EVKQP'ORNQ[GT/(&8^#NNKPVGTGUVGFRGTUQPUCTGGPEQWTCIGFVQCRRN[
ARUP is an enterprise of the University of Utah and its Department of Pathology.

